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PREFACE

This Lecture Series No. 103 on the tuhject of Non-Destructive Inspection Methods for
Propulsion Systems and Components is sponsored by the Propulsion and Energetics Panel of
AGARD and implemented by the Consultant and Exchange Programme.

The safety in use of mechanical systems is dependent on the identification of possible
defects in their component parts. This particularly apnlies to turbine engines, certain compo-
nents of which, especially turbine and compressor discs and blades, are subjected to
particularly severe stresses; creep, low cycle fatigue, .hermal fatigue.

These potential defects must be detected, on the one hand when the parts are at the
manufacturing stage and, on the other, during periodic inspections in servic-:.

It is, therefore, essential to have available non-destructive inspection methods which,.
while they are accurate and sensitive, tan be used in the workshop for the detection of even
minor defects and cracks.

A considerable amount of research work has been done throughout the world in this
field and has led to the development of various methods; ultrasonic, magnetometer, X-ray.
New procedures, which are complementary to these now conventional methods, are in process

Y•, of development or optimization: acoustic emission, laser holography, eddy current etc.

The aim of this Lectdre Series is to survey the means currently available, with particular
emphasis on the intrinsic possibi!,ies and present limitations of the non-destructive inspection
methods most widely applied to turbine engines, and to describe the state of progress of
research on more recent methods.
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INTRODUMTON

Cott. Lecture Series NO 103 seat 6tablio dons is cadre do l'activit4
du Oftopulsion and Energetics Panel", et du "Consuiltant and Exchange Programm"
d. 1'AGARD.

RII* a pour but d'exarniner et do commenter l'4tat actual do l'art,
ot lea progrbe prd'visibles ou attendus do@ m4thodoe do contrdlo non destructif
appliqudes anx pibces de turbomachines ot entree motoura thermiquos.

L& rdalisation do coon turbomachine. ou noteurs thermiques do hauto.
perfomance. ndce..ite l& miss on oeuvre do matdriaux at techniques de plus
en plus mophiatiqud.. Do plus, 1. niveau do sdcurit4 exigd our lee composanta
do coon matdriels exige do. technique. do contrdle non deatructif do plusaen
plus 4yoludos.

Los ddfauts X ddtector sent do nature ot d~origine divereas

- ddfautu do fabrication:

-giomdtriques soufflurern, porositdrn, retasaurern, manque. do lia~isons,
-mdtallurgiques : inclusions, prdcipitations grossi~roa

- ddfaut. apparaismant en utilimation :eamentiollement criquern ou fissures do
fatigue, do fluago, dventuellemont zones do corrosion.

Un. unique mdthodo do contrdlo no pout prdtendre A .110 soul* rdvdler
ou identifier avec la mfimo officacitd coon diffdrenta types do ddfauta ; ii oat
done important do pouvoir disposer d~uno gamin do mdthodes, faisant appol A des
principes physiques diffdronts, pouvant btre utiliades conjointonent ou non

muvant 1s type do ddfaut & ddtecter, at 1. dogrd do sdcuritd exig4 pour l.I component ; et coci sans perdre do vue 1s cosft do cos opdrations do contrdlo.

Certain.. do corn mdthodes sont ddji ancionno., main font mouvent
l'objet do perfettionnoemnts inces.ants ; on pout citer on particulier

- ultra-sons i si 1. principo gdn~rai do cotte mdthode eat maintenant bion connu,
des nouveautdo apparaimuont soit au niveau du palpeur t la~rgour do band.
utilisate wortionaoment do 11614ment sensible, soit dens la ddfinition mmeo do
l&a dthodi to contrdlo ; imageine acouatiquo, diffraction ultra-aonore

- radiographie : cotte mdthodo dgalomont trbe ancionne connait diffdronts
perfeotionnomonta rdconta andlioration du pouvoir .dparatour par utilination
do matdniol inicrofocal, augmentation do la senrnibilit4 dos films..

D'autre. mdthodeese.nt apparuorn plus rdcemment, en particulior2

- dmission acoustiquo z la difficultd ossentielle do cette mdthodo riside dans
1 'intorprdtation des signaux: sonororn recusillirn ; un traitement appropri6 do
corn rignaux doyrait reinddier an partis cot handicap



- courants indujits acetts m6thode eat do plus on plus utilisis your 1m.

virification don aldesgesI

- holographis laser dont la mime en couvre en atelier rost* encore ddliýate.

Dann lo cam do*n diftutu apparsissant on service, il morait Avidenament
soubs~itable do pouvoir ddtocter lour apparition 1. plus tot poshible, afin do
rdduire Is risque do rupture Wa divoloppomont do la. fissure, et dgalomeont
dsalldger le. frdquonce don opdrstions do contr~le ; un. analyse fine des
anomalies mdtallurgiquos prdciddsnt l'appoarition do fissures macroscopiques
memble pouvnir ouvrir une nouvelle philosophie do contr~le.

Infin, le suivi on utilisation do la d~g'radation par usurs den orgm
udooniques pout Otre offectud on analysont la nature at la form* des ddbris
d'usure recueillis dons Ion circuits hydraaaliquaw et do lubrification ; cotte
technique, qui pormet do privoir lea ruptures d'organes mdcaniques apris un taxa=
d'usure detezuind, oat di'jk util~inso pour lea bolts@ do transmission d'hdlicop-
tires, ot pout btro 4tonduo aux pibcAs de motours.

11 eat 6vidont quo lee proc~ddd do contrdle ddcrits done cotte Lectiare
Series no slappliquent pas soulemont uniquoment aux composants do motours, at
turbomachines, et pouvent prdsenter ou prdsontent do llintdr~t pour d'sutres
applications, eassntiellement dons 1e domaine adrospatial.

Lour officacit6 at lours dvontuols progrbs constituent un trbs
important factour do la udcurit6 d'utilesotion do can matiriels.

L'Ingdnleur on Chef do 1 'Axmemiont BESSONNAiT
Lecture Series n* 103'm Director.



INTRODUCTION

This Lecture Series No 103 in sponsored by the "Propulsion nd Eer•etics
Panel" and implemented by the "Consultant and Exchange Program" of AGARD.

Its aim is to examine and comment on to-day's state of the art, and
the foreseeable or hoped progress of the non-destructive inspection methods
applied to the turbine or pistons engine. The manufacturing of these kinds of
mechanical systems needs the use of more and more sophisticated materials and
processes.

The defects it's necessary to detect are of various kinds and various
origins :

- manufacturing defects

- geometrical defects : blow holes, pores, shrinkages, voids
- metallurgical defects : inclusions, coarse precipitations

- defects occurring in use - mainly fatigue cracks, creep cracks, occasionnal'
corrosion areaq.

Only one method can't claim to detect or id3ntify all these kinds of
defects with the same effectiveness ; so, it is particulary important to have
one's disposal a large range of methods with different physical bases ; these
testing techniques must be used together or not according to the type of

defect, and the safety level required for the component ; last but not least,
it's opportune to take the cost of theso opori.zicus into consideration I

Some of these proceduces are alreaey established, but are incessantly
improved upon

- ultrasonic emission : this technique seems wellknown to-day, but is still in

improving, either the transducer - broad of the band, damping of the piezo-
electric wafer, or the process itself : acoustic imaging, ultrasonic
diffraction

- radiography this technique although very old is also continually being
revised . improvement of the resolution, ýn using a microfocal X-ray
equipment, and raising of the sensibility of the films.

Other methods have been born more recently t

- Acoustic emission the main difficulty is not to listen, but to understand
the sound signals I So, a probable new processing of the signals could add
to this disadvantage

_____________
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- Eddy currents : this technique is more and more used for the insection of
holes ;

- LaSer holography : the possibility to use it in a vorkshop sull presents
some difficulties.

Concerning the defects arising in service there in evidence leading
to detection of defects as soon as possible, in the &in to decrease the
possibility of rupture after the growth of a crack, and also to reduce the
weight of the periodic inspections ; this seems possible with a fine snalysis
of the metallurgical phenomenal occurring Just before the growth of macgo-
scopics cracks.

At last, the control in service of tha wear demaging of the mechanical
components can be done in analysing the kind and the peometry of the wear
debris collected in hydraulic or lubricant fluids ; with this technique, it is
possible to foresee the break of these components after & defined level of
wear ; this procedure is already used about the gear-boxe. of .- olicopters, amd
semas to be extended at the engine components.

Of course, the $].D.I. methods described in 'his Lecture Series are not
only available to the engine parts or pieces, but are sometimes applied to
other mechanical components, mainly in the aeronautical nr space technology
field.

The future improvements in safety level of aircraft propulsion
systems will be gained through the efficiency and progress of these I.D.I.
materials.

Ltlngdnieur en Chef de l'Amsment BURSONNAT
Lectures Series N* 103'a Director.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART OF NONDESTRUCfIVE INSPECTION OF AIRCRAFT ENGINES
by

D. M. Comassar
Manager, Aircraft Engine Quality Technology

General Electric Company
Cincinnati, Ohio 45215

Mail Drop E-45

The continuing emphasis on high performance aircraft engines over the past 20 years has required that non-
destructive inspection methods keep pace with the resulting tichnology Crtwth associated with the design
and mauufacture of these power plants. The use of higher strength alloys, the need for lonrer life
components and the emphasis on lower life cycle costs all require thit the components in the power plant
be more fault free than past generation engines.

New and engine-run hardware requirements are such that not only is the detection of smaller flaws in the
range of .010'" (.256 mm) required, but also more reliable detection. This has both basic process as well
as equipment implications. It has been our experience that an Improved understanding of the basic NDI
processes coupled with the identification of necessary technology extensions is required in order to
reduce the gap between the desired and actual flaw detection capabilities. Additionally, new manufactur-
ing technologies continually provide a motivation toward more effective NDI processes for hardware
quality control. This is the environment we are dealing with as an aircraft engine manufacturer.
Specifically, this discussion is aimed at describing where we stand today in applying state-of-the-sat
inspection techniques to engine components. Focus Is on major engine components where the demands are
more stringent.

There are five basic NDI disciplines which are more commonly applied to engine components, nartely ultra--
sonic, eddy current, fluorescent penetrant, radiographic and magnetic particle inspection. There are a
number of recent advancements in the ultrasonic and eddy current processes as well as improvements in the
fluorescent penetrant process that will be discussed. These advancements are primarily in the equipment
area and in the automation of the inspection process both of which provide improved capability, more
reliable inspections and also a reduction in inspection costs. Major advancements have not been seen in
the application of radiographic and magnetic particle inspections as they apply to aircraft engine
hardware. Thus, this discussion will focus on improvements in the ultrasonic, eddy current and
fluorescent penetrant processes. -Several nonconventional techniques used for inspection of development
hardware will also be discussed.

Ultrasonic Inspection

Typically, all major rotating hardware is ultrasonically inspected as it enters the manufacturing cycle.
This is done after the forging has been rough machined into rectilinear shapes with a specified envelope
to accommodate the inspection. Current production systems are designed to handle a 0.125" (3.2 mm)
envelope.

A typical system in use today is shown in Figure 11. !note that the basic motion control of the system is
provided by a numerical control machine. Experience has shown improved inspection consistency with the
use of this equipment. The numerical control tapes which direct the system provide the following"S~controls:

l - Constant water path.
- Transducer angulation to allow longitudinal and shear inspection modes.
- Part contour following.
- All required scans both in quantity and type.

All flaw indications are recorded for each part on a strip chart recording. Accept/reject decisions are
on the basis of signal amplitude. The system lust described has been in successful operation since 1974.

Several innovative improvements have been introduced into these systems within the past year and one-half.
These include replacing the previously used APT (Automatic Programmed Tools) numerical control language
with one which better describes the ultrasonic inspection process. This new language is called WRIPP -
which stands for Wrenn's Interactive Parts Programming. Figure #2 shows a comparison between the APT
and Wripp systems. There are a number of features nf the WRIPP system which are shown in Figure 03.
With the APT approach, numerical control (N/C) machine programmers prepared the N/C tapes in a batch
process mode which took an average of one week. The tapes were checked-out wi-h the part in the tank as in

an inspection. Correction of the tape errors, which typically ran - 30%, were very time consuming.

The WRIPP system utilizes a graphics terminal which has been linked to the electronic part definition in
the Compjier Aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) systems. Through this linkage, the
numerical control tape, plus the inspection scan plan and complete operator instructions, are generated.
This is done interactively in approximately two hours. The WRIPP system features simple software routines
which describe the ultrasonic process as well as tape checkout routines as part of the inspection planning
package. Experience since introduction of the WRIPP system has been excellent with less than 1% of the
tapes generated requiring correction.

The system just described utilizes advancements in the manufacturing and design areas through Computer
Aided systems (CAD and CAM) and interfaces the inspection requirements to achieve maximum benefits.

In addition to newer programming techniques. such as WRIPP, advancements have been made in part contour
following techniques, which :iave allowed ultrasonic inspection technology to keep pace with advanced
material process technology. This material processin:. technology is now presenting shaped (nonrectilinear)
hardware to the inspection process. From an inspection standpoint there are significant technology
implications. These lie in both the instrumentation and transducers required to achieve near surface

4.



resolution in the range of 0.050" (1.28 ms) as veil as Improve- process understanding which relates the
lena effects of the ultrasonic beam to part radii down to 0.500" (12.7 mm). Such an advanced system is
currently under development and is shown in Figure 04. This system features advanced Instrumentation
and part following techniques as veil as the following capabilities:

- Automatic

"o System calibration.
"o Distance amplitude correction.
"o Correction for lens effects of radii.
"o Flaw angulaticon technique to maximize signal resronse.
"o 0.050" (1.28 ,s) near surface resolution.
"o Contour following n! rid.L down to 0.500" (12.7 mm).

In addition to new inspection capability and the inherent benefits of an automatic inspection, there is
a projected reduction in inspection time of,-.40? when this system is introduced in early 1980.

The advancements in ultrasonic technology coupled vith computer technology have led the way for similar
advancements in other NDI processes. The visible gains from advancement of the ultrasonic process have
provided an impetus for similar work with both the fluorescent penetrant and eddy current inspections.

Fluorescent Penetrant Inspection (FPI)

Probably the most widely applied nondestructive inspection in the aircratt engine industry is
fluorescent penetrant inspection. While this technique has not experienced the advancements in basic
process technology that ultrasonic inspection has, major improvements have been made. These improve-
ments have made this process a viable candidate for automatic inspection techniques.

One of the more recently applied improvements is in the area of hydrophilic removers. These removers
are now ir wide application in the aircraft engine industry. Experience has shown the following
improvements through application of these removers.

- Improved process tolerance.
- Less background fluorescence.
- Cost effective dilute solutions.

The reduced background fluorescence obtainable with hydrophilic removers has contributed greatly to
improved inspectability while enhancing the opportunity for automated inspection techniques.

Recent improvements in water washable penetrants have indicated their suitability for certain engine
components. These improvements include improved process tolerance which allows application in a
production environment.

Over the past several years, a number of studies were conducted to determine the best penetrant system
for different hardware types and materials. These studies were conducted on test blocks of different
material types containing a range of low cycle fatigue cracks generated for test purposes. The block
configuration is shown in Figure #5. Tests were run on iron, nickel and titanium based alloys. These
blocks were used to generate relative flaw detection capability over a range of fluorescent penetrant
systems. The following generic penetrant material types were tested.

- Penetrants

"o High sensitivity post emulrification
"o Ultra-high sensitivity post emulsification

- Emulsifiers

"o Hydrophilic
"o Lipophilic

- Developers

"o Dry
"o Nofnaqueous

Figures #6 and #7 exemplify the type of data obtained. Figure #6 shows the relative effect of part base
material on detection efficiency using an ultra-high sensitivity penetrant system. Figure #7 shows the
effect of developers on detection efficiency by material type using an ultra-high sensitivity penetrant
system. This type of information allows the best match of FPI system and part inspection needs.

Eddy Current Inspection

The two previously discussed inspection processes are broadlf applied to newly manufactured hardware.
However. eddy current inspection has been found most suitable for service-run hardware. There are a
number of reasons why eddy crtrrent inspection has been successfully applied to service-run hardware;
these stem from differences in the basic requirements for new and service-run hardware. Typical
differences include:



NEW SERVICE-RUN

- Where the process is applied In-process shapes Final part shape

- The type and size of flaws Material and process Fatigue cracks - small
related flaws - cracks in compression
typically larger flaws

- Location of the flaws Subsurface and surface Surface flaws
flaws

- Inspection coverage required Bulk Local inspection of
- Ultrasonic critical areas and bulk
- FPI - FPI

In considering the requirements for service-run hardware, eddy current inspection has been found by
experience to be the most readily adaptable method to meet the majority of the requirements.

A number of more recent advancements have occurred in eddy current inspection. A major motivation for
these improvements has been the increasing widespread application of this technique to aircraft engine
hardware. This coupled with the continuing demand for improved flaw detection has provided impetus for
improved capacity.

Eddy current inspection has demonstrated relatively high flaw detection capability in comparison with
other NDI processes. Figure #8 depicts the relative capability of surface inspection techniques as
demonstrated on low cycle fatigue (LCF) cracked specimens of titanium material. These cracked specimens
were the same as described in the FPI studies.

While eddy current is very geometry-adaptable as shown in Figures #9, #10 and #11, the signal response
can be affected by geometry. This geometry condition, which in earlier work impeded clear interpretation
of the signal response, led to advancements in the area of signal processing. Figures #12 and #13 show
signal response on several types of flaws before and after signal processing. Note the clarity of flaw
interpretation after the signal has been electronically processed to remove low frequency components.

The instrumentation found most suitable to our applications is the impedance plane type. A typical
vector diagran is shown in Figure #14. This type of instrumentation facilitates separation of flaw
information as shown in the two channel strip charts in Figures #12 and #13.

Like ultrasonic inspection, there are many opportunities for improvement of the eddy current process as
it is currently manually applied. Technology advancements are required to achieve these improvements.
These reside in such things as having a computer compatible eddy current instrument, automated motion
control, computer controlled steup, inspection and data analysis as well as a better understanding of
eddy current field and flaw interpretations.

Developmeunt Inspection Methods

Several development inspection methods used primarily on nonproduction hardware are laser holography and
infrared thermography. The holographic technique is typically applied as in Figure #15 to determine
vibrational patterns of development hardware. The infrared technique can be used as in Figure #16 to
determine unbond conditions. Also, microfocus X-ray and high frequency ultrasonic presents methods of
flaw detection for special cases where very small flaws (<.010", .256 mm) must be founa.

In summary, over the past several years, nondestructive inspection has received ever increasing emphasis
at General Electric - Aircraft Engine Group. This emphasis is driven by new material and process
technology, the need for longer life engine components and the emphasis on lower life cycle costs.
Productivity provides another driver and further impetus toward automatic inspection features. While
automation endeavors are for the most part still in their infancy, significant advancements in
inspection process technology have been made. These advancements predominate in the ultrasonic process
with major gains in the eddy current and fluorescent penetrant processes.
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A" WRIPJ

0 EASE OF APPLICATION - MOTION DEFINED BASED - SCANS DEFINED BY SIMPLE

ON CONIC SECTIONS START AND STOP POINTS

- ALL MOTIONS MUST BE - ONLY SPEED AND MODE

SPECIFICALLY DEFINED REQUIRED

0 PLANNING - GENERATED BY HAND - AUTOMATED SCAN PLANS,

OPERATING SHEETS,

PLANNED TIMES

0 PROCESS VERIFICATION - OUTPUT CHECKED BY - OUTPUT DISPLAYED AND

CALCULATIONS OR VERIFIED GRAPHICALLY

TRIAL WITH PART

IN TANK - IMMEDIATE FEEDBACK VIA

GRAPHICS DISPLAY

Fig.2 Comparison of APT and WRIPP in key areas

0 INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS SYSTEM FOR:

- DEFINITION OF PART CONFIGURATION VIA CAD/CAM OR INTERACTIVELY

DEFINITION OF SCANNING REQUIREMENTS

GENERATION OF NUMERICAL CONTROL TAPE IMAGE

- GENERATION OF OPERATOR PAPERWORK

o ADDITIONAL SYSTEM FEATURES:

- GRAPHIC DISPLAY OF MANIPULATOR MOTION FOR TAPE VERIFICATION

- READY ACCESS FOR TAPE CORRECTIONS OR ADDITIONS

INTERFACED WITH OVERALL CAD/CAM SYSTEM

Fig.3 Features of WR1PP system
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Figure 4

DATUM PLANE

Fig.5 Fatigue crack test block
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Fig.16 Nickel base alloy lap braze joint
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SUMO4ARY

This paper examines the practical problem of schieving adequate resolution in
the broad field of radiography (x-rays, gamma rays and particle radiations) in the
aero-engine industry. The interpretation of any industrial radiograph is a
subjective process, involving the human eye and the experience and skill of the
viewer. Although many automated and programmed interpretation systems have been
postulated, there still remains a basic need to produce radiographic images which
are sharply defined, so that the information contained in them can be analysed
more readily by either man or machine.

Nicrofocal x-ray equipment which in certain circumstances can achieve
considerably enhanced resolution is discussed and emphasis in the paper is placed
on the application of these small x-ray sources to aero-engine components. These
newer techniques allow small defects to be resolved which hitherto have been
undetectable when using conventional x-ray techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

These lecture notes are concerned with the interaction between two successful scientific and
technological stories; the explosive development in aero-space design and the impact of x-radiography.
The former has developed from the crude beginnings of the flying machine at the turn of the century to
the technological achievements of supersonic flight. The latter concerns the accidental but brilliant
discovery of x-rays in the same era which, apart from providing a vital tool in medicine, now
contributes significantly in maintaining the low incidence of failure experienced with modern air
transportation.

Radiography was used on aircraft as long ago as (1] the 1914-1918 war when wooden propellors were
examined for the presence of cracking and other flaws. When in the 1920's aluminium alloys were first
used for casting pistons, cylinder heads and crank cases, radiography had arrived into the industry.
It was not until the 1940's however that radiography was rightfully acknowledged, by the inauguration
of written codes and standards, as a useful and practical technique to ensure the soundness of
components used in aero-engines.

In the UK a system was initiated in 1939 by the then named Aeronautical Inspection Directorate
(AID) now named Aeronautical Quality Assurance Directorate (AQD) which examined and approved those
engaged in the radiography of aircraft components. Part of the same approval scheme evoked the
requirement not only of assessing the man but also the equipment and facilities at his disposal. The
correct application of an appropriate and meaningful x-ray technique was realised even then to be
of paramount importance if castings and weldments are to be confidently examined for the presence of
internal flaws. Not only is assurance needed that the correct technique is applied but also that the
sampling frequency is commensurate with the importance of the component.

For many components today a 100Z radiographic inspection is mandatory. Modern practice in the
aero-engine manufacturing industry is that radiographic acceptance standards are only established after
agreement has been reached by teams comprising many disciplines within the industry. These include
representatives of the development, engine design, stress, quality control and production departments.
The metallurgial laboratory is also involved and (often belatadly) the non-destructive testing
department; this latter often, in the event, provides the best communication link between the
disciplines.

The inspection role of industrial radiography in the manufacture of components is well known in
the industry but radiography has other lesser known but important roles. It features from the
conception of the design of an engine, through the many scheduled maintenance inspections and is often
used as an investigatory tool in the unhappy event of premature failure.

These stages which are presented in Table 1, are indicative of the scope and worth of radiography
in the aircraft industry.



Table I

Scope of radiography in the aero-engine Industry

Stage Applications

I. Doesign/Development Dynamic radiography of engines
Fluoroscopy of casting processes

2. Materials & Component Research Metallurgical samples.

& Development Special welding techniques.
Assemblies

3. Manufacture Quality Control of weldments,
.%stings and assemblies

4. Maintenance Detection of corrosion & cracking at

inaccessible sites within an engine

5. Failure analysis Examination prior to destructive
tests etc.

A modern gas turbine consists of many thousands of individual components. These can be
manufactured in a wide variety of materials, they vary considerably in size and complexity and are
built using many differing manufacturing processes. Many of the components are highly stressed and the
operating temperatures range from -40

0
C to greater than 10000C. Critical crack lengths can vary

from a fev millimeters down to a few microns. Acceptable porosity levels or any other flaws in

castings and weldments can also vary considerably.

Many of these components are successfully txamined for the presence of defects with standard x-ray
or other non-destructive testing methods but there are some that require more speciallsed techniques
and work is still continuing on their development and introduction.

Other NDI methods of course play an important part but the role of radiography is still a
considerable one despite the emphasis sometimes placed on the development of its alternatives. The
components that are radiographed during the manufacture of an engine are listed below so that the
extensive role c! radiography in this sphere can be appreciated.

Table 2

Aero engine components

Static Components

Casings Welds in structural members, large
complex fabrications, wrought and cast
materials.

Combustion Welded fabrications in nickel based
chambers heat resistant alloys.

Guide vanes Castings and fabrication weldments.
Materials: Composites, aluminium
titanium, steels, nickel/cobalt alloys.

PDZamic Components

Turbine Investment castings with complex cnoling
blades channel configurations.

Auxiliary Components

Auxiliary Welds and brazes in fuel and hydraulic
Components systems. Cast tee and elbow joints.

Electrical assemblies etc.

X-rays and gamma rays have established themselves in industry because of their ability
conveniently to penetrate solid objects and to produce a two dimensional pictorial record. Their wide
acceptance for inspection in the aircraft industry is not only due to this recording ability but, for
many applications, they can be more economic than complementary techniques. As, for instance, an
alternative to stripping down an assembly to allow vis,jal inspection; thereby saving many manhours.

When the simple arrangement of radiography is considered (i.e. a radiation source, an object and a
film) there is little wonder thee radiography is acclaimed as the foremost method of examining
interiors. Although to produce a radiograph is a relatively simple operation, the demands of obtaining
a radiograph of adequate defect sensitivity are such that a large number of variables (Fig.I) has to be
considered and where possible controlled. Radiography also demands a knowledge of the components and
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the processes that are used in manufacturing the component to decide on the type and the possible
locations of defects that may occur. In maintenance inspections the conditions that many lead to wear.
corrosion or cracking also should be known so that the sites are identified where defects may be found.
Without a broad knowledge of these problems the conditions of the radiographic technique cannot be
properly optimised.

The quality and standards of radiographic inspection used in the aircraft industry are such that
it could be claimed that high resolution radiography is the norm rather than the special case. All
radiographa must obviously be of an adequate quality to allow sensible interpretation. The reaolution
therefore must also be adequate for the purpose intende., i.e. It must be capable of resolving the
desiredf details in the component or assembly. Another definition of resolution will be given later in
photographic or radiographic terms, but in general terms resolution can also mean simply the resolution

o aflaw in a component. Achieving adequate resolution in all aspects of aero-engine radiography is
both an art and a science and should be recognised as such. These notes will therefore review and
comment on the general problem, but emphaais will be on the application of minute sources of radiation
and the results that have been obtained using them. It must be realised that there are many
applications of radiography both in the production, and particularly in the maintenance, of aero
engines when the results achieved are anything but high resolution, but can be useful nevertheless. A
few examples will be given where radiographs need sometimes to be taken under unfavourable conditions;
even so, with due consideration to the principles involved, adequate resolution can often be achieved
thereby making radiography a viable technique.

High definition radiography will be specifically discussed because it is an x-ray technique which
has recently emerged and is gaining ground as a viable inspection tool used to ensure the quality of
some aero-engine components.

At this stage some of the well known (and relevant in this context) principles of radiography
should be briefly reviewed and also some of the terms that are used should be defined to allow the
problems of producing high resolution radiographs to be explained.

Electromagnetic radiation (such as x and games rays) travel in straight lines, they are attenuated
by matter depending on the types of material and the thickness of the material and they can be
detected, ususlly by film. When the latent image on the film, cauaed by the photons emerging from the
sample, io developed by a chemical process a radiograph is produced. The radiograph is then a two
dimensional array of varying photographic densities revealing structural details within a solid
specimen. The sharpness of the shadows thus produced depend on the effective aize of the target (focal
spot) within the x-ray tube (or, in the case of a radiographic isotope, the effective size of the
metallic pellet).



The sharpness (Fig.2) also depends on the relationship between the ratio of distances a/b where;

a the distance from focal spot to object
and b the distance for object to film.

f

Unseharpness (Ug)
bf

a

J Film
b

S Film

U9 Ug

Figure 2

It is desirable therefore for the designers of conventional x-ray equipment to minimise the effective
size of the focus but this can only be achieved by a subsequent reduction in intensity. LiUmits on tube
loading are imposed by the melting temperature ref the target material. Using excessive distances
between the focus and the film (FFD) to improve sharpness leads to longer exposure times, as the
intensity (1) decreases inversely with the square of the distance. Conventional x-ray sets for
industrial use norually have effective focal spot sizes of between (1.5 Im x 1.5 m) to as high as
(6 m= x 6 s). Radioisotopes from (0.5 =m x 0.5 ---) to (17 =e x 17 sm).

Sharpe [ 2 has pointed out that "although the maximum current of electrons which produce the
x-ray beam is necessarily lower with extremely smsll spots the current density, or brilliance, of the
source can be made very much greater without damaging the target by overheating". The loading of a
wide range of x-ray tubes Is graphically presented in Fig.3.
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2.1 Magnification

Enlarged images can be obtained by placing the specimen away iron the film, at some position
between the focus and the film. The magnification (a) is given by:

a+ b

As the distance from the film to the specimen increases so also does the unsharpness (Ug) due to
geometry increases. As a consequence the limit on the degree of projective enlargement, whilst
retaining good definition of detail, is imposed by the large foci of conventional x-ray tubes.
Therefore the smaller the focal spot can be made, the greater the amount of primary magnification
possible (see Fig.2).

2.2 Image quality

In the field of optics, resolution is used as a term to describe the ability of a system to
separate similar adjacent objects. The British Standard which defines radiographic terms [3] quotes
specific resolution as:

"The smallest distance between recognisable images on a film or screen. It may be expressed as
the number of lines per millimeter which can be seen as discrete images."

Definition Is another term that is used in radiography. It is used qualitatively and refers to
the sharpness of image detail on a radiograph.

In industrial radiology circles, radiographic contrast Is understood to be, the relative
brightness of two adjacent areas in a radiograph. Whereas film contrast is the effect of the film's
characteristics on radiographic contrast, which is given by the slope of the characteristic curve of
the film at the relevant density.

2.3 Radiographic contrast

X-rays and gamma rays are both electromagnetic radiation having wavelengths shorter than 1O- 7 cas.
X-rays are extranuclear in their origin, and they are produced by accelerating a stream of electrons on
to various metal targets (usually tungsteu) thus producing photons by deceleration and other inter-
actions with electrons that orbit the nucleus of the target atoms.

Gamma rays however are emitted by atomic nuclei In a state of excitation and often occur in
association with the emission of alpha and beta particles.

Thus, on the one hand we have x-ray machines and on the other hand gamms ray sources (radioactive
isotopes), which are smell encapsulated metallic pellets which have been irradiated with neutrons and,
so excited, give off gam&a rays.

There are various scattering and absorption processes which account for the total attenuation of
these radiations but it is only necessary here to consider that both x-rays and gamea rays are
attenuated by matter exponentially and that the intensity (1) is usually written:

When 1
o . intensity of original beam

and P/p - mass attenuation coefficient (cm
2

/gm).
p - density (gm/cm

3
)

x - section thickness.

The x-ray spectrum can be considered continuous Fig.4 and the minimum wavelength (X) min) can be
varied, through the operating range of the x-ray device, by varyin& the potential (kilovoltage) between
the cathode and the anode (electron emitting filament and the target). Therefore, attenuation
coefficients can be varied, thus aff!cting the intensity differentials with small incremental thicknesi
variations - introducing either an increase or decrease in radiographic contrast.

The energy spectrum from a radioactive source unlike that of the x-ray source spectrum, is not
continuous Fig.5 . Each radioactive isotope is characterised by spectral lines of fixed energies.
Therefore it is only possible to alter the radiographic contrast by changing the film (or the
processing technique) or more fundamentally, by selecting a different isotope within a limited choice,
Table 3. Gamma-ray sources are also less intense than x-ray sources and exposure times can be
considerably longer than x-ray exposures.

By the foregoing it Is obvious that the contrast obtained on a radiograph depends on the energy of
the radiation. With the normal range of thicknesses encountered on engine components greater
radiographic contrast can usually be attained using x-rays. The energy can be conveniently varied to
suit the particular thickness at hand.

I1
Sr /
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Figure 5

Energy spectra of 3 gamma-emitting radioisotopes used
in industrial radiography

Table 3

Isotopes available for Industrial radiography

Radiolsotope Cobalt 60 Iridium 192 Thullum 170 Ytterblum 169

Ralf life 5.26 years 74 days 127 days 31 days

Game energies 1.17, 1.33 0.3 - 0.61 0.052 - 0.084 0.063 - 0.3

Thickness for

radiography

Steel (m) 50 - 150 10 - 70 2.5 - 12.5 2.5 - 25

Other materials g/cm
2  40 - 130 8 -50 5- 12.0 5 -20

The lmuge contrast in a radiograph can be rittcen as:

0.43 (1- P2) Ax.C
CoItrast - 1 + Is/ID
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Where p, - attenuation coefficient of sample
p2 - attenuation coefficient of defect
Ax - thickness of defect In direction of beam

G m film gradient.

The build-up factor (I + 1./ID) is non-image forming scattered and secondary radiation generated.
within the sample.

3. ADVANTAGES OF PROJECTION RADIOGRAPHY

The case for projective radiography is made by Reynolds L4J in which the increase in radiographic
contrast, which is attained by increasing the distance between specimen and the film, is expressed as a
quantifiable term.

The smallest separation x resolvable is limited by the penumbral effect and in a sample irradiated
by a source of diameter f is given by

bx a+b

where the focus to object distance is a and the object to film distance is b. Thus the highest
attainable resolution is achieved for the case of b---*O, i.e. for a contact radiograph. In fact the
resolution can be made as fine as we please by increasin, a to the limits imposed by the strength of
the source and the time allowed for the exposure.

For projection systems where a--* 0, the penumbral effect limits the resolution x to the value of
f and the use of microfocus sources becomes necessary. What requires further explanation is that
projection radiographs frequently reveal more detail than enlarged contact prints.

Two factors at least are involved. The resolution which can be attained in the contact case is
also limited by the grain size of the film. Details which cannot be resolved in a contact radiograph
may nevertheless be revealed in projection because of the magnification factor a+b/a which increases
the apparent size of the whole sample and its structure.

A second effect occurs through the related medium of contrast. General discussions of absorption
and scattering processes (5] show that most of the scattering in the energy range of interest is due to
the inelastic Compton effect, and that much, if not most, of this scattering is in the forward
direction, as described by the Klein-Nishnia Law.

I
Id (0)i --e K(8) dO

r

where the intensity Id(e) is measured at a distance r from the scattering centre at angles between
0 ande+ d6 to the straight through direction. K(e) is a function called the differential scattering
cross section. The behaviour of the coherent scattering is somewhat similar.

Thus, for a contact exposure, much of the scattered energy will still reach the film and serve to
blur the image and reduce contrast. In projection systems, only those x-rays scattered at angles small
enough to intersect the film will be available to reduce the effective contrast in this way, and a
large portion, depending on the energy of the beam and the angle of collimation, will be completely
lost. Thus, other things being equal, a projection radiograph of a given defect can provide better
contrast than a contact shot and fine details will appear to be more highly resolved.

In terms of the well known expression for contrast (see Page 6) the value of IS/ID is
effectively decreased and the value of contrast enhanced accordingly.

4. IMAGE QUALITY INDICATORS

Numerous methods are currently used to evaluate the image quality of a radiograph. These include
devices incorporating a series of wires of varying diameters; others use drilled holes in stepped
wedges, or plaques with holes of differing diameters (Fig.6). They are known as image quality
Indicators (IQI's) or penetrameters in the US. These devices are placed on the weld or casting at a
position nearest to the source of radiation and the radiographic sensitivity is usually expressed as a
percentage, thus;

Sensitivity 2 -Thinnest wire or step bole visible X100
Thickness of specimen

A small percentage sensitivity therefore indicates a radiograph of high image quality.

As an attempt to separate the radiographic effects of the image forming characteristics of
contrast and unsharpness a duplex system of IQI has been designed [6]. Two components are required,
one incorporating a series of pairs of wires, each wire in each pair being separated by the diameters
of the wires in that particular pair. The diameters increase in a geometrical progression and to



establish the image quality one selects the smallest wire pair visible, that does not merge into ne

Image when viewing. The percentage sensitivity is calculated using the diameter of this pair and the
method described above. The contrast element is calculated by reference to the second component of the
system, which is a plain step wedge.

Figure 6

A radiograph of a collection of Image
Quality Indicators (Igl's)

The relationship between the sensitivities obtained by using the various types of IQI device is

complex. In practice it therefore is best to use the correct one specified and quote the sensitivity
and the type of IQI used otherwise the information is confusing.

5. UNSHARPNESS

When considering the resolution of a radiographic system the causes of unsharpness need to be
established and the relationship between the causes and the image quality accounted for,

Unsharpness of the radiographic image can often be caused by vibration of the equipment during
exposure. The unsharpness here will be directly related to the amplitude of the vibration and
particular care should be taken when small sources of radiation are used Pnd when large projected
enlargements are made, as this blurring will increase with magnification (m). This, and the
unsharpness due to bad film/screen contact can usually be remedied and in all cases should be dealt
with. There remain the other three contributors to unshsrpness of a sharp edge feature, which ire:

1. Geometric unsharpness (Og)
2. Film unsharpness (Uf)
3. Screen unsharpness (Us).

The total unsharpness which could be a combination of all three is generally abbreviated to (UT).

5.1 The geometric unsharpness (Ug) is identical to the penumbral effect in light, which is the
imperfect shadow cast of a sharp edge and arises from the finite size of the source. This is also
illustrated in Fig.2 and the magnitude of (Ug) is calculated by simple geometry

Ug -
a

Primary x-ray enlargement is possible by moving the sample nearer to the source, with the source of
radiation and the film remaining in the same positions. As the magnification is increased, so the
attendant increase in (Ug) becomes apparent when a large (f) is used.

5.2 File unsharpness (Uf) is caused by the scattering of the photon-induced electrons in the film
emulsion, and with the normal range of conventional films used in industry this untharpness Is
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dependent on the energy of the radiation irrespective of the speed of the film. The unsharpness at 100
kV Is approximately 0.01 am increasing to 0.06 am at 200 kV.

5.3 Screen unsharpness (Us) which is due to the scattering of light by the crystals of- the
fluorescent materials used in intensifying screens. It has been suggested that this may be partly due
to the shadows of crystals at the layer nearest to the film, as cast by fluorescent light from crystals
behind the first layer.

Quantum mottle resulting from the spatial fluctuations of photon quanta absorbed on the screen has
been postulated as also contributing to the loss of definition.

Typical unsharpness values are from 0.2 am for high definition medical salt screens to 0.4 am for
similar high speed screens and both would be totally unsuitable for the radiography of engine
components when conventional x-ray equipment is used. According to Klasens [7J the combination of two
causes of unaharpness relate to the total unsharpness (UT) thus

Unsharpness values calculated in this way have been compared with experimental unsharpness curves and
for most practical cases provide the basis for optimlsing the radiographic conditions.

6. FOCAL SPOT SIZE

Tho literature abounds with theoretical and experimental data on the subject of the measurement of
focal spots [8,9 & 101. This topic is so relevant to the potential resolution of a radiographic
system, that a brief resume of the methods and the problems involved in obtaining meaningful
measurements is worth relating.

Pinhole radiography is used throughout the medical and industrial fields to establish a practical
appreciation of the size of focal spots. What is obtained howe%er, is an image of the spatial
distribution of the intensity across the spot. A small pinhole in an opaque material is placed usually
midway (to arrive at a simple 1:1 relationship) between the focus and the detecting film and an
exposure made. The size of the pinhole affects the enlargement of the image and must be accounted for
(Fig.7). f

Diameter of a
Pinhole 1p)

Size of Focal Spot
a Image Size - 2p

Film _____

Image on Film Figure 7

How disappointing to the novice radlographer when the result is an overexposed blur or an
underexposed (some would say correctly exposed) image varying in density across the image. Where is
the measurement to be made? This is analogous but not identical to the measurement of the unsharpness
of a radiographic edge image. Exposure times for imaging through a pinhole are prohibitively long when
small foci are to be compared, but for foci of approximately 0.5 am and above, a working result can be
obtained. The image of the focus can be traversed with a microdensitometer for a graphical film

* density/distance curve or displayed for comparison using an electronic image analysis system.

Comparative measurements of foci can also be made by inference from the shadow cast on the film by
a sharp opaque edge; two edges at 900 in the plane of the film when radiographed simultaneously

* conveniently provide information of the focus dimensions in two directions at 900. This is a useful
method for evaluating the dimensions of foci of approximately 50 pm and when fine grained film is used
with large projective distances and therefore when the inherent unsharpness of the film (Uf) is

7. MEASUREMENT OF RESOLUTION

Unsharpness gradients at edges can be also displayed graphically (Fig.8) by a microdensitomer of

i
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A microdensitometer trace of a radiographic image of an edge, Illustrating Klssens
equivalent blur. The granularity of the film, which shows as noise on the trace,

can be measured by calculating the standard deviation of a number of microdensity reading*,
by traversing a measuring spot across the film.

the Joyce-Loebel type. The instrument produces a film Senslty/distance curve, with the distance axis i
greatly amplified (typically X500). Much information can be obtained from these curves on the
performance of the imaging system and can conveniently provide the means of comparing one system with
another. /

Bowever, for analytical purposes, a method that separates the effect of the many variables
Involved in the radiographic process may be desirable. Such a method of assessing the image forming
capability of a complete radiographic system has been intoduced into industrial radiography by Halashaw
(11]. This application of modulation transfer functions (MTP) which came to industrial radiography via
the electrical communications industry via researchers in the medical radiological circles, has now j
been adapted to suit the photographic materials used in industrial radiography. A modulation transfer
curve describes the ability of a system, and more Importantly, any part of a system, to transmit
Information in terms of amplitude, phase and spatial frequency. For instance, the MT? of a focal spot,
the film, and the microdensitometer can be evaluated Independently. In the case of the total
radiographic system ialashaw used the line spread function (LSF) of a radiographic image of a slit
(approx. 1 pIm) in an opaque material. By a mathematical process known as convolution this can be
transformed to determine the result that would be obtained of a bar/space object which is usually used
in determining MT?.

An MT? of 1.0 indicstes that all the Information is correctly transamitted in terms of phase,
amplitude and spatial frequency. These principles were used by Halmshaw to establish values for a
number of film/screen combinations that are used in industry and he concludes that because they do not
take full account of the effects of film granularity or the performance of the human observer, they do
not yet provide the complete answer to enable the detail recording capability of a radiographic system
to be specified.

.When high resolution systems are to be evaluated in the practical situation, reliance is still
placed on the well-tried comparative techniques using details within the specimen, images of fine
wires, meshes, step holes etc. As the wire diameters of standard IQls are too large for high
definition work on turbine blades, which is described later, one has been constructed with four wires
measuring; 0.025 -m (0.001 inches), 0.05 me (0.002 inches), 0.076 m (0.003 inches) and 0.1 = (0.004
inches) and sometimes smaller individual wires are used.

8. RADIOGRAPHIC FILMS

Radiographic film, unlike photographic film, usually has light sensitive emulsions coated on both
surfaces, which effectively reduce x-ray and gasna exposures to one half. Single-sided emulsion filts
are available and can improve resolution when the resultant increase in exposure time is acceptable.

All photographic films are extemely convenient detectors of x-rays and game rays, they can be
used with low intensity sources simply by integrating the image through larger exposure times. They
are available with a wide variety of characteristics of speed, contrast and graininess (Fig.9). In
general, when fine detail is to be resolved It is achieved by using a fine-grained film with high
contrast. Conversely high-speed films are relatively coarse-grained and are of a lower contrast.
Gradients in excess of 6 (density/log exposure) can be achieved if the radiographic conditions are
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Characteristic curves of radiographic films.
Curves 1, 2 and 3 are fast salt/screen films, whereas

4. 5. 6 and 7 are curves of non-screen films of differing speeds and contrast

correctly selected, resulting in the recording of small changes in radiation intensity as large
differentials in light intensity when the film is viewed. The high gain in senuitivy of film is
achieved during the chemical development process which ideally ensures that the film provides sharp
images of minimal incremental thickness changes of the specimen which is the objective in most
radiographic tasks. Radiographic films can be broadly divided into two groups.

8.1 Non-screen films, although so named, are more often used with lead screens (typically 0.1 ma
front and 0.15 m= back) particularly on aero engine parts when energies of greater than 120 kV are
used. Lead screens have an image intensifying effect above this energy and exposure times are reduced.
The screens also reduce the effects of the non-imaging forming scattered radiation of lower energy,
uhih emerge from the specimen.

8.2 Screen films

These films are used with fluorescent intensifying screens, (salt screens) and have wide
application in medical radiography where there is a need to reduce the x-ray dose to the patient. They
are extremely fast.

Until recently, the role for these film/screen combinations in the sero-engine industry was
infinitesimal. Since the advent of dynamic radiography and high definition radiography the use of
these materials have increased, in particular when large numbers of specimens are involved where the
advantage of the reduced exposure time can be exploited. The speed advantage could not be utilised for
conventional x-ray work when fine detail is to be resolved because of the unsharpness (Us) attributable
to the film/screen combination.

By using high definition projective techniques however, the lack of photographic resolution due to
the screen unsharpness (Us) and that caused by the particulate nature of the phosphors need not bho a
serious limiting factor. Indeed the screen and film unsharpnesees remain unchanged with an increase in
projected enlargmenet when a virtual point source of radiation is used, thereby reducing these
unsharpnessees in comparative dimensional terms, relative to the enlarged image, until they become
insignificant.

Silver halide emulsions are normally used for radiographic films and the film Images are made up
of a number of developed grains, and when viewed, a granular structue is apparent. This granularity is
the result of the 'clumping together' of individual grains and can be evwluated by using a
microdensitometer. (See Fig.8).

Within a year of the discovery of x-rays, it was known that calcium tungstate (CaW0 4 ) was an
effective phosphor for intensifying x-rays. Up to the present time (CaWO 4 ) has maintained its lead
in medical radiography. The light emitted is predominantly in the blue region of the spectrum (420 rn)
and films have evolved over the years that are spectrally sensitive to the blue emissions. More
recently, new phosphors have become available which are terbium activated rare earth oxysulphides based
on the rare earths, gadolinium and lanthanum [12]. They have high photon absorption and x-ray-to-light
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conversion characteristics and when coated on thin cards make very efficient intensifying screens for
x-radlography. Screens made from these new phosphors emit mainly green light and matching films that
are green sensitive must be used to gain the speed advantage (Fig.10).
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Figure 10
Spectral characteristics of rare-earth intensifying screens

8.3 Darkroom practice

,Methodical and correct darkroom practices are essential for high resolution results, particularly
when extremely fast film/screen techniques are used. Correct lighting, cassettes which ensure good
film/screen contact and careful film handling are areas that need special attention. Automatic film
processing equipment also ensures that consistent results are attained. This is particularly important
when large batches of components, such as turbine blades, are to be examined for micro details using
high definition projection radiography.

9. DYNAMIC RADIOGRAPHY OF AERO-ECGINES

In the main, the wide range of standard x-ray equipment that is available cotmercially fulfil the
needs the manutacturing and maintenance sections of the aero-engine industry. When large thicknesses
of material are to be penetrated however, linear accelerators of 8 NeV have been brought into use.
They are currently being used to enable the design clearances of components to be determined whilst the
engine is under power L 13] [14]. Relative movements of components can thus be measured under the
various running conditions of the engine which, before the radiographic zechnique had been developed,
were impossible to measure. Improvements in resolution have enabled these engaged in dynamic
radiography to make more accurate measurements and have thus allowed designers to adjust the design
clearances with greater precision.

Normally, radiographers in the aero-industry are concerned with the detection and evaluation of
flaws in components but the technique of dynamic radiography is an excellent example when a
radiographic system can provide designers with information which leads to improvements in the "running
efficiency" of •ero engines. This important development was initiated as a joint Rolls Royce/NDT
Centre Harwell venture in 1970. Others had previously considered that x-ray exposures of a few
nanoseconds were needed to record the relative movem-onts of static and rotating components inside an
engine under power. Flash radiography had been tried but the combination of short-pulsed exposures and
the obligatory fast films and screens, did not provide the resolution necessary. In fact for the first
trials in 1970 a cobalt 60 isotope was used and exposure times were up to 2 hours duration. The
results obtained were encouraging and lead to the use of the linac. The technique wis used on "the
view obtained of a wheel on a rotating shaft" principle. With a view normal to the shaft, the
periphery and one side face of the wheel will be seen as a profile and a straight line; and will remain
so irrespective of the speed of motion. Stop motion was therefore necessary. Techniques have been
tried which strobe the pulses emitted from the linac with features, such as an individual turbine
blade; this may be a useful technique for the future.

The linac exposures are typically 0.3 - 2.0 seconds for transient exposures, that is when the
engine is accelerated or decelerated. For the steady state exposures, when the engine is rotating at a
constant speed, exposures up to several minutes are normal. Some improvement was achieved by reducing
the focal spot from 2 m to I = diameter, particularly in the radial plane when radical gape are te be
measured. For axial gaps the source size can appear to be less critical as the narrow gaps tend to
auto-collimate the beam (Fig.11) and gap dimensions have been recorded down to 0.15 -a in width,
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Radiography of seal clearances in gas turbines.
Note difficulty with small radial gaps at B.

No clear images recordable.

despite using a focal spot of 2 m. typically, thickness paths are usually between 75 and 250 - of
Nimonic alloy (or equivalent in titaniu, alloy). In steady state exposures, fine-grained file can be
used with lead screens but for the transient exposures extremely fast filmas and screens are needed to
obtain a working density.

The major factors limiting the production of radiographs of high resolution in this situation are:
the geometric uneharpness (Ug) due to the focal spot size and the unfavourable a/b ratios that a.-e
sometimes used, and also film unsharpness due to the energy (Uf) which has been described earlier.
Unsharpness due to vibration is not, surprisingly, considered a major factor although alignment of the
beam, along the axial faces, has to be accurate to within I I. The 8 HeY linac on site at an airfield
at Rucknell in Derbyshire Is shown, see Plate I. Plates 2 and 3 illustrate typical results obtained
when using the linac.

10. CONVENTIONAL X-RAY EqUIPMENT

We move from the high energies of the 8 MeV linac to the low energies of the beryllium windowed
x-ray equipment (approx. 20-50 kv). The low inherent filtration of these x-ray units allows the longer
x-ray wavelengths to emerge from the tube and thus radiographs of the highest contrast are possible.
When used with fine grained film, and with the right subject, high resolution radiographs are produced.
These units are used extensively to detect corrosion and cracking and are more useful for scheduled
maintenance inspections. However, they have inspection roles in the manufacturing sector and are used
for testing welds in sheet fabrications, radiographing investment casting wax cores asd the thinner
metallurgical laboratory samples.

The bulk of component radiography however, is carried using x-ray equipment between 100-300 kV.
Turbine blades, nozzle guide waves, segments, weldments and many of the other components and assemblies
that make up aero-engine propulsion units are successfully examined using conventional radiographic
equipment. The geometric complexity of many of these components which offer varying thicknesses in the
path of the x-ray beam, requires that a compromise in the technique which sometimes emphasises latitude
(by covering many thicknesses with one exposure) rather than contrast. It is not suggested here that
this situation, brought about by the understandable pressures of deliveries and costs, should change.
Sometimes however, a lot more could be done to resolve small flaws by bringing to bear the science
(always available) and the art (not always available) of radiography and by using conventional x-ray
equipment.
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Howver, as operating conditions change, usually due to design changes which Increase the
performance of an engine, it sometimes becomes necessary to detect flaws even smaller than those
considered detectable hitherto and beyond the scope of conventional x-ray equipment. Therefore, more
speciallsed equipment has to be utillsed which can resolve to a higher sensitivity.

I. EVOLUTION OF SMALL FOCUS X-RAY EQUIPMENT

With.n two years of the discovery of x-rays a microradiograph had been produced [15j. This type
of x-ray imaging has improved to make it a useful technique for research since modern materials have
bcm available.

N roradlography requires that a specimen is placed in contact with a fine-grained photographic
plate, or film, and exposed to x-rays emanating from a normal tube. The enlsrgment of the Image is
prods- td optically and therefore the resolution is limited by; the graininess of the photographic
easl .on, fogging due to photoelectrons given off by the specimen and the optical system of the
en) :-er. Sometimes these limitations can be overcome by using a small x-ray source and projecting the
's ae (Fig.12) and so obtaining a primary enlargement thus reducing the enlargement of the film grain
a.. imperfections due to particles of dust etc. (Plate 4).
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Figure 12

Projection micro-radiography of small nuclear fuel particles

Although work continues to produce a viable x-ray microscope which emphasises the focusing X-rays
to achieve a small effective focus, it is not intended here to enlarge on this subject; the application
of focused x-rays in industrial radiography is minimal, indeed if it exists at all. Small x-ray foci
can, however, be conveniently formed by the focusing of electron beams, producing a small Irradiated
target in the anode, and thus a small focus is achieved. The ability to focus electrons by an
electromagnetic lens or electrostatically is now utilised by all modern micr" ocal x-ray equipment. A
focusing system for an x-ray microscope using an electromagnetic lens was first made at Cambridge £16).
It was constructed with two lenses and the transmission target was a thin metal foil, which also
provided the vacuum seal. Whilst the electrons were focused within the vacuum the x-ray beam was
conveniently at atmospheric pressure. Small specimens can be placed close to the target and with the
photographic plate positioned some distance away, thus producing enlarged images. X-ray magnifications
up to 1000 times have been produced and these have been further enlarged optically to achieve a
resolution of 0.1 - I ps depending on the specimen, kilovoltage and target material.

This technique is called Projection microradiography and apart from a few specialised instances,
is not a technique that is particularly suited to problems in the aircraft industry. It is more often
used as a complementary technique to optical micrography and confined to the laboratory. Wafer thin
samples which require special preparation are necessary and the field size is minute. The interest in
projection microradiography stimulated the associated development of micro-focus x-ray sources with
diameter from 20-100 pm.

The transmission foil, of the projection microradiographic system, was replaced with a variable
solid target (VST) (Plate 5). With this system the electron beam is focused on to a selected position
on an assembly of detachable rings of a variety of target materials (i.e. tungsten, molybdenum and
copper). The anode assembly is massive when compared with the spot size and this aids the dissipation
of the heat produced at the target which is also water-cooled. The required target can be selected
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without breaking the tube-head vacuum system. The whole target assembly can also be rotated and thus a
fresh target area can be selected when required, also without breaking the vacuum. The minute size of
the focal spot is impossible to measure accurately. Estimates of between I •m - 10 Pm have been
inferred from the enlarged images cast by fine metal meshes etc. The vacuum window from which the
x-rays emerge into atmosphere is made of aluminium (12 Jm thick) and this inherent filtration is
acceptable for the electron acceleration range of between 5-30 kilovolts. The limitations of this
equipment, imposed by the peak voltage and the maximum beam current of 250 PaA, confines the
applications to thin samples (typically 0.25 - 1.0 am) of light alloy or other low attenuation
materials. The field of coverage is generally limited to approximately 50 mm diameter and only samples
(or areas of samples) smaller than the beam can be radiographed completely with one exposure as the low
beam intensities mandates short focus-to-film distances. So far, the application of the equipment
described here have not penetrated into the production areas of the aero-engine indust-', although they
have been successfully applied to small metallurgical samples.

A further development of the VST has resulted in a design which has however found many
applications in the aircraft manufacturing industry.

It is the Harwell E12 high definition x-ray unit (Fig.13) j17] which derived from a series of
designs developed over the years by Ely L1lJ. The common features and the principles involved with the
aE12 and its antecedents will be discussed, and comparisons made on both the construction and
application of the various types.

Figure 13

Schematic drawing of the tube head of the Harwell
E12 high definition x-ray unit

The operating range of the E12 is between 30 - 85 kV with a maximum current of 1.0 mA at 50 kV,
reducing to 0.5 mA at 85 kV. The equipment has been designed to operate continuously if required and
It can be used intermittently at 100 kM.

Many of the features are common with the previous Ely designs but basically it has been designed
to achieve a focus of approximately 15 pm diameter. Unlike the models already discussed however, the
focusing is achieved electrostatically. It has proved more difficult, with the alternative
electromagnetic focusing systems, to achieve the necessary stability that allows a consistent focus
that is reproducible when many similar parts are to be radiographed, without considerable adjustment
for each exposure. The source of electrons, in common with the earlier types, is a heated tungsten
filament formed from tungstem wire (0.1 an thick) bent into a sharp "veea. The top of the "vee"
protrudes through the aperture in the bias cup effecting a minute primary electron source and thus the
single stage focussing suffices. The tube current is regulated by the voltage applied to the bias cup.
Electrostatic focusing in this case depends on the principle that a negative charge in the biasing cup
repels the electrons as they are accelerated towards the target (by the potential, between the anode
and cathode). As the electrons pass through the annular electrostatic field (produced by the bias
voltage and effected by the shape of the cup) they are pinched. Thus the conditions can be optimised
so that the electrons arrive onto a small area of the target producing the minute focus.
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The single stage electrostatic focusing of the E12 not only simplifies the design, leaving the
tube housing uncluttered and more robust but allows for maximum adjustment of the spatial arrangement
between the filament and the target. Focusing Is readily achieved by controlling the variables:

a) spacing between filMament to target

b) protrusion of the filament through the aperture
of the biasing cup

c) bias voltage applied tc, the cup.

The effect of the Interplay between the variables can be observed directly on a television monitor.
The TV camera has been adapted so that the lens system is replaced with a fibroptically coupled
phosphor. The primary enlarged image of a fine calibrated mesh is adjusted approximately and final
optimisation is achieved by trial radiographs.

The x-ray tube head, in common with the nther types, requires a continuously pumped vacuum system
attaining pressures of 1O- 5  

torr. The E12 system however, Is constructed to allow greater
flexibility of working without breaking the vacuum seal. It Is possible to manipulate the conditions
and so optimise an accelerating voltage, bias voltage, tube current, distance between focusing cup and
target, target position and the position of the filament tip relative to the bias cup, whilst
maintaining vacuum. All these variables, except the selection of the target position, which is made by
rotating a knurled wheel at the tube head, can be operated remotely from the console. The x-ray beam
emerges from the tube head via a beam-defining window formed from 0.05 -m aluminium foil and the
effective beam divergency is 140. A useful facility to aid focussing is a silver mesh (20 lines/m)
which can be inserted between the target and the exit window, whilst the unit is under vacuum, with the
x-rays on.

The vacuum systems (Fig.14) are similar in principle for all the microrocus equipment. Diffusion
pumps, backed by GDR rotary pumps are used and care has to be taken to reduce vibration as the
effective focus will increase with the amplitude of any vibration of the tube head. The vacuum systen
is designed to allow the rapid replccerent of a filament. Normally the filaments last from 30-60
working hours and although the replacement takes but a few minutes, pumping down to 10-5 torr may
take a further 10 minutes.
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Schematic diagram of the Eli Vacuum System

The electron gun assembly is similar to th•. earlier types and to those of electron microscopes.

The fi2'e electron gun and the anode are supplied with negative and positive EHT respectively from two

Brandenburg 858R power units, which provide variable stabilised voltage outputs. Opposing the outputs

of the two po~.er units, (with the ce~ntre comeon connection 50 kV above earth) allows for up to 100 kV
operation and yet restricts stressing of any components more than 50 kV to earth. The EHT supply to
the bias cup is provided separately and is isolated from earth hy insulating pillars.
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12. RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES VERSUS ROD ANODE UNITS i

12.1 Radioactive isotope sources are used to radiograph aero-engine components in situ and their
%&in application is in the maintenance area. They sometimes offer a considerable advantage in that
they are intrinsically small and can be conveniently inserted in places Inaccessible to normal x-ray
equipment.

With the more intensive sources that are available today, unsharpness due to geometric
considerations can be minimal even with short FgD's. They have limited application in production
because;

a) the energy from a particular element is characterised
by the element and thereforL the facility for improving
contrast (apart from using a film of higher gamma) and
therefore improving the resolution, does not exist.

b) the intensity of the radiation is low compared with
x-radiographic sources, leading to larger exposure times.

They are however particularly useful for maintenance work when components within the complete assembly
can be radiographed without stripping out. The isotope, iridium 192 has been used to examine, in situ,
the fir-tree assemblies for cracking or other damage and for the detection of wear on exit guide vanes.
Indeed, engine designs have been influenced by this requirement, holes through rotary shafts have been
introduced to allow access for the source to enable a panoramic technique, whereby a complete ring of
blade roots or exit guide vanes can be radiographed simultaneously (19].

The isotope, thulium 170 (Tm 170) is readily available and when required can be as small as 0.5 me
x 0.5 =e diameter with activities up to I curie. These are suitable for use on weldments of relatively
thin gauge (up to 6 mm) and the source-to-film distance, with an acceptable geometric unsharpness for
u.nprojected radiographs can be in the order of I cm or less. A typical application is illustrated by
the tube-to-tube plate welds used in heat exchangers for power stations and is shown in Fig.15.
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Figure 15

Panoramic technique using the isotope Thulium 170
Source to film distance, 10 mm

Source size, 0.5 mm x 0.5 - diameter

This technique is successfully applied to the inspection of welds attaching vapouriser units in
aero-engines, when a panoramic arrangement such as illustrated in Fig.15 is possible. Gas pores of
0.177 -m diameter (0.007 inches) in welds can be detected in thicknesses of 2.5 mm with a source-to-
film distance of 0.8 cms. This represents a 'spherical pore' sensitivity of 7%, which does not
approach the more sensitive x-ray technique for similar thicknesses but is useful nevertheless.
Ytterbium 169 which produces radiographs of similar contrast to ttnose produced by Tm 170 is a more
intense source and can be considered as an alternative when shorter el posures are needed.

12.2 Rod anode x-ray units are also used not only when an accessibility problem exists such as
with electron beam welds or diffusion bonds joining cylindrical components but often when considerable
economic savings can be made. Certainly, when welds of rocket motors or combustion chambers are
joining parts of circular cross section they do allow panoramic techniques. The target assembly of a
rod-anode device is at the extremity of a rod and the x-rays emit radially for 3600. The focal spots
for these devices are elliptical, and two dimensions are specfied for geometric calculations. They are
ususlly too large (typically 0.5 me x 1.5 me) to allow short focus-to-film distances without increasing
the geometric unsharpness unduly.
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12.3 Fine focus rod-anode x-ray units

X-ray equipment ho s been developed to examine the tube-to-tube plate weld mentioned earlier.
These are now under consideration for use in the aero-engine production sector for the examinacion of
joints in mall diameter cylindrical components. This will no doubt lead to much wider application of
rod anode techniques in both the production and maintenance scenarios.

The equipment, which has been developed in Holland by, Technische Physische Dienast-(TNO-TPD) uses
miniature magnetic lenses built into small diameter extension rods, which focus the electrons on to the
target at the end of the rod [20].
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Figure 16

The target assembly of a rod-anode x-ray unit
The electron beam is focused, with the mini magnetic lens, onto

the target, which in this case is conical, with a
flat conetip (0.2 mm diameter) allowing the

emission of x-rays normal to the electron optical axis

Several 80 kV and 150 kV alcrofocus units are currently in use testing welds on heat exchangers,
and a unit of 250 kV is planned. The major source dimension is claimed to be 0.1 -s and the peformance
is compared with isotopes in Table 4.

Table 4

Comparison of exposure rate values for radioactive isotopes
and rod anode micro-focus equipment

Source Activity Exposure Rate

Thulium 170 1 Ci 0.025 R/hr/m-I
(0.5 m x 0.5 = dia.)

Ytterbium 169 2 CI 0.24
(0.6 m x 0.6 ma die.)

Iridium 192 1 Ci 0.48

X-ray Source kV at I mA
0.1 x 0.005 m 80 3
0.1 x 0.015 mm 150 9
0.1 x 0.050 m 250 20

Extension rods incorporating the minimagnetic lenses have been made with useful lengths of 450 me x 9
me diameter; with lengths of 915 ma the outer diameters increase to 12 ma. A typical exposure, when
radiographing a cylindrical weld, with an outside diameter of 50 mm, and a thickness of 9.5 sm is;
150 kV 7.2 mA seconds (target current 2 pA, time 180 seconds) achieving a film density of 2. (Agfa
Gaveart D4 film). All seven wires of an Fe IQI (0.4 - 0.1 ma wires) could be seen indicating a DIN-IQI
sensitivity of approximately I1. An improved design, incorporating a high voltage cable connection
between the generator and the electron gun, is under consideration. This will greatly improve the
versatility of the unit and will no doubt lead to wider application in the aero-engine industry and
thus improve the resolution of some radiographic examinations.

12.4 Fine focus sealed x-ray unit

Another comparative newcomer is the Magnaflux xJxXIOOH. This is a variable-focus sealed x-ray unit
which, it is claimed, has a variable focus from 0.5 mm to 0.05 am, varied by adjusting an electrostatic
biasing device. The maximum tube current for the larger focus is limited to I mA and when the smaller
spot is used, somewhat lower. Comparison radiographs of an aluminium weld have been made with this
unit, conventional x-ray unit and the Harwell E12 and these are shown in Plate 6. The comparison was
made at 80 kV with a projected enlargement of X6 which obviously favoured the E12 unit because of the
such smaller focus (15 pm). Nevertheless at lesser projected enlargements, the MxKIOO unit will have
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considerable advantage as the tube-head is small, and connected to the generator via an HT cable. The
tube head can also enter an open~ng of 88 mm diameter, a convenient feature for some aero-engine
maintenance work.

13. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH DEFINITION RADIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE

By far the most widely appreciated application of high definition radiography, on an engine
component to date has been the inspection of the first stage turbine blades of the Pegasus engine,
manufactured by or for Rolls Royce [22)[23]. The blades are complex in shape, with cooling holes which
run parallel to the longitudinal axis of the blade. They are manufactured using the 'lost wax'
investment casting process which is an attractive and economic prnrss for the precision casting of
components for parts of this type. Indeed, it would be difficult tu imagine a component of this type
being manufactured in any other way. With investment castings which are complex, particularly if long
range freezing materials are used such as In 100, microporosity can be a problem.

Conventional radiographs will reveal the presence of some porosity and other grosser shrinkage
defects that may occur. However, when an increase in the output of an engine is demanded, the
operating conditions of a component may change, particularly temperatures, and hence smaller micropores
in the casting may lead to failure under the more strenuous conditions of service. Specifications
exist whIch mandate that sample blad's must be sectioned, polished and etched and so allow the
incidence of microporosity to be evaluated. This method of quality control can be far from ideal
because only a relatively small sample is evaluated and even then the results are only relevant to the
polished exposed surfaces of the sectioned blocks. Information is available that relates the
microporosity content with the performance of the blade in service.

The small and possibly non-representative samples can be evaluated with measurements made by a
microscopic device such as the 'Quantimet' system. Another major and obvious snag is that the test
destroys the blade. Other nondestructive testing inspection methods have been tried to replace the
destructive sampling tests and so far results have not been encouraging.

High definition projection radiography, because of previous experience in inspecting the condition
and geometry of fine spark-eroded cooling holes at the trailing edge of some blades, was tried and is
now a routine inspection method.

X-radiography, using conventional equipment, had previously been rejected as a means of detecting
and evaluating microporosity because:

a) the individual micropores were too small to detect (0.03 - 0.01 s.)

b) individual, crystallites of the alloy produce a diffraction pattern on the radiographic image,
obscuring details of the mlcropores.

The Harwell E12 x-ray unit was used and initially projected radiographs (X5) were used with fine grain
film and the exposures were 10 minutes, for an aero-foil thickness of 6 MR. Eventually a technique
using high definition salt screens with X12 projected enlargements the exposure has been reduced to 75
seconds. A further reduction to 20 seconds is possible, by using the rare-earth screen films, if
required. A parallel programme of destructive testing, when many samples were sectioned, polished and
etched etc. (Plate 7), to establish the relationship between the radiographic results and the
measurements obtained using the 'Quantimet' 720 system.

The system provides data on the percentage of microporosity of an area of the sectioned sample
with dimensions of 1.25 ma x 0.7 m-. With enlarged projections of X12 the whole blade could not be
covered so an area chosen as typifying the incidence of microporosity of the blade, was chosen by the
evidence of the X5 enlargements and the related destructive tests. The sauple area measured 30 =e x
12 m-, the largest dimension along the major axis of the blade. Properly engineered lead masks (Plate
8) are essential for this work not only correctly to position and align the blade but to reduce the
irradiated field area and thus restrict the non-imaging forming scatter from the blade which emanates
from outside the area of interest. The ad-hoc masking device shown in Plate 9 is to allow the
radiography of the thicker blade section.

Initially radiographic interpretation presented some difficulties. The 40 cm x 35 cm films
contained so much information, including details of individual grains, that the normal industrial
radiograph.r had to adapt his viewing and acceptance techniques. This is analogous to the confusing
array of densities found on normal chest radiographs but with experience and knowledge of the subject
subtle and significant details can be diagnosed and appraised.

Individual pores of 0.03 -i have been detected (Plate 10) and subsequently confirmed by sectioning
the blade. Some radiographic results are illustrated in Plates 11 and 12. A Quantimet microporosity
level of 1.5% can now be detected readily by experienced staff. A system could be envisaged that could
reduce the sectioning to an occasional cross-check. It may be possible to evaluate the porosity in
terms of volume by using an x-ray stereo system and when used with an image analysing, present the
information directly.

13.1 Facility design

The facility illustrated In Fig.17 is suitable when large scale production radiography is
required. Operating as a slide projector, the blades can be placed in the exposure position from
outside the irradiated area. The films can be replaced in the same way. The shielding requirements
for the 112 with a maximum energy of 100 kV, can be accommodated with steel sheet (4 mm thick) on all

fthe sides of the compartment except in the forward position, when 10 mm of lead in the core area is
adequate. The beam angle of 140, which is limited by the tube window, ensures that the primary beam

adoes not Impinge an to the sides of a correctly dimensioned compartment.
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Facility for the high definition projection radiography of
turbine blades. Note that all operations can be carried

out without enterinA the irradiated area

To date, E12 units have been installed in production areas, one is even equipped with a
pneumatically operated blade changing device to speed up the process. They are applied when the
requirement of defect resolution is beyond that achieved by conventional radiography, which started
with the Pegasus blade and is now an established method of examining many other similar components.

14. LOW TEMPERATURE RADIOGRAPHY

Since the introduction of salt screen techniques the need to radiograph o ven thicker sections of
blade castings has arisen. This has lead to the development of a low temperature exposure technique
24 which utilises the rare-earth intensifying screens which were discussed earlier. The screens have
already extended the use of the EL2 to allow thicknesses of 8 mm (Ni alloy) to be radiographed at 90 kV
with exposures of 10 minutes. The present design of the El2 does not allow an increase in energy or
radiation output and therefore the possibilities of low tempevature exposures have been investigated
and a working technique has evolved which extends the upper thickness to 20 m.

When radiographic film is directly exposed to x-rays, that is without intensifying screens, there
is a direct reciprocal relationship between the time of the exposure and the intensity of the
radiation. But when image intensification is achieved by using phosphor screens the film density is
attributable mainly to the light emitted from the phosphors and the reciprocal relationship no longer
exists.

This means, in practice, that extending the exposure time no longer results in a continuing
increase in film density. The reciprocity failure (25] thus determines the limit in thickness that can
be radiographed using low intensity sources.

It is also known that photographic emulsions are less sensitive at low temperatures but a
reduction in temperature also reduces the reciprocity failure. Indeed, Berry and Mendlsohn (26] have
observed that some emulsions at -183

0
C do not suffer reciprocity failure at all.

Special film cassettes with compartments packed with dry ice (C0 2 ) which reduces and maintains a
low temperature during the exposure period and this technique is now used on turbine blade root
sections. Liquid nitrogen was tried but has proved more difficult to apply and caused damage to films
and screens. The effect of film temperature on the resultant density is plotted in Fig.18.
Conveniently the temperatures achieved by CO2 apparently overcame the reciprocity failure. A
comparison between radiographs taken of turbine blades with and without low temperature cooling is
given in Plate 13. It is not certain what proportion of gain is attributabe to the reduction in the
reciprocity failure as the efficiency of the phosphors probably also improves with a reduction in
temperature. Neverth-less, the desired effect of increasing the thickness that can be radiographed
with a comparatively low intensity x-ray source such as the E12 and provides the thicker sectiens of
blades to be radiographed, with a high resolution technique (X8) revealing porosity which normal
radiography can not.
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Effect of film temperature on film density

The technique however, is time consuming, typically a cycle of I hour is required for cooling and
exposure and it is sore suitable for the examination of small batches of experimental castings.

15. HIGH RESOLUTION FLUOROSCOPY

A rudimentary fluoroscope consists of a thin screen coated with a suitable phosphor, a
conventional x-ray unit with suitable protective shielding. The coated screen replaces the film and
thus a direct viewing system is possible. This arrangement can be used to scall assemblies and detect
the grosser defects In castings and weldments etc. A small area of screen brightness differences can
often be detected more readily when the image is moved but because the Images are produced with a
minimal integration of time, the sensitivities either of contrast or resolution are much lower than all
but the extremely fast radiographic techniques using salt screens and when standard x-ray equipment is
used.

Image intensifiers greatly extend the scope of 'real time' radiological imaging and they have many
applications in medicine and inditstry. Not only do they produce greater screen brightness and hence
higher sensitivity but they can also enhance contrast, and enlarge the image electronically and are
more convenient as less time is required for 'dark adaptlon'.

A typical Image intensifier assembly is encased in a glass envelope and a primary fluorescent
screen which is backed with a photoelectric layer. The conversion process is: photons to phosphor -
light to electrons (via the photoelectric backing). The electrons emitted by the photoelectric layers
are &.:celerated and focussed onto a secondary fluorescent screen where the electrons are reconverted to
light. The energy imparted to the electrons during acceleration, and by the reduction in size of the
secondary screen, results in the high gain in brightness available for viewing, when compared with the
rudisentary fluoroscope described nIthcrtc,.

The Image on the secondary screen of the I.I. can be optically magnified. Alternatively a
television camera Is sometimes fibroptically coupled to allow a magnified image to be presented on to a
TV monitor.

novever, in the system described are two particulate phosphors, which can cause, in a similar way
to the fluorescent screens In radiography, degradation of image detail due to energy unsharpness, (Uf),
screen unsharpoess, (Us), etc.



In addition, the integrating time of a true real-time system Is 0 and thus the phosphor$ need to
be fast and non-persistent, which they are not. A compromise results in a workable system, but lacking
In resolution when compared with standard industrial x-radiography.

It is recorded that the sensitivity of real time Image devices improves as the primary (x-ray)
magnification increases [27] to a limit when the effect of the geometric unaharpnesa (Ug) predominates
in the combination of the effects of all the unsharpnesses in the system. This implies that ultimately
the resolution of such a syster as in radiography will be limited by the size of the focal spot and
when these are very small (10-50 pm) a large magnification can be used and thus an improvement in
resolution is to oe expected. Unfortunately other limitations are imposed by the low screen
brightners, associated with the relatively low radiation intensities available from such small foci at
large magnification distances, particularly after further attenuation by the specimen. A clumpy
graininess appears on the screen known as 'quantum mottle' when the sensitivity is not improved by
increasing the intensification to this level, or further. High resolution fluoroscopy is therefore
currently limited to relatively thin sections. However, photographs of TV presentations showing the
images of the trailing edge of a turbine blade illustrates the potential of this technique on
aero-engine components (Plate 14).

16. XEDO-RADIOCRAPHY using the Rank Xerox, system 125 has become an important method of graphic
reproduction in the medical field. The basic xerographic process is versatile and allows the light
source to be replaced with an x-ray source, thus xero-radiographs are produced. The process replaces
photographic film w~th an aluminium plate coated with a layer of amorphous selerium. This semi-
conducting layer is ýensitised by imparting an even electrical charge to its surface by passing over an
sir-ion generating d!vice. When exposed to x-rays the charge leakage depends on the intensity of the
radiation reaching ayy point on its surface. The thicker (or denser) regions of an object will absorb
most of the x-rays 'nd the plate under these areas will retain most of the original charge. Areas
under the less dense regions will allow more x-rays to the plate with a consequent leakage away from
these areas. Thus a latent image is built as a pattern of the remaining charge on the plate.
Development of the image is achieved by blowing charged powder on to the plate which is attracted to
any area in proportion to the charge and therefore proportional to the x-ray exposure. A further ion
emitting device is used to transfer the image to a paper carrier which is fixed by heating. The system
can operate in a positive or negative mode. The plate is also re-usable and in some circumstances is a
convenient and economic alternative to photographic film.

One well established use is in the radiography of the core assemblies of investment castings, when
the presence of cracks in the silica tubes and the correct placement of the air cooling duct assemblies
can be checked rapidly and economically (Plate 15). For high resolution work the process has some
advantages. The technique for detecting microporosity, which has already been described, utilises film
but the xero-radlograph of a similar turbine blade is shown in Plate 16. This technique proved to be
superior and revealed details with greater resolution than the film techniques but the considerably
longer exposure times were prohibitive (8 minutes as opposed to 20 seconds). The interesting edge
enhancement found at the intensity steps is a characteristic which is peculiar to the xero process and
may well be capitalised on in future x-ray techniques applicable to aero engines. For fine detail work
however, the system that was tried at Harwell was not completely reproducible, a requirement that must
be satisfied when large numbers of components are to be examined with confidence when flaws of micro
size are to be detected and evaluated.

17. RADIOGRAPHY USING PROTONS

Proton radiography was first proposed by Koehler (28] who pointed out that the sensitivity to
thickness variations was very high. At an energy of 160 MeV the limiting sensitivity is about 0.2%,
with the range 32 me of steel, which compares favourably with the sensitivities achieved using x-rays.
The principles were demonstrated mainly with medical samples ( 29J but were first used on sero-engine
components by West [30] when thick sectioned turbine blades were examined for the presence of
microporosity. Unfortunately the apparently unavoidable unsharpness, caused by the multiple Coulomb
scattering of the particles, does not permit images of high resolution, except when the detail is close
to the file.

However, this marginal range technique (Fig.19) is capable of attaining contrast, which is not
possible with x-rays, which can sometimes compensate for the lack of definition of detail. The high
thickness sensitivity, achieved by matching the energy with the thickness to be radiographed, produces
radiographs of minimal latitude and therefore the varying sectional thicknesses of a turbine blade
require equalising masks (anti-blades) to compensate. The technique has been used to examine a large
number of experimental blades and its use has lead to improvements in blade manufacturing and
inspection techniques.

/
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18. NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY

Radiography using thermal neutrons is an established technique for examining for the presence of
residue core material in turbine blades and nozzle guide vanes etc. These components may have complex
cooling galleries within the aerofoil sections since, like many other aero-engine components, they are
also made using the lost wax investment casting process. After casting, a chemical process is
used to remove the core material which consists of silica-zircon ceramics. Because, in some cases, it
is not possible to view inside the galleries, assurance that all the core material is removed is needed
before these components are used in an engine. A local temperature gradient or even incandescence can
occur at positions where core material remains and thus may lead to a forshortening of the life of the
component or even premature failure.

) For some components, neutron radiography can fortultuously detect the presence of core material
whereas x- and gamma-radiography can not. The quality of a neutron radiograph is determined primarily
by the flux of neutrons available. Most neutron radiography to date has been carried out using thermal
neutrons (0.025 eV) although cold neutrons (<0.005 eV) have been used for some applications. Neutrons
sources emit a range of energies well above the thermal energies and they must be moderated or reduced
in energy to become useful for radiography; because the attenuation coefficients of the higher energies
are too low for most materials to produce radiographic contrast.

In a similar way to the x-ray case, the resolution of a neutron radiographic facility ultimately
depends on the geometry. This however is expressed as the L/d ratio where L - length from aperture to
the detector/film, d - diameter of the aperture from which the neutrons emerge, and this ratio
determines the potential resolution of the system.

Other factors such as the neutron scattering produced by the mple and the inherent unsharpness
of the film and foil will also affect the resolution. So also does the gamma radiation that is present
when neutrons are generated. This will decrease the contrast thereby reducing the resolution. The
presence of gamma radiation limits the capability of low intensity sources and generally it is not
possible to produce a neutron radiograph by excessively long exposures because the gamma ray image may
then predominate and thus the advantage of favourable contrast, obtained by using thermal neutrons,
would be nullified.

A comparison between the attenuation of thermal neutrons and 120 kV x-rays is shown in Fig.20. It
can be seen that in the case of x-rays the increase is steady and smooth with an increase in atomic
numbers. The neutron attenuation coefficients however vary markedly from element to element. Whilst
x-rays interact with the electrons orbiting the nucleus, neutrons interact with the nucleus of atoms.
This means that low density elements such as are in the residue core material can present a greater
barrier to a beam of thermal neutrons than heavy metals (e.g. turbine blades made of nickel-based
alloys).

that produces radiographs of high quality, with short exposures. For subjects with suitable contrast

the resolution can be similar in quality to that of radiographs taken with low energy x-rays (Plate
17). Consequently, up till the present time, most neutron radiography of engine components has been
carried out using reactor sources.

Alternative transportable or mobile sources may be convenient to apply on the premises of the
blade manufacturer, and indeed the operating costs may be lower. So far the alternatives have yet to
be proved viible as regards either coping with the numbers of samples involved or producing the quality
of radiograph which is currently desired for most aero-engine components.

Ii
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[8.2 Types of detector

An intermediate thin foil of material is required to convert the neutrons into the gamma radiation
or beta particles which can then be recorded on a photographic film in the normal way. Thin foils of
rare earth metals are used to overcome the inability of neutrons to form their own latent image and
basically two techniques are used to overcome this limitation. In one, the transfer technique (Fig.22)
a metal foil is placed into the exposure position and after a predetermined time, the foil is removed
then placed into intimate contact with a photographic film for a further exposure period. Thus the
image is transferred. The foils which are rendered radioactive by the neutrons and the activity of the
foil depends on the number of neutrons impinging on the foil. The activity from point to point across
the foil is thus .proportional to the variation of opacity to neutrons of the component being
radiographed. The transfer technique is particularly useful for the radiography of radioactive
specimens in the nuclear industry, which emit their own radiations that causes serious fogging of the
film if x-radiography is used.. The transfer foil is not affected by the gamma radiation from the
active specimen and the remote position of the film eliminates the fogging. Foils of indium and
dysprosium are used and these materials have half lifes of 54 minutes and 2.3 hours respectively. The

I



energies of the beta particles emitted by indium and dysprosium are approximately I MeV and thus an
unsharpness due to this energy is apparent. An increase in unsharpness, as in the X-ray case, which
has been previously stated, is evident as the energy is increased.

TRANSFER METHOD

• I~Mtal foil .

(Usually Indium ,
or dysroium)

The activo foil oe t dra tectd on to cilm
T hotographic film. ( 2 fils udcan be Metal foil
exposed sed directsly.) Film

.PrPcece film.

Figure 22

The best results for residual core detec n reatings however are obtained using the direct
technique. The rare earth gadolmnium is used and a thin loil is loaded together wwth the photographic
fplm into a cassette and exposed directly (Fig.23).

DIRECT METHOD

Film

foil

1. Neutron exposure
2. Process film

When neutrons collide wilth the foil the nuclear reactions (I.C. 01 71 KeV min) taking place in

it lead to emissions of beta particles (electrons). The electrons react with the photographic film to
produce an image. Electrons produced from. gadolinium have energies of approximately 7 key and are

promptly emitted when a neutrons is absorbed by the foil. The low energy electrons are thus capable of
producing a sharp image and they have the resolution potential similar to that of low kV x-radiography.
This is due to the short path length of the low energy electrons in the silver compounds of the
photographic material.

iU



18.2 Alternative sources

It is recessary to discuss alternative sources to enable ionclusions to be dravn on the potential
resolution of each type and to make comparisons between the results achieved by these and the high flux
reac tot sources.

1. Nuclear reactors
2. High voltage neutron generator tubes
3. Isotopic sources
4. Uigh energy x-ray/beryllium sources.

All neutron sources produce energies much higher (fast neutrons) than the thermal level and must be
moderated (reduced in energy) before they are suitable for radiography. Ne.trons lose their energy by
multiple collisions with atoms of moderating materials, particularly graphite, paraffin wax and water.
Moderating materials are integral parts of nuclear reactors and allow thermalised beams, with more than
adequate collimation (Lid ratio) directly. The alternatives, which also require moderation and
collimation, are so reduced in flux that the radiographic resolutions do not approach that attained
using a reactor source.

18.3 Generator tubes

Neutrons are produced by deuteron-deuteron or deuteron-tritoi reactions and the beams have fluxes
of 105 - 106 neutrons cm-

2  sec 1 . These fluxes can only be achieved with some relaxation
in the collimation. In consequence the picture quality suffers anC the results are rather like coarse
grained fast salt-screen radiographs.

18.4 Isotopic sources

The flux of collimated thermal neutrons obtained by uiing these sources are also of a relatively
low order. Composite sources have been considered which are constructed basically of 2 parts. One an
alpha or gaisma emitter and the other a beryllium component. The alpha particles or the gama radiation
interact with the beryllium component to produce neutrons. The most promising source for mobile work
appears to be californium 252 (Cf 252).

The radiographs produced by the high energy x-ray/beryllium route are also lacking in quality for
the same reason - the neutron flux is insufficient. Plate 18 presents illustrations of a typical
turbine blade which has been radiographed using a variety of techniques [31 ] . Although the
photographic resolution varies with the particular technique that is used, all reveal the presence of
the core material indicating that neutron radiographs can be produced with low fluxes and providing the
subject presents suitable contrast; the results are not high resolution from the photographic sense but
can be useful nevertheless.

When the flux is so diminished due to moderating and collimating the beam, special detectors are
required. These consist of a neutron scintillating plate containing small particles of lithium
fluoride and zinc sulphide. The lithium converts the neutrons to alpha particles which Pct on the zinc
sulphide, which emits flashes of light. These in turn are imaged on the photographic film. More
recently the rare earth screens of gedolinium oxysulphide have been found to be useful in the same way.
Use of both of these devices result in a considerable reduction in the exposure time required - at the
expense of image quality. They do however e;able radiographs to be obtained when the rare earth foils
are unsuitable, as in the case when only a low flux source of neutrons is available.

18.5 Resolution

When considering the image forming capabilities of neutron radiography account fust be taken of
the contrast, which is effected by, variations in specimen thickness, differing materials and the
energy of the neutrons. The scattering produced by the specimen contributes to image degradation
although in practice this is serious only on the larger sectional thicknesses or with materials of high
scattering cross section. Unsharpness, due to foil or films, which originates from the isotropic
nature of neutrons and electrons can be improved by using thinner convertor foils, which are typically
0.1 m when using the direct technique. A gadolinium coating 0.01 -m thick is sometimes used for high
quality work. Single emulsion films, which effectively halve the effects of any gama radiation in the
beam, also improves the resolution.

The resolution achieved, using neutron radiography varies with the particular application and the
technique that is used. The only advantage of using scintillators is a reduction in exposure time,
since it can be 100 times faster than the metal screens but the resolution is in the order of I sm.

Using the transfer technique with indium or dysprosium foils this is improved to 0.3 sm. For
maximum resolution the direct technique, using a neutron flux of 108 neutrons cm 2  

sec-
1

, a
resolution of 0.01 -m is possible. Therefore with a suitable sample this would qualify as a high
resolution radiographic technique.

18.6 Direct viewing

Image intensifiers, with phosphors adapted to convert neutrons to light, have been used to form a
direct viewing system. These may find applications in imaging dynamic events, for instance for
observing the distribution of oils within an sero-engine whilst running.

Although most of the neutron radiography in the aircraft industty has been applied to the 'residue
core' problem there are others which should be mentioned here. Mobile equipment using the isotope Cf
252 has been used to detect corrosion in airframes [ 32], when radiographs of 'high resolution' were not
a requirement.
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Neutron radiography has also been applied to the examination of brazed joints, detection of
adhesives in honeycomb sections, detection of organic compounds such as paper washers, rubber '0' rings
in thick metallic assemblies and the measurement of a component within an assembly.

18.7 Measurement using neutron radiography

Neutron radiogaphic measurement techniques have yet (to the author's knowledge) to be applied to

aero-engine parts. It has however been used 'a the nuclear industry to measure the progressive
swelling of samples undergoing irradiation 33 . Tell-tale devices are incorporated into the rig which
are made of materials of high neutron cross sections such as dysprosium. The devices are spring-loaded
against the component to be measured and the relative positions of the tell-tale can be measured and
related to progressive increases in size. Accuracies of + 0.025 mm have been achieved and the
technique may also find application in dynamic radiography of aero-engines, when contrast and thus
resolution is lacking, as sometimes is the case when x-rays are used. Similar tell-tales could be
inlroduced providing silhouettes of extremely high contrast and resolution within large sectional
thickness of a complete engine, and so measurements could be made of dimensional changes with greater
precision.

19. CONCLUSIONS

Microfocal x-ray units are now established as viable radiographic inspection tools. They can
consistently produce high resolution radiographs of aero-engine components and they can be operated by
the normal radiographer employed in the aero-engine industry. These units can be installed in shielded
compartments on the shop floor which cost a fraction of exposure cells having conventional x-ray
equipment.

Microfocal/direct viewing systems can produce results of higher resolution than normally achieved
but unless the radiation output from aicrofocal units is increased considerably their use will be
limited to metallurgical specimens.

Neutron radiography can produce radiographs of high resolution. Indeed, the technique of
detecting the residue core material in aero-engine investment castings is used on both sides of the
Atlantic. Although mobile neutron soulces can produce results, which may not in the strictest sense be
claimed to be of high resolution, they can however sometimes resolve conditions such as 'core residues'
and will be applied when it is not practical or economic to use reactor sources.
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APPENDIX

Radiographs are difficult to reprocduce with any printing process and there is no doubt, despitethe skills of the printer, that some details in the plates will be inferior to the originals. However,included in this appendix are examples of high definition radiographs which can be compared withconventional radiographs and hopefully the advantages of using n'Icrofocal sources will be demon-
strated.

Plate I

Linear accelerator set up to radiograph the RB211 Turbofan at Rolls Royce, Hucknall
(Photo courtesy Rolls Royce Ltd.)

Plate 2

Radiographs comparing the engagement of a turbine seal under different engine running conditions
The rotary component is on the right of each radiograph



Plate 3

Rladiographs of low pressure turbine showing variations in vertical gaps
between starter and rotor components, under different

engine running conditions

Plate"

Comparison between a contact radiograph (inset)
of a small nuclear fuel particle and a

projected x-ray enlargement

The projected enlargement reveals flaws in the particle coating
For the contact radiograph, the particle (approx. 0.5 -m dia.) is positioned

at the tip of a hyperdermic needle



Plate 5

Variable solid target. Note the detachable
target rings and the focussing mesh device

Plate 6

Comparison radiographs of an aluminium weld
From left to right, the Harweli E12, Magnafiux MxKIOOM and

a conventional x-ray unit
Primary x-ray enlargement X6 (80) WV
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Place 7

Section of blade aerofoil revealing bands of
microporosity (Photo courtesy Rolls Royce Ltd.)

Plate 8 Plate 9

Coated lead mask constructed to precisely Ad hoc mask, used to enable the thick section
position and to mask the blades from extraneous of a turbine blade to be radiographed using a

radiation from outside the area of interest high definition projection technique

I -J
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Plate 10

Enlarged projected radiograph showing
pores (0.03 = diameter) in the presence of

'mottling' due to Individual crystallites of the alloy

Piate 11

Conventional radiograph of a turbine blade
compared with a high definition projection radiograph

Note bands of microporosity



Plate 12

High definition radiograph
(M~agnification X15)

Blade material 9 = thick showing individual dendrites
90,kY 0.5 mA - 4 minutes.

Trimax film/screens
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ROOM TEMPERATURE COLD

AERE -M 2871 Fig. 5
Turbine blae. section

Tube voltage 85 W
Tube current 500 WA
Film-to-focal spot distance 2.21 metres
X-ray magnification x 12
Exposure time 8 minutes
Film and screen 3 M's Trimas

Plate 13

Focal spot size -0.3 mmFocal spot size -0.015 mm

Plate 14

Photographs of the screen of a T.V. monitor
Illustrating two high definition direct viewing systems

Note: Blockages in the spark eroded holes (0.25 mm dia.).
'Quantum mottle' also evident on the lower output x-ray tube
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Plate 15

Xeroradiograph of air cooling duct assembly

Plate 16

Xeroradiograph of a Pegasus turbine blade
Thinnest wire (Ee) visible os 0.02 mm

Plate 17

Neutron radiograph of a brazed joint (right)
compared with an x-radiograph material, Brass 12.5 mmthick

The contrast, resulting in excellent resolution, is due to traces of cadmium in the brazing material
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Cold Neutrons Thermal Neutrons Thermal Neutrons Thermal Neutrons
0100 Reactor DIDO Reactor GLEEP Reactor Cf-252 Source

Gadoliniuu Nitrite Water Enhancement Gadolinium nitrate Gadolinium nitrate
En~hancement Plt 8 enhancement enhancement (Print)

Illustrating various neutron radiography techniques applied to
the detection of residue core material within the galleries of a *urbine blade

Although the resolution varies with each technique, all are capable of
detecting the presence of the core material
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SUMMARY

Factors controlling the cost of ownership of expensive military equipment are outlined with specific
reference to the role of wear on scheduled and unscheduled maintenance. The value and limitations of
established condition monitoring techniques and procedures, based on study of the particulate debris
carried by the lubricating fluid, are explored for engine, gearbox and hydraulic sustems. An account is
given of current effort to improve these techniques and of research to evolve meaningful monitoring
measures for a more scientific approach to the development and operation of new machinery incorporating
advanced engineering designs and materials. An idealised research and development programme, centred on
gear profile failure demonstrator facilities, including a number of supporting scientific, technological
and design exercises, is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

In absolute terms, the cost of ownership of an aircraft is directly related to the time it is available
for operation against that originally planned at the design and specification stage, and this is shown in
detail in Fig 1 from which it can be seen that maintenance costs represent an important and vital element.
With increasing sophistication of design and construction there has been a continual increase in maintenance
costs and it is not unusual for these to represent a third of the total ownership cost, hence any improve-
ments in the ability to predict and control deterioration is likely to have a profound influence on life
costs.

The normal procedure for improving both reliability and performance is to accumulate experience from
field operations and then to apply this knowledge retrospectively to iterative development of design and
construction processes. This is, however, a laborious process and a number of statistical surveys to
highlight the major causes of unreliability and high maintenance costs have merely indicated the need for
a more scientific approach involving research activity to improve knowledge of material behaviour, to
reveal the true nature of loadings and environments, and to evolve more accurate means for assessing future
satisfactory performance and residual safe-life. Such information is required both for a more accurate
scheduled component replacement programme, and for quantifying defects and their significance in terms of
fitness for service. Implicit in the acquisition of such knowledge is the need to provide more effective
means for transferring this knowledge between design, production and operation, as each problem area will
require attention and support from technology, management and data retrieval. Such an approach involving
the integration of a number of disciplines and responsibilities to achieve maximum life performance has
received much attenjion recently in the UK under the general term Terotechnology, or in its simplest terms,
the Science of Care

The three interrelated major elements of Terotechnology as applied to complex engineering systems
shown in equilibrium in Fig 2 are:

i Improved management by the development of means for increased awareness, and for stimulating
individual responsibilities within the complex management involved in the control of costs in large
enterprises.

ii Improved technology transfer for enhancing the quality of technical knowledge along the lines of
decision by harnessing relatively unoriented research, development and experience to the reduction of
ownership cost.

iii Evaluation of more cogent means for generating pertinent data and systems for the automatic
feedback to the design stage of more critical information on the factors dominating maintenance and
residual safe life of expensive and strategically important aircraft.

An effective scheme for achieving such information and thereby to enhance and improve the Design and
Specification process is outlined in Fig 3 which emphasises the need for degradation demonstrator exercises
upon which to evolve more effective health sensing and safety monitors. Such a demonstrator programme
requires to take a number of design variables into account aimed specifically at factors controlling cost
rather than performance and would provide both on-line, or periodic,residual health and safety indicating
monitors for equipment either under development, or in full operation.

Such demonstrator exercises are required to study and provide information on each of the six major
forms of degradation experienced in aircraft and outlined in Fig 4, some of which are interdependent.
The value of such an approach to all factors influencing the cost of aircraft can be seen from Fig 5, but
the concept relies heavily on the existence of highly effective and meaningful health sensing techniques.
Those required for monitoring strain damage and corrosion damage rates are outside the scope of this paper,
which is concerned principally with wear damage rate.
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Aasticipated achievement Initial cost+ total m aintmnance cost +operating cost
factor Estimated annual cost x eStimated life I yearsI

Actual achievement Initial cost+ total maintenance cost+operatlng cost x Actual availability
factor Estimated annual cost x estimated life I(years I Estimated availability
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Fig 1 Principal elements of the cost of otinership appropriate to military aircraftj
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The effect of wear in bearing and sealing systems on both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance costs
is considerable and spans a wide range of tribophysical and tribochemical science and technology. The
whole span of scientific and technological discipline covering the subject of Tribology has been the subject
of considerable academic and technological activity in the UK over the past two decades 2

. However, improve-
ments to bearing surfaces has, and continues to be, largely empirical, but in advanced aircraft systems,
for example in helicopter ,earing and power transmission, it is now essential to identify more clearly those
design, material and loading interactions governing changes in critical surface condition leading to a
sequence of deterioration prccesses, sometimes culminating in catastrophic failure.

2. THE NATURE OF WEAR AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

As in the case of the gap between dislocation theory and fracture mechanics in the scientific and
technical understanding of strain hardening and crack behaviour in metals, so a similar gap exists between
the study of misrosurface phenomena and characterisatiou nf suifaces and the visual appearance of macro-
degradation upon which engineering experience and design ir, bearing systems are based. The performance and
improvement of bearing surfaces has evolved historically from iterative development of materials and systems
within specific loading and environmental conditions, frequently to a high degree of satisfactory performance.
The surface geometry, superimposed vibration, and above all the nature and continued integrity of the
lubricant under time and environmental degradation are thus major influences on changes to optimum surface
condition, and hence to a possible increase in the rate of wear.

Under ideal operating conditions the first stages of wear are likely to be dominated by a burnishing
of asperities between the surfaces in relative motion with a consequent shedding of a small quantity of
particular matter. This then leads increasingly to burnishing and passivation of the surfaces, and under
ideal conditions of lubrication, prolonged operation with low wear rates. Such conditions are, however,
not always obtained and highly localised micro-galling may follow from the presence of impurities in the
lubricant, mechanical reasons for the breakdown of hydrodynamic lubrication, or from work hardening of
mating surfaces, particularly under heavy loading conditions.

Different influences operate in gas, and dry bearings, and in seals where mating materials are often
of widely different composition, and operate under lighter load bearing pressures. For instance, quite
recently the nature of seal performance and wear has been observed as a distinct three concentric band
phenomena3 

across the width of the seal. Thus, immediately adjacent, and in contact with the sealed fluid
there is usually a circumferential band due to interaction of the sealing surfaces with the fluid. A
similar effect is observed on the other outer band but the centre band is usually highly discoloured due to
the effective sealing action associated with a local surface temperature rise causing a high temperatare and
pressure gas band with highly effective sealing and minimum surface contact and wear. This effect is due
to the local surface conditions within the centre band approaching the critical temperature and pressure of
the fluid being sealed, thereby generating a highly effective and minimum wear gas band condition, virtually
independent of the sealing material pairs. The effect is most marked in graphite silicon carbide systems.

This paper is, however, concerned principally with the wear particles in fluid lubricated beeaing

systems, and the main categories of wear have been classified in engineering terms as Abrasion, Erosion,
Fretting, Scuffing and Contact Fatigue. Each of these forms relate mainly to the nature, velocity and load
intensity of the particular systems, to the quality of the initial design and specification, and to the
care and integrity of subsequent operation and maintenance.

Abrasion is mainly a function of the nature of the initial, or developing, surface conditions, or the
presence and effect of foreign particles in generating a cutting action. This condition then becomes self-
generating and takes the form of progressive scoring to the point where lubrication becomes ineffective
with ultimately complete surface breakdown. Time-scales involved in such processes depend much upon surface
load intensity, superimposed vibration, and the degree of aggression introduced by the contaminants in the
lubricating fluid, but i!! rate of wear always increases exponentially towards the end of the life of the
bearing.

Surface degradation by erosion resulting from the imposition of localised high energy release by vapour
bubble collapses, or oy high microturbulence, is not usually encountered within bearing surfaces, but may
occur at some locations within a total dynamic lubrication system with consequent material shedding
and harmful contamination and deleterious effect to bearing surfaces.

Fretting constitutes surface breakdown through a combination of mechanical and oxidative
reactions, sometimes with minimum oscillatory sliding motion. It is particularly sensitive to temperature
and environmental aggression and somewhat similar to stress corrosion and corrosion fatigue in its effect
upon fatigue crack initiation and growth. It arises as a result of highly localised bearing pressures
associated with lubrication impoverishment or starvation. The nature of the associated debris is usually

associated with a high state of oxidation of the bearing material surfaces.

Scuffing is a gross form of fretting resulting from work hardening and shedding of metal from surfaces
in sliding motion and is exemplified by ilakes of debris arising from local seizures.

Contact fatigue is probably the most undesirable form of wear as it can herald sudden catastrophic
failure. Surface degradation by highly localised strain hardening and loss of ductility can occur under
both sliding and rolling motions, although it is most common under rolling contact conditions in ball and
roller bearings, gear flanks and cam surfaces. It arises as a result of orthoganal shear stress concentr-
ation causing lattice dislocation movements with micro-fracture and shedding of work hardened material and
the formation of surface pitting. The presence of such surface flaws may be associated with material
inhomogeneity or the existence of surface breaking impurities and inclusions. A consequential effect may
be the generation of pockets of high pressure fluids under rolling contact conditions with further stress
concentration and fatigue crack growth. The mechanism is accelerated by the presence of a corrosive
environment, in particular where hydrogen can be generated by electrochemical activity with its consequent
mobility and embrittlement effect on the material, in particular in steel.
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Initial passivation conditioning, steady state and exponentially rate wear is invariably accompanied /

by the generation of debris whose chemical constitution and physical concentration must be related directly
to the phenomena existing on the tribological surfaces. Thus, scientific and technclogical interpretation
of wear debris in terms of its origin and generation provides direct intelligence of conditions existing
at wear interfaces, and this gives diagnosis and prognosis of current and projected wear surface deterioration
as shown in Fig 6.

Each of the major wear and degradation processes can operate independently in bearing systems according
to the geometrical nature, operating loads and environmental influences concerned, but it is more likely that
two or more interact simultaneously or in sequence. For instance, abrasive wear may lead to assymetry of
operation with changes in hydrodynamic lubrication permitting direct contact of bearing surfaces and the
onset of contact fatigue. Conversely, rolling or sliding contact fatigue may shed hardened particles which
will then increase the abrasive content of particulate matter in the oil with increase in wear rate.
Erosion or Fretting wear products may have a similar effect.

Once a fatigue crack situation has been established by undesirable tribological effects at the surface
of components, then other more conventional metallurgical phenomena will begin to operate. This involves
progressive crack development by a series of strain hardening steps, so that strain age embrittlement takes
place in material immediately beyond the crack front. A situation will be reached where the crack length
is critical to the working stress load on the component when fast fracture and sudden catastrophic failure
will take plece. The rate of crack growth, and critical crack length is a function of the bulk properties
of the material but the vital trigger mechanism is frequently the tribological conditions at the surface.

It is thus highly desirable to be able to identify the nature and concentration of wear debris in terms
of its origin, and the engineering conditions giving rise to its occurrence. Further, if numerical values
can be given to the phenomena, then the designer and operator of equipment has data which can be used with
resultant economy at the design and development stage, and as a basis for highly meaningful health monitoring
systems during the operation of equipment. Ultimately, this would lead to a "Safe Life" of "Fail Safe"
philosophy of extreme importance to extremely costly and highly rated aircraft equipment including main and
auxiliary power units, transmissions, hydraulics and avionic systems. Such information would have a direct
effect upon the precision in specifying more cost effective scheduled replacement of components, and thus
upon the nature and frequency of maintenance schedules.

This then sets the scene for the next section of this paper which deals with the state of present
knowledge and activity with wear debris characterisation monitoring systems of a wide variety of tribological
conditions involving many metallic bearing materials in oil lubricated systems. However, ultimate
calibration of wear by characterisation of debris matter can only be achieved by fully integrated scientific
and technical demonstration exercises, rather than by random statistical field experience and a model system
for accumulating lcgical and progressive data will be postulated in the final section of this paper.

3. STATE OF THE ART

The basis for the use of wear debris analysis to provide diagnosis and prognosis of surface wear has been
illustrated in Fig 6. Details of current techniques and experience with them will now be outlined.

3.1 Method for Wear Debris Analysis

A variety of methods can be used to evaluate wear debris in lubricating oil and thereby provide
information on the condition of rubbing machine components. Those methods can be classified into three types:

On-line determinations

Debris collection and subsequent inspection

Lubricant sampling and subsequent inspection

The on-line determination with continuous read-out from a detector fitted into the system is very
convenient as instant, continuous information is available without the need for any administration or
possibility of error. However, equipment costs tend to be fairly high with separate units required at each
point of interest. The main type of commercial instruments available are based on light scattering by the
particulate matter. Vibration can cause problems and the sensors detect all particles present, for instance
lubricant degradation products as well as the more critical wear debris, and this can cause interpretational
difficulties. Another type is a filter which signals the quantity of conducting debris collected.
Alteration of filter mesh size can change the size of debris collected, but normally this is selected to
catch large particles only. Other principles that have been explored for use in such devices are electrical
inductance or capacitance. These are better suited for the detention of the larger particles and both have
problems ensuring adequate temperature compensation.

Debris collected by units such as magneti% glugs, filters or centrifuges can be subsequently examined
to provide information on the debris collected-, . Considerable information is obtainable from this source,
however, the data js not continuous but only available after examination from the removal device. Equip-
ment coats are low, although units are required at each point of interest, and effective interpretation
requires considerable experience. Filters and centrifuges need to be fitted immediately downstream of
critical compone.-ts if evidence is not to be lost by settling. A great deal of information on the condition
of the mach'ne can be obtained by examination of accumulated debris as this contains all the contaminant
present, ie the non-ferrous as well as the magnetic material.

The most common devices of the debris collection type are magnetic plugs or chip detectors. These
consist of a magnet7.- probe fitted into the oil flow to collect magnetic debris particles. They are
generally provided v th self-sealing fittings so that the plug may be withdrawn for inspection without oil



loss. Only ferrous material is caught and detected but since most of the loaded components of machines

are manufactured of magnetic steels, ie gears and bearings, this is not much of a limitation, although

debris from some high quality stainless steels and paramagnetic material may escape collection. These

equipments are cheap and easily inspected and can provide a great deal of information on machine condition

to a skilled operator. The collected debris, like that collected on a filter, is representative of the

whole time since the last inspection not some particular instance in time. Separate units are required

at each point of use and each requires individual attention at the selected operating periods. The mode

of installation has a major influence on particle catch efficiency but the necessary conditions havc now

been thoroughly explored. A variety of designs and magnetic plug and chip detector are available from

simple units where the plug has to be removed for operator inspection and interpretation of the collected

debris to sophisticated indicating units with facilities for indication at a distance.

Lubricant sampling methods have the advantage that only a single sample is required withdrawn from a

convenient source whilst the machine is being operated, or sufficiently soon after it has been shut down, so

t!tt the debris particles have not settled out. The analysis is generally best carried out in a central lab-

oratory with the associated problems of sample transport and the return of information to the equipment

operator for decisions on whether or not the machine should be removed from service. Just as with the debris

collection methods information is only available at periods corresponding to the intervals between sampling,

and the reading obtained reflects the history since the last complete oil change. An additional factor

that needs to be allowed for is the effect of top-up with new oil which has the result of reducing the

concentrations of wear debris particles on the lubricating oil. The method involves two separate steps:

(i) taking a representative sample from the lubricated

(2) analysis of this sample to determine debris and contaminant materials present

The sample should preferably bm taken from the machine whilst it is running or very soon afterwards,

otherwise the particles present may settle from suspension thus removing the evidence. The oil samples

may be obtained in a variety of ways but care is needed to ensure that dead lines or valves are thoroughly

flushed. If for instance a sample is collected from a drain an unrepresentatively large quantity of debris

may be obtained. The subsequent analysis may be by chemical means to determine the nature and concentration

of contaminants in the lubricant or by physical means to determine quantity, size and shape of the contam-

inants. In either case it is usual for the analysis to be carried out by a specialist in a laboratory so

the lubricant sample suitable identified as to its source has to be transported to the analysis centre.

After the appropriate analysis has been completed results have to be compared with previous history before

useful assessment of the condition of the particular machine is possible. The usual techniques employed

to determine chemical nature of wear debris involve spectrometric analysis (SOAP) of the oil sample either

by atomic absorption or atomic emission spectroscopy. These can both determine most of the metals likely

to be found in used lubricating oils such as iron, copper, zinc, cobalt, chromium, nickel, tin, lead and

silver. Atomic absorption uses relatively low cost equipment determining the concentration of one element

at a time whereas atomic emission, which involves expensive equipment, can make instantaneous measurements

for numerous elements. In both types of instrument the oil sample plus debris is vapourised, in a flame

or electric arc respectively, so that the characteristic spectral lines of the contaminating metals are

emitted. In pr-actice the results produced tend to be representative of the smaller particles present,

namely those up to about 8 microns in major dimension. Physical methods which have been used to analyse

used oil include particle size spectrum determination and Ferrography. Particle size distribution analysis

is conveniently carried out in automatic counters such as HiAc and Coulter instruments which provide a

size distribution in terms of equivalent spheres. This may give useful information on wear occurring

but can be confused by the presence of particulate matter from sources other than the wear and which is

also counted by these instruments. A measure of the cleanliness levels and particle size spectrum may

also be obtained by filtration of the fluid through a fine filter, typically a Millipore Filter, followed

by microscopic exenination. This tends to be wearing on the operator and somewhat inaccurate. Debris can

also be separated by other techniques such as with a magnet or an ultracentrifuge. Such simple methods

may be useful for a par ticular system. A recent more sophisticated technique is Ferrography 7,8,9

which separates wear debris from the oil sample by the action of a magnetic field. The Analytical

Ferrograph arranges debris according to size on a glass slide, permitting detailed examination by visual or

electron microscopy. This technique shows considerable promise for research applications but the equipment

costs and the time required to examine a sample appear to rule out widespread field use. A second version

of the equipment, the Direct Reader, collects particles in plastic tubes assessing the relative quantities

of 'large' and 'small' from optical density readings. The results freouently being expressed as a Severity

Index such as

2 _ D 2I DL -

or

I = D (D - Ds)

L L a

where D is fractional area covered by large particles (greater than 5 microns) and D. is the fractional area

coveredLby small particles (1-2 micron range).

5.2 Interpretation of Wear Debris Measurements for Machinery Health Monitoring

Wear debris concentration and type can provide indications of wear and therefore of machinery condition.

When interpreting the analysis results it is important to rember that the debris was collected over a period

of machine operation and that it does not represent an instantaneous effect, that any new cumponents fitted

may produce running-in debris and that contaminants present from the machine build, present in the new

lubricant or introduced from the environment, may tend to hide changes in the wear debris. It is generally

desirable to observe the trends in wear debris generation for each particular machine and appropriate storage
and retrieval of the information is necessary.



Different factors can be used to assess machine wear or failure. If machine elements produce
increasing quantities of wear debris as they approach failure than the amount of debris can be ured to
provide an indication of the condition. Trend plots are frequently employed to indicate the cumulative
amount of wear debris and any rate of change of wear debris generation with time, thus identifying the change
of wear severity or the start of new processes ase Fig 7.

Running hours

Fig 7 Trend Analysis

The fact that the size of debris normally increases from running-in through normal operation to the
wear out or failure situation, can also be used to assess machinery condition, see Fig 8.

Size of wear //
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| ~particles I
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Fig 8 Variation of Wear Debris Size and Amount with Running Hours

Detection of the production of larger debris particles may provide improved lead time to failure over
determination of quantity of debris. One-line systems based on comparison of amounts of large and small
particles by optical methods aid on the detection of large particles in electrical conducting filters are
available. Similar information can also be obtained from magnetic plug inspections or Ferrography, both
these latter of course depending on selection of suitable sampling intervals. Also dependant on oil
sampling are the automatic counting methods which can give detailed size distribution data on particles
present in a liquid. This method is frequently used with h~draulic systems which can be very sensitive to
particulate matter. In the UK a Ministry of Defence Standard& has been published giving contamination
classes for different types of hydraulic system. The standard was developed from particle size distributions
determined on engineering system and thus the relative proportions in different size ranges are consistent
with findings from practical systems. Th-s avoids difficulties in classification because for instance the
large particles are within the permitted numbers whilst totals of small particles are outside the limits.

Chemical analysis of wear debris can frequently help to pinpoint the components that are actually
wearing. Very sensitive methods are needed, and the determination is therefore normally carried out by a
suitably equipped specialist. Analysis may be by spectroscopic methods on oil samples, or by electron
probe analysis of the larger particles separated by any suitable device. This approach is particularly
valuable when the element determined is not the major engineering material used in the particular machine,
such as steel in a gearbox, but is a contaminant such as silica or a specialist constituent such as silver
from a rolling bearing cage or indium from the overlay of plain bearings. Iron is of course, very common
since at least one of a rubbing pair is generally ferrous, but sometimes the simultaneous presence of
alloying elements sucn as chromium, nickel, molybdenum, vanadium, etc can help to identify stainless steel
or alloy steel components.

Physical methods of examining debris can also be used to obtain information about wear modes. Optical
and electron microscopy of separated debris can yield considerable information about the source and mode of



machine surface deterioration. The essential first stop is for the operator to recogaise background
material which has no significance for failure prediction, as for instance, metallic debris, sealing
compounds, paint, fluff and other extraneous material left in the machine on build or overhaul, or the very
fine ferrous debris produced in normal wear. The recent development of YerroIFphy has lead to considerable
study of debris particles and their identification. The Wear Particle Atlas Iproducod under funding by the
US Naval Air Systems Command "provides information for the identification of various wear particle types,

.the description of wear modes that generate these particles, and as a guide to the prediction of machine

conditions based on the identified modes". This Atlas intended to be the first of a group covering
identification of particles formed by the motion of steel on steel under loaded conditions and discusses the
free metal particles generated. It diviJes wear modes into 5 types:

1. Rubbing Wear

The normal usually benign wear of sliding surfaces.

2. Cutting Wear

Abnormal abrasive wear due to interpenetration of sliding surfaces.

3. Rolling Fatigue

The fatigue wear of rolling contact bearings.

4. Combined Rolling and Sliding

The abnormal wear regimes of fatigue and scuffing as associated with gears.

5. Severe Sliding Wear

Excessive load and high speed wear of s!'
4

_ng surfaces.

Rubbing or normal wear particles are generated in normal sliding wear in a machine. They typically are
platelets ranging in size from 15 microns down to 0.5 microns in the major dimension, between 0.15 microns
to 1 micron in thickness and have a smooth surface. Abrasive contaminants such as sand can cause marked
increase in the production of rubbing wear particles and the rapid wear of the system. Particulate analsis
of the lubricant from such a system will of course reveal the contaminant particles as well as the wear
debris. Cutting wear particles are generated as a result of one surface penetrating another, much as a
lathe tool creates machining swarf but on a microscopic level. Particles can be relatively coarse and large,
namely 2-5 microns wide by 25 to 100 microns long caused by a hard component penetrating a softer one, or
fine wire-like material with a thickness of 0.25 microns caused by abrasive particles embedded in a soft
surface and cutting the opposing wear surface. Cutting wear particles are abnormal, their presence
suggesting either contaminants, or insinent component failure. Rolling fatigue particles are found in
three types: fatigue spell particles, spherical particles and laminar particles. Fatigue spall particles
are flat platelets with a major dimension to thickness ratio of approximately 10:1. They have a smooth
surface and a random irregularly shaped circumference. The opell particles consist of the actual material
removed as a pit or spell opens up. They range in size from 10 microns to 100 microns. The spherical
particles have diameters ranging between one and five microns, and are believed to be generated in the bearing
fatigue cracks. However, spherical metallic particles can also be present in lubricating oil as contam-
inants. New lubricating oil supplied by manufacturers frequently contains v few metal spheres and metallic
spheres can also be formed by welding and grinding processes, so care is needed to ensure that spheres
detected in a lubricant do arise from the wear process. Laminar particles are very thin 20 to 50 microns
in major dimension with a thickness ratio of approximately 30:1 and frequently contain holes.

The gear wear particles caused by combined rolling and sliding arise from pitch line fatigue and scoring
or scuffing. Fatigue particles from a gear pitch line are similar to rolling bearing fatigue particles.
They generally have a smooth surface and are irregularly shaped, the major dimension to thickness ratio is
between 4:1 and 10:1. The particles produced by scuffing tend to have a rough surface and a jagged
circumference. Quantities of oxide are usually present and particles may show evidence of partial
oxidation.

Severe sliding wear particles range in size from 20 microns upwards. They frequently have straight
edges and a length to thickness ratio of approximately 10:1. They may show surface striations due to sliding.

3.3 Service Experience

There has been considerable experience in the application of wear debris analysis to the early detection
of mechanical distress. Certain technologically advanced industries have built up experience with particular
techniques for specific applications but the. overall position is somewhat patchy with different techniques
being applied for different operations.

The process industries have found on-line direct readers satisfactory for their purposes but this type
of device has not yet been proven or accepted for aircraft use, where the weight, space and vibration
requirements are more onerous.

Debris monitoring methods are widely used through a variety of industries and applications, frequently
with relatively unsophisticated inspection, analysis and interpretation procedures. Table 1 lists the main
methods in current use in aircraft systems. In the aircraft industry, many coercial airlines rely on
debris collection methods to assess the conditions of engines in service. In military aircraft magnetic
plugs and chip detectors are installed in virtually all helicopter transmissions and engines and in many
propulsion and drive systems of fixed wing aircraft. Although these units are basically simple and cheap
they have proved reliable indicators of incipient failure. Chip detectors, that is units including a
remote warning signal, activated by debris particles closing the gap between two electrodes, have also tended
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to give a large number of nuisance indications. These 'rogue' signals have tended to cause suspicion or
disbelief in the indication thus reducing the value of the device to the operator. i

The oil analysis methods have had the widest application in the aircraft industry with spectrometric
analysis of engine and transmission lubricants and particle counting on hydraulic fluids. Military users
have had high success rates with spectrometric analysis particularly of engine lubricants, by frequent oil
sampling often daily, or even between each flight for engines under development, and careful plotting of
trends, allowance for oil top-up etc. Commercial airlines are not unanimous as to the cost effectiveness
and are concerned about the necessary administration with sample transport to the analysis laboratory and
return of information to the responsible engineers. However, for many mechanical systems a suitably
organised spectrometric oil analysis programme can provide a highly effective indication of impending failure. \

In sophisticated hydraulic systems the contamination has to be maintained at a very low level if
reliability problems due to blockage of oil ways and silting of valves are to be avoided. The total partic-
ulate content is therefore, of interest and not only the wear debris content. This data is obtained by
determination of the numbers of particles preferably broken down to give a spectrum of the particle size
distribution. Manual counting methods are time consumiag and inaccurate but good results have been obtained
with automatic particle counters. As with spectrometric methods the analysis is best reserved for a
specialist in a laboratory thus necessitating transport of samples and effective administration.

The main limitations to these methods arise from the need for despatch of samples to a laboratory with

the resultant loss of immediate control by the equipment operator.

3.4 Performance of Different Techniques

A number of studies have included assessment of wear debris from machinery experiencing failures by
different techniques thus permitting evaluation of the different monitoring and predictive capabilities.
An interesting study carried out by the Canadian Defence Research Establishment Pacific concerned oil
samples taken from a Sea King helicopter gas turbine engine over the course of a bearing failure. The
engine had been on an oil analysis monitoring programme usirg spectrometric analysis with an atomic absorp-
tion spectrometer. The results of this analysis had revealed an increasing wear trend which did not appear
alarming, until failure of the number one bearing occurred. The oil samples collected over the critical
period were then reexamined to determine the accuracy of the absorption spectrometric analysis and to assess
the potential for improvements that alternative procedures might provide. Detailed examinations of the wear
debris from the synthetic ester engine oil, to specification MII-L-23699, were made by atomic absorption
spectroscopy, X-ray fluorescence analysis, microfiltration techniques and Ferrography. The choice of methods
being to provide a check on the original atomic absorption analysis, to see what additional information might
be obtained from determination of all the particulate metal present in the oil and to assess the promise of
Ferrographic analysis.

The atomic absorption spectrometer substantially confirmed the results obtained previously, with increases
in iron and copper contents not reaching the guideline levels employed. Collection of virtually all the
wear debris on a microfilter, followed by X-ray examination of the deposits and atomic absorption analysis
of the deposits dissolved in hydrochloric acid gave substantially higher metal figures over the period of the
failure. The Ferrographic analysis by microscopic examination of the separated debris and by the Direct
Reader technique also provided early indications of abnormal wear. The analytical ferrography examination
permitting recognition of particle morphology consistent with fatigue spelling.

These results imply that in this particular case the diagnostic capability of spectrometric oil analysis
was limited by its ability to determine only the small wear particles and that the use of supplementary
techniques permitting consideration of the larger wear particles also would provide improved diagnostic

* capability.

A recent UK study applied a number of condition monitoring techniques to a helicopter gear box during
seven fatigue substantiation trials. The gear-boxes were run in a back to back rig and oil samples with-
drawn from a magnetic plug fixture every five running hours were split and circulated to cooperating
laboratories for spectrometric analysis using both atomic absorption and emission instruments, Ferrography
and particle counting in addition to the vibration analysis and magnetic plug inspections carried out by the
trials operator. Close agreement was obtained by the two spectrometric techniques for iron and copper but
a much more sensitive failure detection was provided by the magnetic plug and by Ferrography which gave good
promise of predictive capability. The trial gear boxes were driven at approximately 28% above normal
operating power for 140 hours in the first four trials and at approximately 41% overload for 70 hours for
three more with regular monitoring by the different techniques. On termination of the trial, or when distress
was recognised, the box was stripped and the various components given an engineering appraisal. On the
first trial a number of failures occurred almost simultaneously so it was impossible to identify different
monitoring technique signals with particular failures but the later trials were not confused in this way and
shim gear and bearing damage occurred. The vibration analysis and the spectrometric analysis had proved
successful in identifying the various examples of surface damage. Particle counting gave a ccnfused picture
sometimes apparently dominated by the contaminants present in the new oil, although Pocock has shown
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the particle counts from the first trial can be treated to yield iron figures agreeing closely with those
obtained by spectrometric analysis. Magnetic plug and Ferrography gave good indications of the various
surface breakdowns with both giving indications of the failure mode being experienced. Magnetic plugs was
successful at identifying shim wear with Ferrography giving particularly early signals of gear damage,
perhaps showing promise as a predictive tool.

A US Army survey'? over a two year period on one type of helicopter involving comparison of magnetic
plugs with spectrometric methods on both engines and transmission systems showed a high success rate for
both spectrometric analysis and chip detectors with the chip detectors reliability comparable to the
spectrometric analysis overall and considerably better for the transmission.



3.5 Efficiency of Different Monitoring Techniques

Tauber 1 has produced an illum.nating model for the development of the debris spectrum for a typical

fatigue type failure (bearing or gear spalling), Fig 9. The diagram shows debris production rate plotted

against time and debris particle size. If no failure occurs the amount and size of debris particles will

inot alter with time and the debris spectrum will therefore, remain unchanged along the time axis. The

diagram illustrates the position -s a failure develops and both increasing numbers and increasing sizes of

debris particles are produced. Spectrometric methods which detect particles smaller than about 10 microns,

will reflect the increasing numbers of small particles only whilst magnetic plugs permit preferential

identification of the relatively large particles, typically 100 to 300 microns.
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Thus where failures 0,=r by different mechanisms, and the relative quantities and particle size ranges
of the wear debris differ, the responses of the two condition monitoring techniques would be expected to
differ also. Failinre mechanisms producing predominantly small particles will be most effectively monitored
by spectrometric methods whilst if the mechanism generate particles in to 100-300 micron range then the
magetic plug will be the most effective.

Pocock15 reanons that wear debris type condition monitoring sensors need to be matched to the particular

wear mode because, the various sensors/techniques are each sensitive to only a range of debris particle sizes.
A wear mode generating particles in the size range 100-300 microns will, therefore, not be detected by a
technique which is only sensitive to particles smaller than say 15 microns. And that it is often desirable
to use more than one sensor to successfully monitor a particular piece of machinery. He illustrates the
problem with Fig 10 which shows the efficiency/prticle size relationship for three sensors. The established
techniques of spectroscopic oil analysis and magnetic plugs have optimum efficiencies for debris particles

of up to 15 microns and between 100-300 microns respectively. Thus whilst they complement each other there
is a particle size range, between app-oximately 15 and 100 microns to which both are insensitive. Ferrography
fits into this gap and although it is relatively new technique has already shown some success and offers
promise for the future.
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4 HIGHLIGHTS FROM CURRENT RESEARCH

It will be appreciated from the above that the ability to predict failures of machine components is
uneven between different industries and between different types of machine. Fortunately research workers

in several countries are contributing to improving understanding of the relationships between wear,

surface failure and machine life, and to developing existing and new techniques. This section of the

paper presents an overview of the current research. A summary of those condition monitoring techniques

most likely to be of value in aircraft applications is included as the second part of Table 1.

4.1 Wear Debris and Surfaces

The US Naval Air Engineering Centre ha- made a major study of the correlation between particle
characteristics and component surface wearig with the aim of providing a firm technical basis for the
use of debris analysis for machinery condition monitoring. The programme involved two phases; a
laboratory phase and a systems application phase. The laboratory phase consisted of bench testing of
selected oil lubricated components and the systems application phase involved the verification of the
laboratory findings by application to service or field conditions.

Bench testing was carried out for gears, sliding contacts, tapered roller bearings and ball bearings.
Wear particle characteristics have been defined with respect to, quantity, size, elemental composition,
morphology. It was concluded that severe wear can be effectively detected by monitoring wear particle
quantity and size distribution. Particle quantity, as well as the ratio of large to small particles,
normally increases substantially during an abnormal wear situation. Further information can frequently
be obtained by elemental analysis of the debris which can be directly related to component material.
Wear particle morphology (ie shape, size, colour) can also give information on wearing components and
the relevant wear mode.

A separate US Navy review of literature and experience of both military and civilian personnel with
spectrometric methods used for machinery health ronitoringi? concluded that they were effective in
determining the amount and composition of contaminants present as particles smaller than 8 microns in jet
engine lubricating oils. The identification of the composition of these particles, as for instance iron,
copper, lead, etc, was of assistance in finding the failing component. Spectrometric analysis could give
a good correlation with normal wear which provides a gradual build up of small particles, but a number of
other wear mechanisms produce large particles prior to failure, and spectrometric analysis, because it is
limited to the determination of particles smaller than 8 microns, cannot detect these larger wear particles,
and is therefore less effective at predicting these types of failures. A number of other techniques were
appraised for ability to supplement the spectrograph by analysis of the larger particles. A variety of
devices were considered, including magnetic chips, oil filter analysis, in-line X-ray techniques, in-line
light attenuation, atomic fluorescence, colorimetric methods shd ferrography. It was concluded that
ferrography was the only practical method available for supplementing spectrometric analysis. The major
attraction of ferrography being its capability to recognise larger particles and to determine particle
shape.

In a more fundamental study, Winer et al 18 analysed wear debris generated in a sliding elastohydro-
dynamic contact using ferrography. The contact was a steel ball rotating against a sapphire flat. Balls
of three different finishes, smooth, medium rough and rough, were employed and experimental conditions
included a range of loads at constant sliding speed and test duration at room temperature. Oil film
thickness was determined optically for the smooth balls and the values used for the medium rough and
rough series where surface roughness prevented optical measurement of film thickness. A single naphthenic
mineral oil was used for all tests in a once through system to avoid particle contamination. It was
found that: the total amount of wear debris correlated well with the ratio of film thickness to composite
surface roughness ( A ratio); a transition from low to high wear rate occurred as the ratio fell to
about 1; wear particles were metallic and almost exclusively of the normal rubbing wear type; the
Ferrograph was more sensitive in detecting the wear debris than the emission spectrograph.

In a discussion of results from a helicopter gearbox trial Pocock and Jones 19 point out that instances
of gear damage gave rise to small (about 10 microns) fatigue platelets in the oil, which were recognised
by ferrography some time before large (about 300 microns) fatigue particles were detected on the magnetic
plug. This appears consistent with ideas from Godet, Berthe et al1
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that micropitting can lead to

more severe forms of wear. These authors suggest that discrete asperity contacts occurring when the ratio
of surface roughness to film thickness ( A ratio) is less than unity, can produce micropits about 10-20
microns deep and as these become more extensive they join up to form large damage areas, still of the same
depth, and subsequently lead to gross wear and spalling with deep pits typically 100 microns deep. Further
investigation of the relationships between debris size and type of surface damage formed under these
conditions should be rewarding.

4.2 Debris Studies in Specific Systems

22
Fodor has used gamma-ray spectrometry of wear debris to monitor the behaviour of internal combustion

engines. It was possible from the debris analysis to determine the amounts of wear in normal engine
operation, seizure in a faulty engine, the depletion of oil additives and the contamination level in the
system.

Hofman and Johnson 2ý used ferrographic techniques in a laboratory study of wear of a Cummins VT-903
diesel engine. The Ferrographic Severity Index I detected slight changes in wear rate due to change of
operating condition. Application of heated Ferrogram analysis (HFA) identified the parts suffering wear.
The HFA (heating the Ferrogram for 90 seconds at 3300C) turns low carbon and alloy steels blue, cast iron
brown and does not affect the lead from the bearings. This technique permitted identification of debris
particles from the test engine as originating from the cylinder liner/piston ring or crankshaft/main bearing
areas, the quantities of each present on the Ferrogram providin, information on changes in wear rates of
engine components with alteration of engine operating conditiont.



Jones *t al 24 have also determined wear in a diesel engine using ferrographic techniques. The
running-in process for a Perkins Research V8 540 engine was studied showing that high initial wear fell
to a low equilibrium rate after only 10 hours of running. The rubbing wear particles produced during the
early running-in stage were large, typically 20 x 20 microns, and were not detected by spectrometric
analysis.

A programs of trend analysis of gas turbine engines by ferrography has been reported by Scott at al25
Oil samples, as for spectrographic oil analysis, obtained fromz gas turbine engines of one type both from.

service and on test beds were subjected to DR Ferrograph analysis. A number of methods of plotting the
results to indicate trends were tried. These included severity of wear index, D2 - -, the total wear
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DL . DS and severity of wear DL - DS against time. An interesting way of presenting the data was
recommended. This involves plotting cumulative total wear and severity of wear totals on the same graph.
Data for satisfactory engines gave two curves well separated and each increasing steadily. Engines
where abnormal wear was occurring gave curves which tended to converge or even to cross. Case histories
on a number of gas turbine engines are included and it is noted that in some instances trend analysis of
wear of lujricated components reflected failure of components in the gas stream.

Fitch at the Fluid Power Research Centre, Oklahoma State University has conducted tests over a

number of years into contaminant-induced wear. Initially he measure of damage caused by particle con-
tamination was performance degradation only. Recent work29 has also employed the Ferrograph in contaminent
wear tests on several components used in hydraulic systems and on basic hydraulic mechanisms.

4-3 Equipment and Techniques

It has been suggested, of the false indications from chip detectors approximately 60% are due to
wear-fuzz, 25% to electric failure, 5% each to moisture in the lubricating oil system and contamination
and unknown causes. Wear fuzz occurs in systems with fairly coarse filtration as ferrous particles
slowly accumulate in the oil and are deposited on the chip detector. Eventually as the quantity of fine
debris particles builds up a conductive path is formed across th gap between the two electrodes thus
activating the chip detector. The Technical Development Company"4 now market a new type of chip detector
which deals with the wear fuzz problem by passing a strong current pulse through the gap every time there
is electrical continuity. This causes local salting of the small particles that make up the wear fuzz,
whereas larger particles conduct the pulse unharmed so continuity remains. The unit may be arranged for
automatic current pulse discharge every time continuity occurs with the chip light not activated unless
the debris survives unchanged. This results in a system free from the wear fuzz type indication.
Alternatively the current pulse can be initiated manually, when prognostic information about a failure

can be obtained if the chip light comes on again after a short time thus indicating the continuing
generation of fine debris particles, perhaps from a demaged bearing or gear. Although some American
helicopters are using these pulsed chip detectors in their transmisiion systems opinion in the UK is
that they could possibly represent a hazard. They have so far, therefore, not been adopted for use in
British aircraft.

A now approach being explored at the Fulmer. Research Institute under UK Ministry of Defence fundin
assesses the abrasion of a sensitive resistor by the particulate matter present in the lubricating oil.

The device depends on measurement of the change in resistance of a suitable resistor as the lubricating
oil, containing contaminating debris, is pumped over it. The response is related to relative hardness
of debris and resistor. Laboratory tests have demonstrated the principle using alumina particles and
work is proceeding to optimise conoitions and to ensuring that adequate life can be obtained with
sufficient sensitivity to determine changes in wear mode.

The new technique of Ferrography has been widely welcomed for its ability to provide additional
insight of the wear mechanism over that available from the more conventional techniques of spectrometric
analysis, magnetic plugs etc. Hcwever, it does suffer from certain limitations, including the require-
ment for a skilled operator, and the fact that results are not immediately available. The US Navy
initiated a programme some years ago to remedy these shortcomings by the development of an automatic
version of the Ferrograph- could give flight deck information. This led to the production of the
Real Time (RT) Ferrograph4 '•. The RT Ferrograph circulates the test lubricant from a reservoir through
a glass tube within which wear particles are precipitated magnetically according to particle size.
Readings dependent on the amount of light transmitted are taken at both the small and large particle ends
of the tube with automatic compensatio,, for the oil colour. The overall sampling system recycles
automatically when all the oil in the reservoir has drained out; the electromagnet is shut off, the
precipitation tube cleaned out and the reservoir recharged automatically. Comparison of the RT Ferrograph
with an on-line X-ray Wear Metal Monitor, spectrometric analysis, analytical ferrography and a light
scattering/attenuation device were made on laboratory disc scorirg and rolling element bearing fatigue
tests to simulate gear and bearing damage. Tests were run on one lubricant, a MIL-1-23699 jet engine
turbine oil, with filtration at various levels from zero to 10 micron, nominal filtration. The various
oil monitors clearly signalled surface failures at the coarser levels of filtration and as the level
of filtration became finer the ability of all lessened. The light scattering/attenuation instrument and
spectrometric analysis were effective over the widest filtration range. The RT Ferrograph was ineffective
below the 40 micron filtration level. There were indications that the sensitivity could perhaps be
affected by the volume of oil flow and it was recommended that further development be undertaken with
emphasis on incorporating features which allowed for a variable oil volume sampling rate.

Considerable effort has recently been expended on extending the applications of Ferrography 8,29

with the recognition of friction polymers of several types from different formulatiuns of aircraft engine
lubricants, lubricant filter selection, biological fluid and jet engine gas stream analyzis being some of
the new areas described. It is likely that cross fertilisation from these areas will benefi. the studies
in the lubricating oil system field.



Another way in which the ferrographic technique is being extended is by the use of temper colours
as a means of extracting further information from a ferrogram. Barwell et a13 0 

have demonstrated that
a simple heat treatment of ferrograms on a laboratory hotplate can provide a useful means of identifying
the different materialn present. The magnetic particles based on iron or nickel alloys generate temper
colours which can be used to divide them into four types - carbon steels, cast iron, nickel and stainless
steel. The majority of non-magnetic enginoering alloys such as aluminium, magnesium, chromium, cadmium
and silver do not form colours under the recommended procedure. The copper based alloys may form temper
colours but can, of course, be readily identified by their yellow bronze colours prior to the heat
treatment. The recommended procedure is to heat the ferrogram for 90 seconds on a laboratory hotplate
and photograph the large particles in the entry zone on cooling. A four-stage process is described,
first the ferrogram is heated to 3300C, the carbon steels then turn blue and the cast irons a straw
or bronze colour, with no change to the nickel or the stainless steel. A second heating step at 4000C
results in the carbon steels becoming light grey, the cast irons deep bronze with some mottled blueing,
no change to the nickel and possibly slight yellowing of stainless steel. A further heating step at 4800C
leaves the carbon steel and cast iron grey, the nickel turns bronze coloured with some blueing whilst
the stainless steel turns straw to bronze coloured. A final heating to 540

0
C leaves the carbon steel

and cast iron grey, the nickel blue and the stainless steel still straw to bronze coloured with some
mottled blueing. The grouping of the debris particles that this provides will normally permit identifi-
cation of the particular components in machinery that are being worn and thus provide an insight into
the wear prtcesses occurring.

The technpue of ferrography is also being developed by applying quantitative analysis to ferrograms.
Roylance et al have described a technique developed for analysing the wear debris collected on a
ferrogram using a quantimet. The ferrograph can be scanned over its whole area using reflection and
transmission light sources and the variations in light density and contrast used to distinguish different
particle types. The ferrcgram can also be analysed in terms of dimensional parameters. The extensive
range of contrast settings in the Quantimet permit particles of different materials to be distinguished
thus permitting a breakdown of the total numbers of debris particles into say free metals, oxides, and
polymeric materials. Use of this facility together with the temper colours produced by heating the
ferrogram slides has permitted a numerical assessment of the amounts 2f steel and cast iron to be made in
a case study of the running-in of a diesel engine. In a later paper3 the application of the Quantimet
to ferrograms prepared from oil samples collected from a helicopter gear box during fatigue trials is
described. The Quantimpt assessed the ferrog-ams in terms of particle size distribution as well as the
concentration and shape of particles. The size distribution plots were of interest. The particles in
the -1, 1-2 and 2-5 micron ranges all showed a slow reduction in the number of particles from start
up to 20 running hours with run-in. A gear-box inspection then revealed breakdown of several teeth on
the port pinion. On reassembly after partial rebuild of the gearbox a peak in the number of particles
occurred due to further running in. However, the plot of variance appeared of greater promise as a
machinery health monitoring aid, definite peaks seen at the 20 and 45 running hour periods appearing to
correlate well with the gear damage found on strips at 20 and 70 hours. These preliminary findings
certainly justify continuation of the research into the quantitative analysis of ferrograms.

In a related approach Pocock
12
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has shown that the complicated particle size distributions
obtained during a helicopter gearbox trial can be described by the distribution function

P(d) = exp - [b/(d-d')]n

1where P(d) is the probability of a particle being smaller than d, d is a lower particle size limit,
and b and n are independent parameters adjusted to fit the experimental results. The parameter 'b'
shows promise as an indication of wear since at constant In' it reflects a change of relative numbers
of large particles. In particular examples given 'bI showed excellent agreement with the measured iron
content, and the severity of wear index from DR Ferrography.

5. A RESEARCH PROGRAMME TO UNDERPIN EQUIPMENT DEVEWLPMENT'

The value of wear debris analysis as a powerful means for controlling ownership costs of aircraft and
their sub-systems is indisputable. Realisation of the potential of this analysis, can, however, only be
accomplished if the results are fully meaningful to the design, specification and maintenance authorities.
The present, somewhat diffuse, situation must therefore be improved and this could best be achieved by
establishing suitable demonstrator programmes in which the scientific, technical and managerial aspects are
fully integrated and expressed. The following describes such an ideal programme which is based upon the
study of a highly rated gearing involving a programme of integrated metallurgical, metrological, lubricant
and design factors.

The heart of such a programme relies on the ability to reproduce surface degradation modes identical to i
those that will be important in the service application. Decisions ab to which modes will be critical have
in practice to be derived from past experience. On this assumption and once such a capability to reproduce
the critical modes has been established, it would be possible to evaluate a span of controlled metallurgical
and tribological variables, to explore causes of failure and from thence to establish more effective design
and specification. Such facilities would also provide an ideal background for studying the basic scientific N

phenomena involved, for calibration of existing health monitoring techniques, and provide a facility on which
to evolve new sensor possibilities.

Such a Critical Failu.-e Demonstration Programme is shown as Stage II in Fig 11 and in more detail in
Fig 12. Each particular test unit would need to be arranged to reproduce as simply as possible a selected
critical bearing surface failure mode yet be fully representative of practical design operating under
realistic rates of surface sliding and rolling over a range of loads and speeds. Other variables which
would need to be investigated include a range of steel compositions. surface hardening techniques, lubricants,
additives, surface finishes and temperatures. The cause of degradation would require to be followed by
all available techniques including careful engineering inspection involving periodic stripping with visual
and detailed surface topographical examination and assessment, but also more systematically by continual
vibration and stress wave analysis and by frequent observation of the chemical, physical and metallurgical
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nature of debris accumulating in the lubricating fluid. It would also be essential to employ all
available monitoring methods simultaneously since each reflects a somewhat different aspect of the surface
condition. Ultimately it may be possible to rely on continuous mechanical monitoring methods such as
vibration analysis but under the present state of knowledge, debris monitoring methods have a great deal to
contribute and show considerable prognosis capability.

The parallel but interdependent activities of developing new materials, surface treatments, lubricants
etc and improved sensor development are seen as separate but linked activities in Fig 11. The principal
objective of the interdisciplinary programme is to achieve a capability for a less random gear development
programme, by an improved wear monitoring capability leading to a greater reliability and reduced owner-
ship costs. Another aspect that would need to be studied in such a demonstrator programme would be optimum
materials for emergency dry operation in the event of temporary loss of lubricant.

Separate demonstrator exercises would be required for the principal tribological systems, in particular
for gears, high speed ball and roller bearings and plain journal bearings in which controlled variables would
have to be selectively imposed in order to vector onto appropriate critical surface wear or failure modes,
some of which are outlined in Fig 13.

Means for ensuring the efficient use and deployment of information arising from wear debris character-
isation is essential, necessitating mandatory and sympathetic management arrangements along the technology
transfer route. Tribological systems usually involve a span of differing engineering activities and
responsibilities, sometimes involving long time scales, distances and varying logistical arrangements. Hence
a special management system is required fo the introduction of health monitoring systems and for the feed-
back of meaningful data to needful points along the technology transfer route and its reactive interfaces.
One possible scheme for achieving this is shown in Fig 14 whereby the responsibility for, and the point of
intrpduction of, wear health sensors has to take into account the whole spectrum of responsibility under an
overall management control. For example, Item 6 involves the introduction of a research motivated component
wear health monitoring systems at the development stage or in fully operating equipment, with the nature of
the exercise and the resulting information being meaningful and utilised simultaneously by Design, Production
and Maintenance authorities. While such a scheme may be idealistic and achievable only in part, it
represents the optimum use and effect of wear debris analysis.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Pecause of the complexity of tribological factors surrounding load bearing surfaces in engineering
systems, future improvements will continue to be empirical and follow iterative processes using retrospective
experience on which to base improvements. However, it is believed that vigorous exploitation of the
potentialities of wear debris analysis, togetner with other condition monitoring techniques, will in future
assist in producing a more scientific approach to this important engineering technology. Significant
benefits should result in improved design codes, reduced development costs and lower maintenance effort with
improved availability. It is therefore concluded that research into all aspects of wear debris analysis
should be prosecuted vigorously in order that the realisable benefits and improved understanding of failure
mechanism should be gained at the earliest opportunity.
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TABLE 1

A REVIEW OF CURRENT AND PROJECTED WEAR DEBRIS
MONITORING TECHNIQUES FOR AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

CURRENT TECHNIQUES

Method Scope Limitations Remarks

Filter and All particulate 1. Not continuous reading. Widely used by commercial
Centrifuge Debris matter available 2. Interpretation requires airlines.
Collection. experience.

3. Administration required.

Keg Plugs and Coarse particles 1. Not continuous reading. 1. Widely used in aircraft
Chip Detectors 2. No response to non- systems by both Military and

magnetic debris, civil operatorc.
2. Good detection of scuffing
type failures.

Spectrometric Small particles 1. Not continuous reading. 1. Widely used for monitoring
Methods (SOAP) 2. Expensive equipment ard all types of aircraft systems.

specialist analysts required. 2. Good detection and
3. Administratior. receesary. prediction of failures by

normal rubbing mechanism.

Automatic All particulate 1. Not continuous reading. Frequently used with hydraulic
Particle matter determined 2. Expensive eq,,:pment systems.
Counters and specialist 8" .ysts

required.
3. Administration necessary.
4. Findings can be confused
by extraneous matter.

PROJECTED TECHNIQUES

Improved Chip Coarse Magnetic 1. Not continuous reading. Reduced number of rogue
Detectors Particles 2. No detection of non- readings.

magnetic debris.

Quantitative Quick numerical 1. Not continuous reading. Perhaps will prove a useful
Ferrography rating of machine 2. Little indication of maintenance tool.

condition failure mode.

Automatic Not operator Equipment expensive. Possibility that sophisticated
Ferrography dependent data handling can give good

predictinns of different
failure mechanisms.

Real Time Automatic reading Equipment expensive. Further development required.
Ferrographl Flight Deck Monitor

Improved Capability of 1. Not continuous reading. Promise of predictive
Analytical determining source 2. Dependent on expensive capability for several modes
Ferrography of debris and equipment and specialist of failure including

mode of failure operator, fatigue mechanism.

Sensitive Determination of Not seleztive for wear Very early in development
Resistor abrasiveness of debris only. process.

particulate matter

bration and Automatic survey of Segregation of critical Ultimate system borne complete
tic Emission the effect of changes signais for complex health sensing capability

in bearing surface background noise, equating surface condition,
condition on system wear debris shedding and
behaviour, failure with noise and

L vibration analysis.
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HIGH RESOLUTION ULTRASONIC NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING
OF COMPLEX GEOMETRY COMPONENTS

T. J. Moran
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ABSTRACT .

Research in ultrasonic nondestructive inspection methods in the USA has undergone
a major change in philosophy in the last four years. Previous emphasis had been on the
detection of flaws, while present work concentrates on the characterization of the flaw
and the material state. The background of events leading to this change will be discus-
sed. Along with the change in direction of research, developments efforts have concen-
trated on improving the reliability of the detection of defects. Major programs have
been directed toward the goal of a completely automated ultrasonic inspection system
which would effectively remove the human factor. Several systems which have been de-
signed for the inspection of complex shapes will be described.

Work being done for the Air Force Materials Laboratory and the Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency by Rockwell International Science Center and its subcontractors
aimed toward the development of a quantitative capability will be described. This pro-
gram .as taken the lead in developing the basic theoretical models and experimental
techniques which would be necessary. Early work concentrated on developing approximate
scattering models for simple flaw shapes such as spheres and ellipsoids at long wave-
lengths. The success of these efforts led to the current direction of the program which
is to go from a knowledge of the scattered ultrasonic field to a description of the
source (the inverse problem). Several inverse techniques have been developed which show
promise. In addition to the work in the long wavelength limit, studies have been made
of imaging techniques which can be used to give a direct picture of the flaw. Theoreti-
cal studies of diffraction effects have been made to allow processing of signals from an
imaging system to remove spurious signals and produce an image which accurately reflects
the shape of the target. The intermediate frequency range where the flaw dimensions be-
come comparable to the acoustic wavelength is a problem both theoretically and experimen-
tally. An attempt has been made to circumvent this by training computer based adaptive
learning or pattern recognition networks on the approximate scattering theories. To date,
the results have been excellent when data from ellipsoidal voids were input to the net-
works. In most cases void orientation and dimensions were measured with accuracy on the
order of 10%.

The promising results in the development of quantitative nondestructive inspection
techniques for metals have led to a more recent effort to extend this work to ce-amic
materials which are currently under consideration for small gas turbine applications.
The predicted small size of critical flaws in materials such as Si 3 N4 required the de-
velopment of a high frequency (100-500 MHz) ultrasonic testing capability. Due to the
short wavelengths involved, the water coupling medium had to be eliminated in favor of a
pressure contract. Complex shape parts are inspected using buffer materials machined to
mate with the part under test. Current results of this program will be discussed.

I. Introduction

Ultrasonic nondestructive testing has undergone a major change in emphasis at the
research level in the United States in the last few years. Prior to this change, the
goal of most research and development programs had been to improve the sensitivity and re 2

liability of ultrasonic inspection instruments and techniques. Present efforts are more'-
concerned with extracting quantitative information from the inspection data as well as
insuring that no flaws above a critical size are missed than they are with finding small-
er flaws. This shift in emphasis is a result of the change from the zero defects philoso-
phy of design and manufacturing to one which assumes the presence of flaws from the time
of manufacture and designs the structure to tolerate those flaws. This new philosophy
puts a tremendous burden on the nondestructive testing research community. Each improve-
ment in capability can now be translated into more efficient design with attendant im-
provements in performance and economics. Unfortunately the converse is also true. If
the inspection technique proves incapable of finding and identifying defects at the level
desired by the designer. the structure must be strengthened with the price being a degra-
dation in performance and an increase in cost.

This paper will attempt to cover the area of ultrasonic testing (UT) as applied to
engine components, however, most of the techniques which will be discussed are of a gen-
eral character and are applicable to structural components as well, where the same design
constraints have been imposed and similar inspection requirements prevail. Improvements
currently being made in standard UT methods applicable to engines in terms of the goals
of the efforts and limitations will be discussed. In addition, I plan to outline the
goals and results of a program being jointly managed by the Air Force Materials Lab-
oratory (AFML) and the Defense Advance Research Projects Agency (DARPA) which has the
Rockwell International Science Center as the prime contractor, entitled the Interdisci-
plinary Program for Quantitative NDE (Contract F33615-74-C-5180). The program began in
1974 and has taken the lead in changing nondestructive testing (NDT) to nondestructive
evaluation (NDE), the difference being that in addition to finding the flaw, the nature
and severity of the flaw must also be established. While this goal has not yet been at-
tained, a great deal of prcgress has been made and somc quantitative techniques have been



aeveloped. The impact of this program on future engine designs and inspection proceduros
will be noted and a proposed program which depends very strongly on the development of
quantitative NDE will be described. This future effort is aimed at increasing the ser-
vice life of engine components by combining results from NDE, fracture mechanics and
structural analysis. It is hoped that components may be kept in service even if a flaw
has been detected provided that it can be shown that the flaw will not grow to critical
size before a selected number of inspection intervals. As the techniques improve, the
safety margin can be reduced with attendant savings in cost.

A final topic to be covered will be inspection of advanced materials, such as cera-
mics, which have been proposed for used in aircraft engines. At the present time these
materials are not in use due to a lack of ability to ensure that they are sufficiently
defect free to survive a desired length of time in service. The small critical flaw size
in these materials has required the development of a UT capability in a frequency range
over an order of magnitude greater than used with current techniques.

In the final summary, I will try to put into perspective the role of ultrasonics in
engine component inspection and discuss its advantages and disadvantages as compared to
other current and proposed techniques.

II. Current Ultrasonic Testing Capabilities

In discussing ultrasonic inspection of engine components, we first must identify
which part of the component's life we are referring to, manufacture or service, due to
the differing requirements at each stage. Presently in the U.S. Air Force there is vir-
tually no ultrasonic testing of in-service components being done. This is due to the
fact that at the present time most in-service failures arise from surface connected
cracks and fluorescent penetrant or eddy current inspections are considerably more effec-
tive at detecting these defects. At the manufacturing stage, ultrasonic testing is used
to detect internal defects. For parts which have complex finished shapes, the inspection
is performed before final machining when the part has a sonic shape to avoid the blind
spots which occur in the finished part due to refraction effects.

In the future, parts will be manufactured closer to the final shape to conserve
materials and reduce machining costs. This near net shape manufacturing philosophy leads
to an increase in the complexity of the inspection process. It is no longer satisfactory
to perform an ordinary c-scan where the transducer is scanned over a grid corresponding
to the dimensions of the part with no alteration in transducer orientation. New inspec-
tion systems have been developed by U.S. engine manufacturers which incorporate computer
control of the scan pattern [1]. These systems require a detailed specification of the
part geometry which is stored in the computer and used to determine the optimum scan
pattern.

In conjunction with the development of these systems there was also work done to im-
prove the basic ultrasonic inspection equipment. With the advent of near net shapes,
near surface imperfections assumed a greater importance. In tbe past, even rather large
defects could be machined off since there was a large excess of material in the sonic
shape, albeit there was some danger of tool damage. In the near net shape component, the
amount of material to be removed in final manufacture is rather small, thus there is a
narrowing of the tolerance, variations allowable in the ultrasonic transducers and system
response. To find near surface defects, the transducer must be sufficiently brcadband
that there is little ringing after the first 1½ cycles and receiver must have sufficient
dynamic range to be able to display the front surface reflection and a very small defect
signal occurring very close to it in time. While significant progress has already been
made in this area, there are presently no commercial instruments available with state of
the art capabilities. This is probably due to the limited market and corresponding limit-
ed development resources of the manufacturers. To correct this, the Air Force Materials
Laboratory, through its Manufacturing Technology Division, has undertaken the development
of the next generation of ultrasonic instrumentation. While aimed at Air Force needs,
this new instrumentation should significantly improve the capability of ultrasonics to
address engine inspection problems.

III. Future Directions

In 1974 the Air Force Materials Laboratory (AFML) and the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) recognized that the science base in the area of nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) was woefully inadequate to provide the technology needed for future
needs. AFML and DARPA jointly funded a program with the Rockwell International Corpora-
tion Science Center division to develop a science base. During the four years of the
ARPA/AFML program's existence, significant progress has been made [2]. Beyond the tech-
nical advances, the assembly of a multidisciplinary research group from the university
and industrial communities devoted to the develcpment of the NDE science base has been
a major achievement. This is in contrast to the research along disciplJnary lines which
was the norm prior to the inception of this program.

From its inception, the primary goal of this program has oeen the development of a
true quantitative ultrasonic NDE capability. To illustrate the importance of this effort,
I would like to take a detailed look at a potential application area where a quantitative
NDE capability is essential to the success of the proposed program. The effort is referred
to as Retirement for Cause. It's primary goal is to extend the service life of engine
components, such as disks, which are now retired after a fixed number of fatigue cycles,
independent of any detection of a rejectable flaw, at a point where the probability of



failure is 0.021. This number of fatigue cycles is derived from design life calculations
which assume the largest flaw likely to go undetected is actually present in the part.
Figure 1 shows how the service life of the part can be extended if reliable, quantitative
NDE is available. If all detectable cracks have length less than Ao at each inspection,
the part can be returned to service with confidence that the remaining life should be at
least equal to the original design life. As techniques improve, it may even be possible
at some point to put parts back into service with cracks just slightly smaller than A*
with the confidence that these cracks will not veach the critical size, Ac before the
next inspection.
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Figure 1. Crack growth - NDE relationship for
Retirement for Cause program.

The simple relationship between the crack surface length and the component lifetime
implied by Figure 1 is valid only for those cases where the aspect ratio (a/2c - crack
depth/surface length) is a constant. In the real world of the alloys found in engines,
the aspect ratio is a variable which must be taken into account. This is illustrated in
Figure 2 where the crack growth as a function of number of flights is plotted for bolt
hole cracks in the third stage turbine disk in the TF-33 engine. From this figure one
immediately comes to the conclusion that crack depth must be accurately measured as well
as surface length.
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Figure 2. Crack growth as a function of aspect
ratio for 3rd stage turbine disk in the
TF-33 engine.
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At first glance it might appear that we have identified all the parameters which
must be measured by our quantitative NDE techniques; however this is not the case.
Figures 1 and 2 are idealizations in the sense that they are valid for elliptical cracks.
While real cracks may be elliptical, in many cases they have rather ragged boundaries.
This is especially true in coarse grained materials where relatively large cracks can
form as a result of the link-up of many small ones. As our NDE techniques improve, it is
anticipated that through an iterative procedure with developments in fracture mechanics
the essential details of crack geometry needed for remaining life calculations may be
identified and the needed techniques developed.

Now let us take a look at how NDE fits into the overall Retirement for Cause stragegy.
This illustrated in Figure 3 whre the current and proposed maintenance flow charts are
shown. As was mentioned before, the present system retires the disk after one design life
even if no flaws are detected in the part. It has been estimated that at least 85% of the
disks in one of our newest engines could go for more than 10 design lifetimes witnout fail-
ure. For the retirement for cause program to succeed, the required NDE and analytical
techniques which are necessary to separate this long life 85% from the 15% which would
fail earlier must be developed.
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Figure 3.

In the proposed program, NDE comes into the disk evaluation process in two very im-
portant places. The first is the initial evaluation of the disk at one design lifetime.
Here, the disk is examined for the presence of cracks. If no flaws (cracks, changes in
microstructure, etc.) are found, it may be put back into service for an additional life-
time. I should mention at this point that it may be necessary to also inspect for non-
discrete defects such as abnormal residual stresses in the part, which may also cnuse
premature failure. Unfortunately, present residual stress measurement techniques are
extremely poor except for near surface stress measurements. A great deal of progress
would be necessary in this area before we could say we had an acceptable method for
measuring bulk stresses.

In the case where a crack is found, accept/reject criteria for the part must be de-
veloped. For cracks above a certain size, the disk will have to be rejected, for very
small cracks it could be put back into service with no attempt at repair. In the inter-
mediate range, if the techniques are sufficiently developed, the part could be repaired
or rejuvenated. After this stage NOE must again be used to determine if the rejuvenation
has been successful and no additional damage has been introduced.

Now that we have established the need for a quantitative capability, let us look at
how far we have gotten toward che achievement of the goal. The major thrust of the DARPA/
AFL program at the start was the quantitative measurement of the size and orientation of
bulk flaws. Since the range of flaw sizes encountered in practice is rather large, differ-
ent approaches were selected for flaws with dimensions greater than the wavelength of the
ultrasonic signal than were used for flaws with smaller dimensions (long wavelength regime).
In the high frequency, short wavelength regime, the approach was to image the flaw using a
transducer array and digital signal processing techniques. An instrument is currently in
the prototype development stage which should provide an opportunity to test this concept
on practical part geometries. Laboratory results indicate that there is a high probability
of success in this area.

Due to the difficulty of theoretically calculating scattered fields from real defects,
it was decided to begin in the low frequency, long wavelength regime with simple shapes suth



exactly and the approximate theories should be extendable to more general (crack-like)shapes. The Born approximation and integral equation techniques were used to calculate the
scattered acoustic fields from the simple shapes. The theoretical results were experi-
mentally verified using titanium samples which had spherical and ellipsoidal voids diffu-
sion bonded into the center of the sample. The next step was to Ferfect inversion tech-
niques (procedures by which the flaw size, shape and orientation are inferred from the
scattered ultrasonic fields). This phase of the program has reached the completion stage
and the dimensions of the model flaws can be measured with good accuracy. Current efforts
involve the exteasion of the models to more crack-like defects as well as an investigation
from the point of view of fracture mechanics as to the amount of detailed information re-
quired to assess the effect of a defect on component performance and service life.

In addition to the investigations at the high and low frequency limits, a special ap-
proach was needed for the intermediate regime where the flaw dimensions become comparable
to the acoustic wavelength. Here the scattering theories are not valid and imaging also
does not work. An empirical signal processing approach was used to extract those para-
meters from acoustic waves reflected from defects which were related to the defect size.
Learning networks which adaptively sort these parameters were trained on data generated
both theoretically and experimentally. Spectral and amplitude information from waves
scattered at several angles was required to size the defect. Results on the simple shapes
indicate that most dimensions can be measured with an accuracy of 30% or better, depending
on flaw orientation. When the theoretical results for irregular shapes become available,
an attempt will be made to extend the validity of the results into the intermediate wave-
length regime using the learning networks as well as estimation theories which are presen-
tly being evaluated.

While most of the emphasis in the program has been on bulk flaws, many of the defects
which can lead to failure are surface or near surface flaws. An effort was begun in the
last year to extend the procedures developed for the ultrasonic measurement of bulk flaws
to the surface case. Techniques ranging from measurement of the scattered fields at various
angles in analogy to the bulk flaw case to a simple attempt to separate signals in time from
extreme dimensions of the flaw are being evaluated.

It is presently too early to know if the apparently promising results will prove prac-
tical for real inspection problems. There should be a definitive answer by the spring of
1980, however. A program was begun in June 1978 to attempt the reduction to practice of
the various quantitative ultrasonic techniques developed in the DARPA/AFML program. A test
bed is being constructed which will include a contour following scanning capability as well
as the signal processing capabilities needed for flaw measurement. Upon completion of the
system, it will be tested on several problems of practical interest. One of these will be
an inspection of the bolt holes in a TF-33 third stage turbine disk which has been shown to
have a severe cracking problem in these holes. This should prove to be a severe test of our
capabilities, since this is one of the more difficult geometries to inspect ultrasonically.

In addition to the research directed at providing techniques to quantitatively measure
flaws, an effort has been underway to detect, size and identify defects in silicon nitride,
a ceramic material which would allow gas turbines to be operated at higher temperatures and
perform more efficiently. At the present time this material's low fracture toughnesj has
prevented its use in the hot sections of practical gas turbine engines. Inspection diffi-
culties arise from the small critical flaw size (on the order of 200 microns). This re-
quires the use of ultrasonic frequencies in the range of hundreds of megahertz to ensure a
high probability of detection. There is also a requirement that the nature of the defect
be identifiable since it was found that tungsten carbide inclusions do not affect the
strength while the lighter inclusions degrade the material considerably.

To provide the high frequency transducers needed, a special indium bonding technique
was developed to couple lithium niobate transducers to a silicon nitride buffer rod. Since
operation is in the 200-300 HMz range, normal liquid coupling techniques would produce
unacceptably large losses. Thus, a direct pressure contact between the rounded ended of
the buffer rod and the specimen to be inspected was tried and appears to be suitable for
most cases. It remains to be shown that this contact method will be equally effective under
the various surface roughness and curvature conditions encountered in service components.
One additional question to be answered is can an inspection be done in a cost effective
manner when a pressure contact is used. Apart from these concerns, these new transducers
have been shown to be more reproducible than typical low frequency devices and quite effi-
ciei•t. The second need for identification of flaw type was satisfied when it was recognized
that the nondeleterious tungsten carbide inclusion had a greater acoustic impedance than
the host, while the strength affecting inclusions had a lower impedance. Thus, the rela-
tive phase of the reflection from the front surface of the defect is sufficient information
for the sorting. Sizing is done using the same techniques developed for lower frequencies.

Summary

It has been shown that ultrasonic inspection of engine components is presently a
little used tool due to the cost of its use and the effectiveness of other techniques such
as eddy current and penetrants. Research programs currently under way aimed at developing
a quantitative capability show promise to change this situation if the quantitative infor-
mation can be used by those i- fracture mechanics to produce a service life prediction
capability. If such a development occurs and the quantitative techniques are implemented...........- ----- -- --



in a cost ecrective way, then ultrasonics will become a very important inspection rZOOL

in the future for both manufacturing and field use.
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SUMMARY

The present paper will describe and discuss the various non-destructive techniques
which have been used or which are potentially useful for detection of fatigue damage in
aircraft components. Included among the non-destructive techniques which will be con-
sidered are radiography, penetrant inspection, eddy current, ultrasonics, acoustic
emission, magnetic particle and Barkhausen noise analysis, and more exotic techniques such
as exoelectron emission, positron annihilation, and other atomic, nuclear, or solid state
physics reactions.

It will be shown that the present state-of-the-art is such that some non-destructive
testing methods can detect fatigue damage at a very early stage of the fatigue life only
with sophisticated equipment in a carefully controlled research laboratory environment,
while others can be successfully used under field or even in-service conditions. Sugges-
tions will be made as to how some techniques currently used only in the laboratory can be
transferred to actual practice. Consideration will be given to non-destructive methods
for early detection of fatigue damage in aircraft components in general, including
methods which are suitable for inspection of propulsion systems.

INTRODUCTION

Since aircraft of current design are complex, expensive structures and this trend
will undoubtedly continue in the future, there is an ever increasing demand to assure
longer safe service life of components prior to maintenance disassembly, inspection, and
replacement. Unnevessary time spent on the ground is uneconomical from a commercial view-
point and can be disasterous from a military viewpoint. Therefore, it is extremely
important that present non-destructive testing methods be optimized and new techniques
be developed to permit both in-service inspection and rapid out-of-service inspection of
aircraft components.

Fatigue damage resulting in microcrack and subsequent macrocrack formation constitutes
one of the primary mechanisms for loss of structural integrity leading to failure of air-
craft components. It has been well documented for all types of fracture that nucleation
of cracks in metals occurs as a result of inhomogeneous plastic deformation in microscopic
regions. This inhomogeneous plastic deformation can be in the form of twinning, slip
bands, deformation bands, or localized concentrations at grain boundaries, precipitates,
dispersed particles, and inclusions. Moreover, the mechanisms responsil1e for these
regions of inhomogeneous plastic deformation are all based on dislocation interactions.
In particular, dislocation interactions with point defects, with other -. slocations, with
stacking faults, with grain boundaries, and with volume defects are known to create
regions of severe localized plastic deformation, which develop into microcracks, andcr
these, in turn, either coalesce or grow into macrocracks leading to ultimate fracture.

The ideal non-destructive testing technique would permit very early detection of
fatigue damage so that proper assessment of the severity and rate of severity increase of
the structural damage leading to failure can be made. Thus the most sensitive systems
would be capable of detecting motion and pile-up of dislocations; the next most sensitive
systems would be capable of detecting microcracks; the least sensitive systems would be
only capable of detecting macrocracks. It is practically expedient to have non-destructive
testing techniques which can successfully detect fatigue damage in each of these regimes
since some components can tolerate larger regions of fatigue damage or larger crack sizes
than others without serious concern for the structural integrity of the component.

CRACK DETECTION SURVEY

Historically, non-destructive testing techniques have primarily been exploited to
detect the existence of cracks in structural materials. Of prime concern in this regard
is the size of the smallest flaw which can be detected by each of the non-destructive
testing methods. In 1974, Rummel et al.(1) conducted a comprehensive statistical analy-
sis of the detectability of artificially induced fatigue cracks in aluminum alloy test I
specimens. They evaluated 118 test specimens containing a total of 328 fatigue cracks.
The cracks ranged in length from 0.018 to 1.27 cm and in depth from 0.003 to 0.451 cm.
The test specimens were evaluated in the "as-milled" surface condition, in the "etched"
surface condition, and after proof loading, in a randomized inspection sequence. The
non-destructive test methods used were x-radiographic, penetrant, eddy current, and
ultrasonic. The 984 non-destructive observations taken using each method served as a
sample base for establishment of high confidence levels. A probability of 95% at a 95%
confidence level was selected for processing all combined data, and analysis was based
on these conditions.

Figure 1 (upper row) shows the results of their statistical analysis for the
x-radiographic inspection method where crack detection probability is plotted as a
function of actual crack length. Figure 1 (lower row) shows the results they obtained
for the x-radiographic inspection method where crack detection probability is plotted



as a function of actual crack depth. The condition of the test specimens is indica-
ted on each figure. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show similar plots of their results obtatned
using the penetrant, eddy current, and ultrasonic inspection methods, respectively.

Rumel et a1.(1) pointed out that the beneficial effects of etching and proof
loading on crack detection are evident in the respective data plots. They attributed
the benefits of etching to both the removal of flowed material from the crack opening
and to the selective attack of the cracks at the crack edge. They attributed the
beneficial effects of proof loading to a larger crack opening and to plastic flow of
material around the crack. An analysis of the data based on material thickness and
surface finish variations did not reveal any large effects. Based on the results
plotted in Figs. 1 through 4, it was concluded that x-radiography is the least reliable
of the four test methods for detection of tight cracks and should not be considered as
a sensitive, reliable method for detection of tight cracks. On the other hand, the
ultrasonic method was shown to be the most reliable for crack detection as well as to
be the most accurate in measuring crack dimensions.

RADIOGRAPHY

With regard to the relative insensitivity of the radiographic technique to crack
detection, it is interesting to note that an Advisory Circular(2) published by the N.
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration in 1973 states that the sensitivity of radiographic
inspection to a smell crack is not as good as ultrasonics or eddy current methods.
Nevertheless, radiographic techniques are still currently used for non-destructive
inspection of various aircraft components including enginei. Thus, Bunce(3) stated
that "The general structure of an airframe or the internal assemblies of an engine are
usually obvious applications of radiography and rarely lend themselves to either an
ultrasonic or eddy current inspection." However, the same year Ruescher(4) studied the
effect of variations in radiographic parameters on crack detection by x-ray and con-
cluded that x-ray film readers were not able to detect all of the crack indications
shown by penetrant inspection. On the other hand, he pointed out this detection
limitation applies to cracks and similar tight defects only, while spherical discon-
tinuities, such as porosity and inclusions, are more easily detected.

In 1974, Pullen(S) reported on high energy radiography which permits measurement of
seal clearances between rotating and static components and the position and shape of
various static components in a full range of static and dynamic engine conditions.
Clarkson,(6) in 1975, pointed out that the use of radiographic techniques to inspect
or monitor defects in inaccessible arecs of airframes is a recurring requirement. He
cited examples where radiographic inspection had proven valuable for non-destructive
detection of stress corrosion cracking in spar booms, stringer sections, skin panels,
welded tubular structures, and wing fuel tanks.

The same year, Halmshaw and Hunt(7) published a paper in which they discussed the
limitations and the capabilities of radiography for detecting cracks. They showed that
the ability to detect a crack with x-rays and gamma-rays depends principally on the
crack opening and on the angle of the crack to the radiation bc-m. The size of the
crack (crack depth) and the radiographic technique used are alsc important factors.
They warned that it is completely misleading to specify sizes or length of detectable
cracks without specifying the crack opening width and the angulation. They regarded
cracks with openings less than 0.013 mm (0.0005 in) as unlikely to be detected under
any circumstances except in very thin specimens, while cracks with openings of the
order of 0.025 mm (0.001 in) can be detected at up to 10" inclination to the x-ray
beam depending on their size (depth) and the technique used. They further pointed
out that the radiographic situation is completely different frow. ultrasonic crack de-
tection using pulse-echo methods, where, except for extremely tight cracks, the crack
opening is not a significant factor in crack detectability. In ultrasonic testing,
the important parameters for crack detection are the dimensions of the crack (length
and depth), the angle of the crack to the ultrasonic beam, and the roughness of tne
crack faces. They continued by emphasizing that the important point of difference
between radiographic and ultrasonic crack detection is the dependence of radiography
on having a respectable crack opening. They stated that the detection of tight cracks
less than 0.02 mm wide is always going to be difficult by radiography, with a low
probability of success, even when the probable direction of the crack is known. Finally,
they warned that the use of radiography in the hope of detecting tight cracks, when
their approximate angle is not known, or the x-ray beam cannot be used at the suitable
direction, is bad non-destructive testing and a misuse of radiography.

Stafford et al.(8) reported the use of proton radiography as the first non-
destructive method capable of detecting microporosity in high-temperature nickel-lase
alloy castings. Since the technique requires a uniform thickness of sample, in order
to extend the region of sensitivity to the whole of a blade aerofoil an anti-blade was
made, of such a shape that when placed in contact with a blade it equalized the
thickness. Stewart(9) presented a paper in which he described the development of a
high energy radiation system which possesses the ability to penetrate the thick metal
systems existing on aero gas turbines so that when used in conjunction with a suitable
imaging system, the small movements of components can be revealed, recorded, ar.1
analysed. In 1976, Guillen(10) reported that the types of defects detectable by isotope
inspection of jet engines could be categorized as cracks and fractures, wear and tear,
and distortion or deformation.
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Also in 1976, a number of investigators reported the use of neutron radiography
for the examination of various aircraft structures. Dance(ll) evaluated adhesive
bonds in metal honeycomb and phenolic fiberglass-to-metal structures. Adhesive flaws1
in a variety of bonded assemblies, including a set of test panels with built-in adhesive
voids and unbonds, were detected. In addition, he showed that detection of corrosion
hidden within metal aircraft assemblies appears to be a promising application of neutron
radiography. Edenborough(12) developed a technique for using neutron radiography for
improved detection of residual ceramic core in investment cast turbine airfoils. John(13)
reported the superiority of neutron radiography over all other NDT techniques in its
ability to detect surface and subsurface corrosion in aircraft structures. He applied
the neutron radiographic technique to successfully detect corrosion in aircraft wing tanks, "

rear stabilators, spars, wings, fuselage skin, nose landing gear, and helicopter rotary
blades and tail flaps. Underhill and Newacheck(14) reported the use of neutron radiography
to inspect for residual wax material in liquid rocket fuel and oxidizer injector assemblies

and nozzle cooling passages. They also reported detection of extruded, ruptured, or
out-of-position O-rings in valves, lack of epoxy cement in epoxy-bonded helicopter rotor
blades, and determination of internal cracks and flaws in objects of low attenuating mate-
rials using a gadolinium-tagged penetrating solution.

In 1977, Parish and Cason(15) described an x-radiographic method which employed an
image enlargement technique to permit high definition radiography of cast turbine blades
as a method of detecting ar,d evaluating the incidence of microporosity. They used an
x-ray microfocus unit possessing a focal spot size cf about 15 pm (0.015 mm) and were
able to detect individual pores as small as 0.03 mm. Since Mr. Parish is scheduled to
present a paper in this lecture series on high resolution radiography, I am certain that
we will be brought up to date on the capabilities of such systems.

Before concluding discussion of radiographic systems, mention should be made of the
potential usefulness of flash radiographic systems(16,17) although to the best of the
present author's knowledge these systems have not been used for aircraft inspection.

Thus, the present state of radiography is such that although x-ray, gamma ray, neutron
and proton radiography can be usefully exploited for various aspects of non-destructive
testing as related to aircraft components, it is apparent that all radiographic techniques
are better suited to detection of missing or misplaced components and to dimensional
measurements, than to crack detection or to detection of pre-crack fatigue damage.

PENETRANTS

Penetrant non-destructive testing techniques are useful for detecting surface cracks
in aircraft components. In the static production and service inspection of components
penetrant inspection is very good, but by its very nature cannot be used for dynamic
measurements. In 1973, Alburger(18) presented a paper in which he discussed in detail a
revised military specification for penetrant inspection being prepared for the U. S. Air
Force. He pointed out that penetrant inspection has been used for many years in high
volume testing of critical aircraft parts including castings, forgings, structural members,
and turbine blades. The revised military specification reflects not only the modern tech-
nology of penetrant materials, but also many new concepts of penetrant behavior, and new
techniques for evaluating the performance of penetrant materials. It should be noted that,
according to the statistical survey conducted by Rummel et al.,(l) although penetrant
inspection is superior to radiography for the detection of the smallest cracks, it is
inferior to eddy current and ultrasonic inspection techniques.

EDDY CURRENT

Eddy current inspection techniques are somewhat superior to penetrant inspection
techniques for the detection of cracks in aircraft components, since they cannot only
detect surface cracks but also near surface cracks. They are particularly useful for
detecting cracks in holes or tubing. Eddy current techniques are more often used for
static rather than dynamic testing. In 1967, Smith and McMaster(19) described the use
of an eddy current inspection system, called a magnetic reaction analyzer, which used
a Hall element in place of a pickup coil for its detector. This system was reported
to be finding use in a variety of applications throughout the aerospace industry in-
cluding definition of type, orientation, and location of defects. In 1971, Dodd et al.(20)
presented sets of curves based on theoretical calculations which permit optimization of
eddy current tests for detecting discontinuities. Reeves,(21) in 1973, described a
mechanized eddy current defect detection system used for examination of aircraft landing
gear components.

In 1974, Lang(22) reported the development of two single-coil eddy current techniques
for the surface inspection of aluminum aircraft skin, parts and structures. These tech- -
niques were developed to replace liquid penetrant and eddy current methods which were then
in use for the inspection of aircraft surfaces. He stated that use of these two new eddy
current techniques reduced the workload from over 100 to 1 manhour per inspection on a
Lockheed C-130 airplane. Using the new eddy current techniques, known cracked areas on
various airplanes were readily detectable, and new cracks could be easily found. In some
cases the new eddy current techniques located significant bead seat cracking which had
been previously passed over as acceptable by penetrant inspection. This could be done
without removing the layer of paint and zinc chromate, which had to be removed for pene-
trant inspection. The same year Truluck(23) noted that eddy current testing has been one
of the growth areas of NDT, with a current requirement to develop techniques to detect,
reliably, cracks as small as 0.1 mm (0.004 in) in boltholes. He further stated that it



was desirable to develop eddy current conductivity measurement techniques to determine i
the accurate heat-treatment state of light alloys and to develop phase-sensitive eddy
current equipment to detect small areas of corrosion. In this regard, Clarkson(6)
pointed out that the nucleus of a fatigue crack can easily be a minute corrosion pit a
few thousandths of an inch deep. He reminded that in a number of cases where highly-
stressed and "fatigue-critical" items have been concerned, an eddy current technique
has been successfully employed to ensure that the surfaces involved are free of
corrosion pits or minute fatigue cracks.

In 1976, in a paper devoted to a general review of the major non-destructive in-
spection activities in the U.S. Air Force, Forney(24) noted that although the problem
of detecting cracks under installed fasteners in the outer layer of structural joints
appears well in hand with the use of a new portable pulse echo shear wave sodnner
device, the location of cracks around fasteners in interior layers remains an elusive
task. He reported that a new multifrequency eddy current technique is being investi-
gated which has shown in feasibility studies to be capable of detecting cracks as small
as 3 mu (0.125 in) long in a second plate at a depth of nearly 10 mm (0.4 in) from the
top plate outer surface. He described how a special low-frequency test coil was cen-
tered over the installed fastener and energized simultaneously with a number of
sinusoidal current waveforms, each having a different frequency. Return signals
associated with each frequency undergo computerized analysis to form a composite signal
particularly sensitive to the small cracks in the interior locations of interest. The
same year, Smith and Beech(25) presented a paper which describes the principles of eddy
current testing and the potential benefits of the method applied to manufactured compo-
nents and raw materials. Although no applications to inspection of aircraft components
are considered, insight into advantages and limitations are presented which should prove
useful to aircraft inspection. Forster(26) presented a paper in which he discussed the
limits of nondestructive indication of small and smallest flaws on and under the surface
of workpieces by electromagnetic and magnetic techniques. He noted that fatigue cracks
start at "weak points" such as slag inclusions, slag streaks, or other material inhomo-
genieties which cause heavy local stress concentrations under service conditions. He
further noted that while fatigue cracks are usually considered to start on the surface of
the workpiece, in materials subjected to certain stress states cracks can start at some
depth beneath the surface, e.g. roller bearings. Of particular significance in this
paper was the observation that superposition of a constant magnetic field increased con-
siderably the depth at which meaningful eddy current measurements could be made for a
given eddy current frequency. Kiplinger(27) presented a paper in which he discussed the
design of several special coils and fixtures which permitted reliable eddy current
measurements to be made on turbine engine parts.

ULTRASONICS AND ACOUSTIC EMISSION

As concluded by Rummel et al.(1) in their statistical survey, ultrasonic techniques
presently constitute the most reliable methods for crack detection, as well as being the
most accurate for measuring crack dimensions. It should also be noted that two papers in
the present lecture series are devoted to ultrasonic techniques and a third, on acoustic
emission, is closely related to ultrasonics. As will be shown in the following sections,
not only are ultrasonic techniques suitable for surface and sub-surface crack detection
and sizing, but are also sensitive detectors of pre-crack formation fatigue damage.

There are four different basic ultrasonic techniques which have been used to detect
the onset of fatigue damage in cyclically loaded structural materials.

(1) Body Wave Reflection: A transducer, longitudinal or shear wave, generates an ultra-
sonic pulse which propagates through the body of the test specimen. Upon striking a crack,
due to the impedance mismatch, part of the acoustic energy contained in the incident pulse
is reflected back to the transducer. The transducer now acts as a receiver and detects
that portion of the pulse reflected from the crack.

(2) Surface Wave Reflection: A transducer generates an ultrasonic pulse which propagates
along the surface of the test specimen. Upon striking a crack, acoustical impedance mis-
matching causes a portion of the incident pulse to be reflected back to the transducer where
it is detected.

(3) Ultrasonic Attenuation: A transducer generates an ultrasonic pulse which propagates
either through the body of the specimen or along its surface. As a result of various
mechanisms (in the case of fatigue severely plastically deformed regions or microcracks)
energy is lost from the incident pulse. Hence, the pulse which is reflected from the
opposite side of the test specimen from which it was transmitted is detected to have a
decreased amplitude in comparison with the incident pulse. Alternatively, a second trans-
ducer, affixed to the side of the test specimen opposite the sending transducer, can serve
as a receiver, or for the surface wave case, a receiving transducer can be affixed to the
same surface of the test specimen as the generating transducer.

(4) Acoustic Emission: Elastic waves, some of which possess ultrasonic frequencies, are
internally generated when a test specimen is subjected to a sufficiently high state of
stress. A transducer affixed to the surface of the test specimen detects these internally
generated waves.

Each of these four techniques has certain advantages and disadvantages as regards their
usefulness for the detection of the onset of fatigue damage.
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ULTRASONIC ATTENUATION

The first ultrasonic technique used to study the development of fatigue damage
during stress cycling was the ultrasonic attenuation technique. As early as 1956,
Truell and Hikata(28) observed changes in ultrasonic attenuation in the early stages
of F.L.gue cycling on a polycrystalline aluminum specimen. In subsequent publicat 4i.ns,
Truvil and co-workers(29-32) reported results of experiments where ultrasonic attenua-
tion veasurements were made during fatigue tests up to fracture of the test specimens.
They Lied cycling rates of 400 cycles per minute to 1900 cycles per minute and in every
case the attenuation changed as a function of the number of cycles. For tests carried
out to fracture there was a marked increase in attenuation just prior to failure. Al-
though only a small number of fatigue tests were performed and all of these used aluminum
specimens, the results indicated the usefulness of such measurements for prediction of
fatigue failure.

In 1962, Bratina and Mills(33) used ultrasonic attenuation to study fatigue damage in
plain high-carbon steel and two alloy steels. They used a slow cycling rate of approxi-
mately one cycle per minute and found that at this low rate the ultrasonic attenuation
decreased with increasing numbers of stress cycles. They attributed these results to
strain-ageing effects caused by pinning of dislocation loops by diffusing carbon atoms.

The same year, Ponomarev(34) measured the ultrasonic attenuation in metallic and non-
metallic cylindrical samples during repetitive loading. The metallic samples, steel,
copper, and duraluminum were subjected to torsional loading, while the nonmetallic samples,
glass, plexiglass, quartzite, and quartz were subjected to periodic impact loads. He
established that the moment of failure onset of a part due to fatigue damage can be de-
termined from the character of the change in ultrasonic attenuation curve.

Pawlowski,(35,36) in 1963, measured ultrasonic attenuation during fatigue cycling of
specimens of low carbon steel, an alloy steel, an aluminum alloy, and grey cast iron.
Using a cyclic loading rate of 25 Hz he found that all the materials tested showed an
increase in attenuation with increasing number of fatigue cycles. His change in attenua-
tion versus number of cycles curves exhibited two distinct regions. The first region was
nearly linear and showed a relatively gradual increase in attenuation with increasing
number of cycles. The second region which occurred in the final stage of the fatigue life
of the specimen showed a more rapid increase of attenuation with increasing number of
cycles and terminated with fracture of the specimen. Pawlowski concluded that an irre-
versible increase in attenuation can be regarded as an indicator of damage accumulation
developing gradually in the process of fatigue. These irreversible changes he attributed
to microcrack formation which coalesce to form macrocracks and eventual fracture.

In 1967, Herlescu et al.(37) recorded the change in ultrasonic attenuation as well as
velocity of propagation of a Rayleigh wave in mild steel subjected to fatigue deformation.
They reported that both attenuation and velocity tended to increase slightly at the early
stage of fatigue, dropped considerably and became somewhat constant as cycling proceeded.
Finally, there was a pronounced increase in attenuation attributed to scattering by micro-
crack formation. They observed relatively little change in velocity at this stage.

Cole and Zoiss,(38) in 1969, used a through transmission ultrasonic attenuation method
to determine the location and criticality of fatigue induced damage in filament wound
fiberglass cylinders. They correlated the measured ultrasonic attenuation to the residual
life remaining to the material.

In 1971, Moore et al.(39) attempted unsuccessfully to relate ultrasonic surface wave
measurements of attenuation and velocity to fatigue damage in five specimens of 1100
cluminum which had undergone fatigue deformation for 30, 50, 70, 80 and 90 percent of the
specimen life. A possible reason for their lack of success was apparent interference
effects between some unspecified wave and the surface wave of interest.

In 1972, Green and Pond(40) reported the results of experiments which used change in
ultrasonic attenuation measurements as a continuous monitor of fatigue damage during high
cycle testing of aluminum and steel specimens. Green and his co-workers(41-52) have con-
tinued to make such measurements since that time; the results of this work will be
described in more detail in a later section of the present article.

Owston,(53) in 1973, measured the attenuation of ultrasonic waves transmitted through
carbon fiber reinforced polymer specimens at various stages of the fatigue life of the test
specimens. He reported that the specimens showed considerable variations in ultrasonic
attenuation even before fatigue testing, and that the mean value of the attenuation also
varied markedly from specimen to specimen. Fatigue failures accompanied by large areas of
delamination were easily detected and identified. Failures which were the result of more
discrete cracks or excessive micro-cracking of the matrix and fibers were easily detected,
but not always easily distinguished from one another.

In 1975, Tsuchida and Okada(54) measured the attenuation of ultrasonic surface waves
and noted an incremental change in attenuation at about 60 to 70 percent of the fatigue
life.

Also in 1975, Pouliquen and Defebvre(55) measured the ultrasonic attenuation of con-
tinuously generated and detected surface waves during fatigue cycling of a steel specimen.
The specimen placed between two piezoelectric quartz crystals, on which interdigital combs
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were deposited, comprised a composite ultrasonic delay line. Three phases of the
attenuation versus number of fatigue cycle curves were observed. In the first phase
(0 - 40,000 cycles) the attenuation varied rapidly; in the second phase (40,000 -

80,000 cycles) the attenuation remained practically constant; in the third phase (above
80,000 cycles) the attenuation increased rapidly once again. Pouliquan and Defebvre
concluded that the attenuation variation with the test specimen at its position of
maximum bending appeared to be the most sensitive for studying fatigue.

In 1977, MacDonald,(56) in a survey of the use of ultrasonics to investigate the
state of fatigue in metals, emphasized the view that the rate of change of ultrasonic
attenuation correlated better with fatigue life than does the applied stress amplitude.

Most recently, Green and Duke(52) conducted an exhaustive review of ultrasonic and
acoustic emission detection of fatigue damage, a portion of which is reproduced in the
present paper.

SURFACE WAVE REFLECTION

In 1960, Brosens et al.(57) first attempted to detect fatigue damage by the reflec-
tion of ultrasonic Rayleigh surface waves. Apparently, their lack of success was chiefly
due to poor efficiency of the plastic wedge for conversion of longitudinal waves to sur-
face waves.

The first successful use of surface wave reflection to detect the development of
surface cracks during fatiguq cycling was reported by Rasmussen(58) in 1962, who carried
out tests oin an electropolished aluminum alloy. He claimed detection of fatigue damage
as early as 39 percent of the specimen life, but pointed out that the surface finish of
the specimen played a primary role in the ability to record such early warning signals.

Since fatigue damage is generally viewed as originating at the surface of an origi-
nally flawless material, and since surface waves normally possess an effective penetration
depth of approximately one wavelength, such waves have been used to detect fatigue damage
continuously up to the present time.(59-76)

Leonard,(63) in 1969, used ultrasonic surface and longitudinal waves with conventional
pulse-echo and pitch-catch techniques for detection of fatigue cracks near the tenon base
region of turbine engine compressor discs. A most significant result of this inspection
method was the detection of a minute crack not detectable by macroscopic or penetrant
inspections. In 1973, Bunce(68) reported that a requirement arose to inspect for cracks
in turbine blades in a jet engine on a routine basis in situ in the aircraft. Since this
requirement ruled out any possibility of using radiography, the choice lay between ultra-
sonic and eddy current inspections. Access to the blades was through the jet pipe at the
rear of the engine from where, by reaching forward through the final stator section, the
leading edge of the blades, where the cracks were known to occur, could be reached. An
attempt to use an eddy current probe was unsuccessful because the combination of material
type, material mass change in the radius and accurate location of the probe proved to be
insurmountable problems and so a surface wave ultrasonic technique was investigated. When
perfected, the surface wave ultrasonic technique proved to be capable of finding cracks
which, after removal of the blade from the engine, could not be seen visually even using
high power magnification. The full value of the inspection technique was that it not only
effectively prevented in-service blade failure, but as the crack propagation rate was very
rapid, the inspection could be, and was carried out on aircraft turnarounds that were just
long enough to allow the engine to cool sufficiently for a technician to enter the jetpipe,
thus enabling inspections to be repeated at intervals of only a few days.

In a somewhat similar situation, Lake et al.,(71) in 1975, developed a stress enhanced
ultrasonic surface wave technique for inspection of gas turbine compressor blades. They
pointed out that a number of factors complicate the problem of adequately examining com-
pressor blades to determine structural integrity or freedom from fatigue cracks during
overhaul inspections. The factors they listed are: (a) the great ntumber of parts re-
quiring examination -- in the larger engines, upwards of 1000 blades are used in each
engine, (b) the presently used methods, namely, magnetic particle and penetrants, are
essentially visual examinations, and, (c) perhaps, most importantly, the presently used
methods are fundamentally incapable of detecting very early fatigue cracks. They also
noted that in addition to fatigue cracks, it is important to examine compressor blades
for corrosion and erosion pits, and also foreign object damage, since fatigue cracks may
be initiated at such discontinuities. Their prototype system consisted of four transducer
arrays, one for the convex side, and ono for the concave side of blades in the first stage
and two similar arrays for the second stage blades. After inspection of the blades in the
no-load condition, a bending load of approximately one-half the yield stress was applied
by pinching two adjacent blades together and the inspection repeated. They substantiated
that their prototype stress enhanced ultrasonic surface wave inspection systam could be
semi-automated and could be used to successfully inspect first and second stage blades
with the rotor installed in the engine and by means of a suitable fixture, the blades
could be examined during overhaul without removing blades from the rotor.

Although surface wave reflection techniques have been used quite successfully to
detect fatigue cracks which were undetectable by other non-destructive testing methods,
surface wave reflection techniques are not sensitive to material changes which give
warning of fatigue damage prior to macrocrack formation, i.e. prior to a surface crack
becoming large enough to reflect back to the transducer an easily detectable amount of
ultrasonic energy. The condition of the workpiece surface and proper transducer
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attachment are special problems associated with the use of surface waves. Moreover,
in many real materials internal stress concentrations cause cracks to form in the
interior of the material and not at the surface where they can be detected by surface
waves. Surface wave reflection techniques are better suited to detection of surface
breaking macrocracks and crack surface length measurement than to early detection of
pre-crack fatigue damage.

BODY WAVE REFLECTION

Body wave reflection techniques as applied directly to the fatigue process itself
were first reported by Socky(77) in 1964 and also have continued up to the present
time.(63,64,68,69,72,73,75,78-102). Bunce(68) described the design of a special ultra-
sonic probe for inspection of attachment lugs containing a bushed hole. He noted that
use of such an ultrasonic probe requires no dis-assembly, beyond that required for
access, in order to accomplish the inspection, whereas an eddy current inspection of
the same hole would need the removal or dis-attachment of the component involved and
removal of the bushes which might in itself cause damage.

In 1974, Sugg and Kammerer(90) reported the results of a study which demonstrated
that an ultrasonic system, properly designed and using bonded-in-place transducers, can
monitor multiple structural areas for fatigue crack growth. Packman et al.,(93) in
1975, reported the development cf an ultrasonic shear wave probe for characterization
and measurement of defects in the vicinity of fastener holes. In 1976, Couchman et al.
(98) described the development of a computerized system designed to detect cracks by
rotating a shear wave transducer around installed fasteners or bolt holes. The same
year, Forney(100) described a new portable pulse echo scanner device also designed to
detect fatigue cracks in highly stressed fastener holes. Most recently, Doyle and Scala
(101) published a review article summarizing the status of crack depth measurement by
ultrasonics.

Beginning in 1975 and continuing up to the present time a series of reports(102)
has been published by the Center for Advanced NDE at the Science Center of Rockwell
International, which contains many papers dealing with quantitative flaw definition by
ultrasonic techniques.

Body wave reflection techniques have experienced considerable success, particularly
w.'th regard to crack detection and sizing. They offer a big advantage over penetrant,
eddy current, and surface wave reflection techniques in that they can locate and measure
flaws at large depths in most materials. However, body wave reflection techniques are
also not sensitive to material changes which give warning of fatigue damage prior to
macrocrack formation. The main reason for this is that in order for an easily detectable
fraction of the incident ultrasonic energy to be reflected from a crack back to the trans-
ducer, the crack must be relatively large, and often the workpiece will be already well on
the way to fracture.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION

Even though Kaiser(103) is generally credited with "discovering" acoustic emission in
1950, it was not until 1964 when Dunegan et al. (104) initiated work in the ultrasonic range
of frequencies that acoustic emission actually became an engineering tool. The amount of
work performed in this field since that time is enormous,(105-108) and many investigators
have monitored acoustic emission successfully during fatigue testing, despite the diffi-
culty encountered in separating the acoustic emission signals from background noise.

In 1967 and 1968, Hartbower et al.(109-111) monitored acoustic emission associated
with slow crack growth during low-cycle fatigue testing of precracked steel specimens
possessing different heat treatments and of aluminum and titanium alloys. For this low-
cycle fatigue work an accelerometer in conjunction with a filter apparently eliminated the
noise problem. It should be noted here that such low-cycle fatigue tests present no
greater noise problems than those associated with simple tensile tests and hence elimina-
tion of noise in these tests is relatively easy.

Hutton,(112-114) in 1969, reported measuring acoustic emission during low-cycle
tension-compression fatigue testing of a high nickel alloy steel at 1000OF and noted that
at least three peaks in the emission curve were evident prior to failure. He considered
the first to be due to an initial high density of mobile dislocations, which became pinned
in a limited number of cycles. The second and third peaks he regarded as due to micro-
cracking and macro-cracking, respectively. He also recorded acoustic emission data during
high cycle tension-tension fatigue testing of notched aluminum and carbon steel specimens.
The latter test in particular gave evidence that macro-crack nucleation caused sharp in-
creases in acoustic emission prior to detection of a visible crack. The emission data
also showed a more gradual increase which he attributed to micro-crack formation. Hutton
eliminated the background noise problem by working with a frequency bandpass window.

Also in 1969, Dunegan et al. (115-117) proposed a method of detecting fatigue damage
by intermittently stopping the fatigue cycling and proof testing the specimen by over-
stressing while monitoring the acoustic emission. This method has the advantage of
elimination of most of the background noise, but the disadvantage that it is not a con-
tinuous on-line technique. Nevertheless, it is informative to note that for steel and
aluminum alloy test specimens and for steel and aluminum pressure vessels similar experi-
mental results were obtained. In all cases, both the total acoustic emission count and
the count per cycle increased slowly with the increasing number of fatigue cycles and then



increased rapidly just prior to failure.

In 1971 Nakamura(ll8) reported an acoustic emission monitoring system which can be
used successfully in the presence of the heavy background noise usually encountered in
the fat'gue testing of a large complex structure. The method consists essentially in
surrounding one or more master acoustic emission sensors, located in the critical region
to be monitored, with an array of slave sensors. When a noise signal originates outside
the critical region, an electronic gate is closed which prevents the master sensor from
detecting the noise signal. An actual acoustic emission originating within the critical
region is detected by the master sensor provided the gate is open. There are several
major problems associated with Nakamura's technique. A steady noise external to the
critical region will keep the gate constantly closed and hence no signals will ever be
detected by the master sensor. Even an intermittent external noise can cause problems
because the gate may again be closed just at the moment an important acoustic emission
occurs in the critical region. Finally, a noise source located in the cr.tical region
will not be eliminated by the slave sensors and hence will mask detection of actual
emission sources by the master sensor.

Also in 1971, Rollins(119) reported monitoring acoustic emission duriig fatigue test-
ing of boron-aluminum composites. He used a bandpass filter (50 to 500 kIz) and an FET
switching transistor in front of the digital counter in order to discrim: ite between the
acoutic emission signal and background noise. The FET transistor was gated open for a
short perisod of time which coincided with the maximum tensile stress of the fatinue load
cycle which in turn coincided with the time interval when most of the boror filaments
broke. Signals that occurred at other times were blocked. His experimental results
showed that for a cantilever bend fatigue test no significant acoustic emisxion was ob-
served until about one-half of the total fatigue life. The emission counts increased
slowly thereafter until at about 95% of the total fatigue life the coanting rate in-
creased rapidly until failure. For a tension-tension fatigue test some acoustic emission
was produced during the tensile preloading. Upon addition of the cyclic load the emission
rate was rather high for several hundred cycles, and then decreased and remained low for
most of the fatigue life with a sharp rise just prior to failure.

The same year, Moore et al.(39) monitored acoustic emissior counts during fatigue
cycling of 1100-0 aluminum specimens. They observed that the cumulative number of acoustic
emission counts charged slowly in the early part of the fatigue process and then changed
by several orders of magnitude. A relationship was observed between the significant change
in the slope of acoustic emission curve and the percent of fatigue life. The change was
observed to occur at less than 50 percent of the fatigue life and, as such, offered a
possible early fatigue damage warning. d

In 1972, Hartbower et ai.(120,121) demonstrated that acoustic emission can be used as
a precu:sor of imminent failure for low-cycle, high-stress-intensity fatigue as well as
for the case of environmentally assisted fatigue. Plots of cumulative stress-wave count
versus cycle number consistently showed a marked increase in count rate several (10-20 or
more) cycles before fracture.

Kusenberger et al.,(122) in 1972, monitored crack growth in stress cycled specimens
of 4340 steel and 7075-T6 aluminum. Periodically, ;ycling was stopped, the crack length
at the surface was measured, and a constant proof load was applied to the specimen.
During proof loading, the specimen was monitored for acoustic emission. The results ob-
tained with the 4340 steel specimens were puzzling in that essentially no acoustic emission
above the nominal background level was recordid until the last cycle prior to failure.
Such results were obtained even though on several occasions proof loads were raised nearly
to yield. The results of the experiments with the 7075-T6 aluminum specimens indicated a
strong dependence of the acoustic emission on the state of stress. A much lower count was
obtained for plene strain than for plane stress.

Kim, Neto, and Stephens(123) reported the results of some preliminary experiments in
which they recorded acoustic emission during continuous tensile cycling of a carbon
fiber/epoxy composite. They showed that the acoustic emission energy released per unit
time during loading varied during the fatigue cycling and that the Kaiser Effect was
apparently not applicable to this composite material.

In 1973, Egle et al.(124-126) reported an acoustic emission system for monitoring
high cycle fatigue crack growth. They used a conventional acoustic emission system with a
high pass filter between the transducer and preamplifier and a second high pass filter
between the preamplifier and digital counter. In addition, an electromagnetic transducer
was used to gate the counter every 10 or 100 load cycles. For low cycle fatigue of a
notched aluminum plate the number of acoustic emission counts per load cycle first de-
creased and then increased slowly just prior to failure. For high cycle fatigue of an
aluminum specimen in a displacement controlled cantilever beam tester the emission exhi-
bited a r-litively high count at the start of the loading followed by a sharp decrease
and then an increase. For specimens tested with higher maximu:.A displacements and shorter
lives, the emission continued to increase until failure. For specimens tested with lower
maximum displacements and longer lives, the emission tended to level off and then to
decrease. Egle altributes these results to the fact that the :ate of crack propagation
'ecreased for the lower ma'lmum displacements because of the displacement control on the

fatigue tester.

Owston(53) recorded acus..ý.c emission counts during fatigue testing of carbon fiber
reinforced polymer composite b" cimens and attempted to correlate acoustic emission and



loss of stiffners (drop in natural resonant frequency). He found a moderate corre-
lation for specimens made from material with a low interlamina shear strength, but
none for specimens of high interlamina shear strength. A change in the principal
source of emission caused by a change in the properties of the material was suggested
as the most likely cause of the loss in correlation.

Harris and Dunegan(127) continuously monitored fatigue crack growth in 7075-T6
aluminum and 4140 steel by acoustic emission techniques. The acoustic emission rate
per cycle was consistently observed to be cyclic in nature, i.e. the rate was observed
to be high for a few cycles of loading followed by a period of inactivity. This was
regarded as strong evidence that crack growth in these materials does not occur by a
uniform growth per cycle, but by a burst of growth followed by a stationary period.

Morton et al(128) performed similar investigations in which they monitored acoustic
emission and quantitatively correlated it with crack growth rate and the applied range of
stress intensity for high cycle fatigue of 2024-T851 aluminum alloy. They concluded that
the acoustic emissions observed during fatigue are more closely related to the crack tip
plastic volume than to crack extension.

Bailey and Pless(129) used acoustic emission techniques and sound travel time deter-
minations to locate cracks in a structural fatigue test specimen. The specimen was
subjected to a spectrum of cyclic load condition- which simulated a total of 150,000
aircraft flight hours. The specimen was monitored for acoustic emission approximately
10 percent of the total fatigue test time. It wa3 found, in agreement with the results
of other investigators, that crack growth at a given location was not continuous through-
out the fatigue tests. Cracks were observed to grow during some test passes, but
apparently remained stationary during other passes. Some cracks did not even appear to
grow continuously during a single pass. Crack growth was reported to be rapid or slow
for given cracks at different times. A total of 18 crack locations were identified by
acoustic emission monitoring, 15 of which were verinied during metallurgical investigation.

Vary and Klima(130) reported the results cf a preliminary investigation to assess the
feasibility of continuously monitoring acoustic emission signals from fatigue cracks
during cyclic bend tests. Plate specimens of 6A1-4V titanium, 2219-T87 aluminum, and
18-Ni maraging steel were tested with and without crack starter notches. The investigation
indicated that it was possible to extract meaningful acoustic emission signals in a cyclic
bend machine environment and that such acoustic emission monitoring is a potentially useful
tool for investigating fatigue cracking. Ultrasonic crack growth monitoring was applied
simultaneously with acoustic emission monitoring for a few specimens. Although abrupt in-
creases in the acoustic emission count rate were observed, the ultrasonic signals indicated
only a smooth increase in crack size.

Smith and Morton(131) reported a "short-time" cross-correlation technique for acoustic
emission monitoring during high-cycle fatigue testing, which largely rejected random
electronic noise as well as mechanical noise from sources other than the crack. Using
their technique they were able to separate the acoustic emission signals due to crack
extension from those of crack closing.

Corle and Schliessmann(132) conducted a test program to evaluate acoustic emission
techniques for use in detecting flaws during proof testing of rocket motor cases. Steel
sheet specimens which contained tight fatigue cracks of various sizes were tested. An
acoustic emission signature was recorded for each specimen during proof testing and was
found to be a function of the flaw size. By evaluating the signature, unflawed specimens
could be distinguished from flawed specimens, and the flawed specimens could be ranked on
the basis of flaw size, with flaws as small as 0.9 mm(0.033 in) deep being detected. By
comparison, flaws as large as 4.1 mm (0.16 in) deep and 66 mm (2.6 in) long were not
detected by radiographic techniques, and surface flaws as large as 2.5 mm (0.1 in) deep
and 2.5 mm (0.1 in) long were not detected by magnetic particle inspection.

In 1974, Morton et al.(133) investigated the effect of loading variables on the
acoustic emissions observed during fatigue-crack growth. They concluded that the acoustic
emission rate near peak load is explicitly related to applied stress intensity for materials
of widely different character. They also concluded that varying the fatigue test cyclic
frequency can result in a change in the acoustic emission rate without resulting in a change
in crack growth rate.

Willertz and Hunter(134) recorded th. acoustic emission emitted from a 17-4 PH stain-
less steel while the specimen was undergoing fatigue testing in the torsional mode. Below
the cyclical stress sensitivity limit, defined as the highest stress below which no changes
in the damping o-cur with cycling, no abnormal emissions were detected, while at and above
this limit emissions were detected which could be attributed to fatigue damage which re-
sulted in failure of the specimen. They observed that once the crack started to propagate,
the emissions tended to occur mainly when the stress went through zero and changed sign in
one direction only. Application of stress in the opposite direction did not produce
appreciable acoustical noise, for some unknown reason.

Williams and Reifsnider(135) conducted strain and load controlled fatigue tests on
boron-aluminum and boron-epoxy angle-plied composite specimens sim- ltaneously with acoustic
emission monitoring. By recording the acoustic emission signals only during the top half
of the loading cycle where new damage was most likely to occur, rather than during un-
loading and at low stress levels, specimen fretting and machine noise was effectively
rejected. They found good correlation between the amount of specimen damage and totalized



acoustic emission, and the rate of damage development with acoustic emisuion rate until
"significant delaminations caused extraneous scrapping and fretting noise.

In 1975 Acquaviva and Chait(136) performed acoustic emission tests on unnotched and
notched tension-tension fatigue specimens of a high strength titanium a'loy. No acoustic
emission was detected from the unnotched fatigue specimens until 30 to 150 cycles before
fracture, indicating that the crack initiation and propagation phases were quasi-simulta-
neous for this high strength material. At 30 Hz, the crack initiation to fracture time
would be about 3 sec. The notched specimens produced acoustic emission signals at least
2500 cycles (83 saec) prior to fracture. A measure of the crack area for each of the
notched specimens showed that the higher emission counts were associated with the larger
crack depths.

Pless and Bailey(137) used an acoustic emission monitoring system to detect crack
extensions induced in a large aircraft wing structure through cyclic loading. The crack
extensions were induced by tension-tension loadings at specified percentages of design
limit load acting on four-inch long crack-starter sawcuts made at well-defined locations
on the specimen. Since both audible and inaudible fracture increments were detected, it
was concluded that the tests proved the feasibility of the acoustic emission monitoring
technique. However, even though the signal-to-noise ratio was high enough to virtually
exclude false alarms during these tests, the tests could provide no information about
acoustic and other transients resulting from active flight systems.

Mehdizadeh(138) conducted tension-tension fatigue tests on steel 3pecimens exposed
to a corrosive saltwater environment. He concluded that periodic procf testing combined
with acoustic emission monitoring can be as sensitive a method for assessing the progress
of corrosion fatigue damage as the continuous acoustic emission monitoring method. How-
ever, the capability of the proof testing - acoustic emission technique to evaluate a
well developed corrosion fatigue crack depends upon the geometry and size of the crack
relative to the test specimen. Although incipient corrosion fatigue cracks were detected
in some cases after 10-30 percent of the fatigue life had elapsed, in other cases test
specimens containing well developed corrosion fatigue cracks generated relatively little
acoustic emission during proof tests.

Laze.rev et al.(139) reported that standard fatigue equipment available in Russia can
be used for fatigue testing accompanied by acoustic emission monitoring provided that the
background noise level is reduced to a value sufficiently lower than the acoustic emission
signals. They presented the results of an acoustic emission monitored fatigue test which
showed a sharp rise in acoustic emission counts coincident with crack formation in the
test specimen.

Hatano(140) measured acoustic emission during high-cycle fatigue testing of pure
aluminum specimens. He detected intermittent burst-type emission in the early stage of
fatigue testing before observation of macroscopic crack growth. He also noted that most
of the acoustic emission signals were detected during that portion of the fatigue cycle
where the cyclic load was a maximum.

Dunegan(141) published an article in which he utilized the results of some prior work
in order to show how acoustic emission techniques can be used to estimate the stress in-
tensity factor of a growing crack, and therefore provide predictive ability for determining
failure.

Fuwa(142) used acoustic emission to study the damage occurring in unidirectional
carbon-fibre-reinforced plastics during cyclic loading and stress relaxation at high stress
levels. Their results suggested that true fatigue processes do not occur in carbon-fibre-
reinforced plastics and that the damage sustained during cycling is of the same kind as
that which occurs in ordinary tensile loading.

In 1976, Kishi et al.(143) studied the acoustic emission generated during cyclic
deformation of pure aluminum and reported an acoustic emission peak accompanied by a
Bauschinger effect. This peak was observed with the appearance of irreversible plastic
strain and the peak height decreased with increase in the number of cycles up to a constant
value at the saturation stress.

Carlyle and Scott(144) reported a new method of portraying acoustic emission fatigue
data which facilitates the interpretation of dynamical micromechanical failure processes
in materials and also proved valuable in the characterization of extraneous testing
machine and grip noise. In their technique the location of individual acoustic emission
events was plotted within a coordinate system of load versus number of fatigue cycles.
Using their method they detected several events which would not have been observed with
conventional acoustic emission monitoring.

Shinaishin et al(145) reported additional results of acoustic emission detebtion of
fatigue crack initiation and propagation. The fatigue tests were run in reverse bending
and in tensile fatigue on notched and unnotched titanium specimens. The necessity to use
notched specimens in the bending fatigue tests was occasioned by the fact that initial
tests run cn several unnotched specimens resulted in failure of the specimens at a fraction
of the expected life without any acoustic emission warning. Similarly, notches were cut
in the tensile fatigue specimens, because for tests run on unnotched specimens, acoustic
emission cracking was detected only after more than 99 percent of the specimen fatigue
life had been expended.
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Bailey and colleagues(146-149) expanded upon their earlier work on assessing the
¶ possibility of using acoustic emission for in-flight monitoring of aircraft structures.

Their Flight Structural Monitoring System (FSMS) was designed to detect the large
transient acoustic sound generated by single large crack extensions rather than the
lower level signals generated by fatigue crack initiation. Using the FSMS they success-
fully monitored crack extensions in full-size complex structural components during
fatigue testing by a combination of signal processing techniques involving spatial
discrimination, frequency filtering, and signal amplitude discrimination. Cracks were
initiated and grown on a wing test article at selected fastener holes from sharp-notch
sawcuts by subjecting the specimen to a flight-by-flight load spectrum typical of a
military transport aircraft. Acoustic emission was detected from 12 of the 15 test
holes monitored which experienced crack growth and 3 of 6 extraneous acoustic emission
sources were traced to loose fasteners. For 3 of the cracks monitored, the acoustic
emission counts showed reasonable correlation with amount of crack growth. The greatest
detractor to correlatable data was random noise.

In 1977, Sinclair and Connors(150) monitored acoustic emission during fatigue crack
growth in A533H steel, low carbon steel, and HI weld metal. During loading of the speci-
mens, signal recognition discriminators and location resolution were employed to allow
detection of signals in the presence of background noise. All specimens tested either
possessed cut notches or previously introduced fatigue cracks of appreciable size. For
the most intensively investigated A533B steel the acoustic emission counts were related
to the creation of new crack area. The location resolution of the tests was insufficient
to permit determination of the acoustic emission mechanisms.

Horak and Weyhreter(151) reported the development of an acoustic emission system for
monitoring components and structures in a severe fatigue noise environment. Their system
utilized master-slave discrimination, rise time discrimination, and coincidence detection
to identify and reject unwanted noise signals from computer processing. Among the dis-
crimination concepts which they found to be unsatisfactory were frequency filtering, com-
puterized data reduction, and mechanical dampening. Since Horak and Weyhreter found that
the wave forms of the various transient noises contributed most to false data generation,
the only acoustic emission signals reliably detected were those which occurred during the
time periods between the transient fatigue noises. Their system indicated 10 false loca-
tions in 16 hours on a fatiguing part which had not begun to crack. Thirty-six false
locations were indicated in 15 secs when their discrimination system was not used. Crack
propagation was not always continuous and sometimes stopped completely for several hundred
cycles. Although crack propagation is generally considered to occur during the maximum
stress application of the fatigue cycle, their results showed that acoustic emission
resulting from crack extension occurs during low, medium, and high parts of the loading
curve. These data led them to caution that the exclusive use of time gates to eliminate
extraneous noise signals might also eliminate a large portion of the acoustic emission
signals also. As a result of the various types of defects and loads involved, crack
initiation was detected and located from several minutes to several hours prior to
ultimate failure. Since crack initiation occurred within the material, crack initiation
size was not determined.

Williams and Reifsnider(152) used a system which incorporated a time gate, variable
readout, and filtering to monitor acoustic emission during fatigue loading of boron-epoxy
and boron-aluminum composite specimens which contained a circular centered hole. Their
normal practice was to look at acoustic emissions generated only during the top half of
the loading cycle and to use a frequency band-pass of 10-300 kHz. Correlations were ob-
served between acoustic emission counts, specimen compliance, infrared heat patterns, and
structural damage.

RECENT ULTRASONIC ATTENUATION AND ACOUSTIC EMISSION MEASUREMENTS

Survey of the published literature shows that at the present time ultrasonic attenua-
tion and acoustic emission measurements are superior to all other non-destructive testing
techniques for the early detection of fatigue damage. Therefore, these two techniques
have been the ones selected by the present author and his colleagues for further investi-
gation.

In 1972, Joshi end Green(42) reported the results of experiments which used change in
ultrasonic attenuation measurements as a continuous monitor of fatigue damage during high
cycle testing of aluminum and steel specimens.

Ultrasonic pulses were generated by an x-cut quartz transducer firmly attached to the
clamped end of a polycrystalline aluminum or steel bar using Eastman 910 cement. The
specimen shape, transducer size and frequency used insured that the entire specimen was
completely, filled with ultrasound in a guided wave mode. This mode of operation permitted
the ultrasonic waves to detect both bulk and surface alterations in the test specimens.

Each specimen was held in a horizontal plane and was displaced vertically at the
opposite end by a fixture attached to the cam of the fatigue machine. In this manner the
specimen was fatigued in reverse bending as a cantilever beam to fracture at 30 Hz with a
vertical amplitude peak-to-peak which was set at a fixed value in the 7.5 mnm to 15 mm.

The specimens vere either made from 6061-T6 polycrystalline aluminum or from cold-
rolled polycrystalline steel. All specimens tested were made from the same lot of
aluminum or steel in order to minimize differences in alloy composition, cold work, heat
treatment, and surface finish. Prior to fatigue testing, each specimen was ultrasonicallyj



tested for internal flaws and microscopically examined for any surface defects or
scratches.

Figure 5 shows the results of a typical experiment for an aluminum specimen
tested at a constant vibration amplitude peak-to-peak of 7.5 mm. It can be seen
that the attenuation began to increase at about 2.8 million cycles and proceeded
catastropically to fracture at about 3.5 million cycles. The 2.8 million cycle
mark occurred at about 26 hours and failure occurred after about 33 hr. Thus the

ultrasonic attenuation measurements gave a strong indication of the onset of fatigue
failure at approximately 7 hr prior to the occurrence of the fracture itself. Con-
ventional ultrasonic monitoring was unable to detect any additional echoes due to
energy reflected from the crack until about 2 hr prior to failure. Thus, for this
particular experiment, ultrasonic attenuation indicated that failure was eminent
5 hr before conventional ultrasonic testing could indicate any crack formation.

Figure 6 summarizes the experimental results obtained from ultrasonic monitoring
of the fatigue tests with the aluminum specimens. The ordinate axis in this figure
corresponds to the maximum stress on the outermost fiber of the bar when bent to the
maximum amplitude chosen for the particular test. The upper abscissa axis indicates
the test time; the portion of this scale ranging from 22 - 32 hr should be used with
the tests run at a maximum fiber stress of 2.29 x 104 psi; the scale ranging from
0 - 12 hr should be used with all other tests. The lower abscissa axis indicates the
number of fatigue cycles which elapsed before various events were detected. The
portion of this scale ranging from 2.59 x 106 cycles to 3.46 x 106 cycles should be
used with the single test run at a maximum fiber stress of 2.29 x 104 psi; the scale
ranging from 0-1.296 x 106 cycles should be used with all other tests. The entries
represented by circles indicate the average time elapsed in 5 similar tests before an
0.4 db change in attenuation was observed. The criterion of 0.4 db change was selected
as an early warning signal since this amount of change could be clearly distinguished
from background fluctuations on the attenuation recording strip chart in all aluminum
and all steel tests. The entries represented by triangles indicate the average time
elapsed in 5 similar tests before detection of an additional echo in the pulse-echo
pattern due to energy reflected from a crack in the test -necimen. The entries repre-
sented by squares indicate the average time elapsed in 5 similar tests before fracture
occurred. It can be clearly seen that in all cases the change in ultrasonic attenuation
indicated that failure was eminent before conventional ultrasonic testing could detect
an additional echo caused by energy reflected from a crack. Moreover, the smaller the
amplitude of vibration and hence the longer the fatigue test, the more absolute time
there is between the ultrasonic attenuation warning and fracture of the test specimen.

Figure 7 shows the results of a simile- experiment for a steel specimen tested at a
constant vibration amplitude peak-to-peak of 7.5 mm. In this case the attenuation began
to increase at about 6 x 105 cycles and the increase proceeded catastropically to fracture
at about 9 x 105 cycles. The 6 x 105 cycle mark occurred at about 6 hr and failure oc-
curred after about .3 hr. Conventional ultrasonic monitoring was able to detect an
additional echo at the 7 hr mark. Thus, ultrasonic attenuation measurements gave warning
1 hr earlier than ultrasonic pulse detection in this case.

Figure 8 suzmmaiizes the experimental results obtained from ultrasonic monitoring
during the fatigue tests of the steel specimens. The ordinate axis corresponds to the
maximum stress on the outermost fiber of the bent bar. The upper abscissa indicates
the test time in hours, while the lower abscissa indicates the number of fatigue cycles
which elapsed before various events were detected. The entries represented by circles
indicate the average time elapsed in 3 similar tests before an 0.4 db change in attenua-
tion was observed. The entries represented by triangles indicate the average time
elapsed in 3 similar tests before detection of an additional pulse due to reflection of
energy from a crack. The entries represented by squares indicate the average time
elapsed in 3 similar tests before fracture occurred. The results are similar to those
obtained with aluminum in that ultrasonic attenuation gave early warning of fatigue
failure.

Panowicz(46) performed experiments in order to determine whether or not ultrasonic
attenuation measurements could also be used to predict fatigue failure in test specimens
which had latent defects purposely introduced in them in order to alter the fatigue life
and to more realistically simulate actual in-service operating conditions for many cases.
The terminology "induced latent defects" was used to indicate artificially created
defects which were latent in the sense that they were undetectable by either normal visual
inspection or any currently available ultrasonic pulse-echo testing technique.

The test specimens were machined from 1100*F polycrystalline aluminum in the form of
bars with dimensions of approximately 1.3 cm by 2.5 cm by 30.5 cm. All specimens were
made from the same lot of aluminum in order to minimize differences in alloy composition,
grain size, and surface finish.

The latent defects were created in the aluminum specimens in the foilowing manner.
A fine saw cut 1.6 cm deep was made in each specimen along the 2.5 cm width, at a distance
of 10 cm from one end of the bar. After thorough deqreasing and cleaning, the specimen
was clamped in a set of steel dies which left exposed a 2.5 cm length in the region of
the saw cut. The function of the die set was to reinforce the specimen during loading
in order to concentrate the plastic deformation in the area of the cut being welded. In
order to promote the plastic welding process, the specimen-die assembly was heated for



one hour at a temperature selected in the hot working range of aluminum. Immediately
Safter heating, the specimen-die assembly was placed in a cylindrical steel protective

housing which served as a guide for die movement. The specimen-die assembly was then
end loaded in compression to a predetermined load at a rate of 3.6 on per sec. This
rate was found to produce high quality welds with the particular loading configuration
and tensile test machine used.

it was established experimentally that any plastic wcld produced by heating and
loading the Rpecimen aNcv.e the specified minimum values created a joint in the bar that

r was undetectable by either visual inspection or ultrasonic pulse-echo testing. The weld
joint was made microscopically visible by etching the specimen in a micro-etch consist-f 7ing of 20% sodium hydroxide solution in water. As the applied load for welding was
increased, the micro-etch delineated weld joint transformed from one which appeared to
be a continuous line to a series of unconnected microdefects. These observations are
consistent with the hypothesis that the induced latent defects consisted largely of
oxide particles which were trapped inside the specirn'en during the welding operation.

Figure 9 shows the results of a typical test where ultrasonic attenuation was
measured as a function of number of fatigue cycles for an aluminum specimen heated
at a promoting temperature of 750*F (3990C) and plastically welded with an applied
load of 15,000 lb (6804 kg). Despite differences in the results of tests run on specimens
which were welded using different promoting temperatures and different applied loads,
all experiments performed yielded similar results in th.t. ultrasonic attenuation gave
early warning of fatigue failure. As in the previous work, an ultrasonic attenuation
change of 0.4 dB was selected as an early warning criterion since this amount of change
could be clearly distinguished from background fluctuations on the attenuation record-
ing strip chart and since in every test run a crack was detected only after a change
in ultrasonic attenuation of 0.4 dB or more had been observed.

Mignogna et al.(49) made continuous measurements of changes in ultrasonic attenua-
tion of a 2.25 MHz wave propagating in plain and "rivet simulated" 1/16 inch thick
sheets of 7075-T6 aircraft aluminum alloy during fatigue cycling. The test specimens
were held in a horizontal plane and fatigued until failure in reverse bediing as a
cantilever beam at 30 Hz; the pcak-t- peak vertical amplitude was 0.3 in (7.62 mm).
All specimens were cut from the same 7075-T6 aluminum sheet in order to minimize
differences in alloy composition, cold work and heat treatment. Care was taken to
assure the similarity of the surface condition and to note the rolling direction of
each specimen. Three basic specimen configurations typical of those which might be
encountered in an actual aircraft were considered. The first, or plain, specimen
design incorporated no fasteners or fixtures. The other two specimen configurations,
however, included rivet simulated regions with fastener hole patterns typical of
those used in aircraft construction. Screw fasteners were used rather than rivets
to facilitate examination of these regions after failure of the sample.

Pulses from a 0.5 in x 1 in 2.25 MHz longitudinal transducer were introduced into
the specimens through a modified mode conversion block of lucite designed to generate
shear waves at 45* to the surface normal. The mode conversion block or "wedge" was
coupled to the specimen with an ethylene glycol based couplant. This method of intro-
ducing the ultrasound into the specimen was necessitated due to their thin cross section.

Figure 10 shows a typical plot of change in ultrasonic attenuation versus percent
of fatigue life for a plain aluminum alloy sheet specimen with its length parallel to
the rolling direction of the sheet. Although the attenuation increased slowly during
the early stages of fatigue, no significant change in attenuation nor any significant
additional pulses were observed during the first 85% of the fatigue life of the specimen.
An additional echo having an amplitude of 0.03 V was first observed at 5.75 x 105 cycles
or 86% of the fatigue life. At the same time the attenuation began to increase signifi-
cantly. The total fatigue life of the specimen (100%) was 6.69 x 105 cycles. Similar
data are shown in Fig. 11 for a specimen having its length perpendicular to the rolling
direction. The attenuation changed very little in the first 83% of the fatigue life.
It began to increase at 83% of the fatigue life and an additional pulse was observed at
approximately 84% or 2.95 x 105 cycles. The total fatigue life (100%) was 3.48 x 105
cycles. As would be expected due to the differences in texture, the fatigue life of
the plain specimens whose length were perpendicular to the rolling direction were less
than those with the length parallel to the rolling direction.

It was found generally that tnere was more change in the attenuation in the early
portion of the fatigue life for the rivet simulated specimens. Figure 12 shows a typical
plot of change in ultrasonic attenuation versus percent of fatigue life for a rivet
simulated specimen with screws located at the end farthest from the ultrasonic trans-
ducer. The specimen geometry was such that the length was parallel to the sheet rolling
direction. There was a small change in the attenuation during the initial portion of the
fatigue life, but in the latter portion there was a much more rapid increase beginning
at about 91% or 6.50 x 105 cycles; the total fatigue life was 7.24 x 105 cycles.
Similarly, Fig. 13 presents the data for another typical rivet simulated specimen having
rivets located at the middle. The specimen geometry was such that the length was perpen-
dicular to the sheet rolling direction. At approximately 87% of the fatigue life the
attenuatign began to change very rapidly; the total fatigue life of this specimen was
3.54 x 10• cycles.



Numerous investigations which involve monitoring the acoustic emission resulting
from crack initiation and propagation during cyclic loading have been reported as dis-
cussed earlier. The general observed relation between a measure of acoustic emission
(e.g. total counts, count rate, etc.,) and the number of fatigue cycles is depicted
schematically in Fig. 14. Although different investigators have related the acoustic
emission observed during cyclic deformation to a variety of material alterations, no
satisfactory explanation of the mechanism causing fatigue damage resulting in failure
has been established.

The extreme sensitivity of both ultrasonic attenuation and acoustic emission
monitoring suggest that the greatest potential for discerning the mechanisms responsible
for fatigue damage lies in utilizing these two techniques to investigate material
alterations during cyclic loading. In order to accumulate as much information as
possible, Duke and Green(50) have applied both monitoring techniques simultaneously to
the same specimen while it was subjected to fatigue cycling. In order to facilitate the
combined monitoring during fatigue cycling it was necessary to modify the basic experi-
mental arrangement previously employed. A variable delay optical trigger was employed
in order to synchronize the repetition rate of the ultrasonic pulse with the fatigue
cycle. Utilizing this procedure, the pulse could be generated at any point in the
fatigue cycle; in the tests reported in this work the pulse was generated during the
undeflected portion of the cycle. The remainder of the ultrasonic attenuation monitoring
system was essentially the same as that used previously. However, the capability of
making reliable acoustic emission measurements during cyclic loading was provided by use
of an acoustic emission transducer-cable-amplifier system from the Admiralty Marine
Technology Establishment. This system, which combined a multi-shielded Mu-metal and
copper screened cable with other special features, has a signal-to-noise ratio at least
three orders of magnitude better than conventional acoustic emission monitoring systems.

Prismatic specimens of 7075 aluminum were tested in two different heat treated condi-
tions: as-received 7075-T651 and solution treated. Figure 15 shows the results of a
typical experiment for an as-received specimen tested at a constant vibrational amplitude
of 9 mm peak-to-peak. In the case of the as-received specimen there was very little change
in attenuation during the early portion of the fatigue life. At 80 percent of the fatigue
life, however, the change in attenuation increased rapidly, quickly going beyond the
sensitivity range monitored. On the other hand, the true root mean square voltage of the
acoustic emission signal was observed to fluctuate during the first 20 percent of the
fatigue life, followed by a portion in which it remained relatively unchanged, and then
at 80 percent of the fatigue life it increased rapidly with only minor fluctuations until
failure.

Figure 16 shows the results of a similar experiment for a solution treated specimen
also tested at a constant vibrational amplitude of 9 mm peak-to-peak. It can be seen that
the ultrasonic attenuation increased slowly from the start until at 90 percent of the
fatigue life it rapidly increased beyond the sensitivity range monitored. The true root
mean square voltage of the acoustic emission signal exhibited a peak before 5 percent of
the fatigue life had occurred. This initial peak was followed by a long period of no
activity. At 78 percent of the fatigue life the acoustic emission activity began to
increase, though somewhat erratically, and continued to do so until failure. Although
both change of ultrasonic attenuation and acoustic emission increased rapidly prior to
failure in agreement with the findings of previous investigators, acoustic emission
activity was also observed in the early stages of fatigue cycling. The cause of this
early emission requires further investigation before its importance relative to fatigue
damage car. be properly assessed.

Thus, it is clcar that body wave and surface wave reflection techniques are inferior
to ultrasonic attenuation and acoustic emission techniques for the early detection of
fatigue damage, since both reflection techniques require that an appreciable fraction
of the available ultrasonic energy be reflected from a crack of sufficient size and
correct orientation in order to be detected. Ultrasonic attenuation and acoustic emis-
sion techniques can easily detect microcrack formation, and the more sensitive systems
can even detect motion and pile-up of dislocations prior to microcrack formation.

OTHER METHODS

In addition to the primary techniques already discussed, other non-destructive test
methods have been used with varying degrees of success to detect fatigue damage. Magnetic
techniques for crack detection are useful, but relatively insensitive, and are limited to
detection of surface cracks in ferromagnetic materials.(26,153) Due to the current applica-
tion of fracture mechanics concepts to aircraft design, considerable effort has been
expended in attempting to non-destructively make quantitative measurement of flaws.
Although progress has been made in developing a better fundamental understanding of ultra-
sonic wave scattering and spectroscopic analysis,(102) neither of these techniques has
progressed to the point where it can be used to reliably detect fatigue damage. Ultrasonic
second harmonic measurements as proposed by Yermilin et al.(154) and Buck and colleagues
(155,156) have met with some success. Batra et al.(157) have demonstrated that ultrasonic
Doppler-shift techniques can be used for detecting and sizing radial cracks. Most recently
Buck and Alers(158) presented a review of new techniques for detection and monitoring of
fatigue damage in which they discussed, in addition to the methods already mentioned,
holographic interferometry, photostimulated exo-electron emission, and positron
annihilation.



RESIDUAL STRESS (STRAIN) MEASUREMENTS

As mentioned in the INTRODUCTION, the most sensitive systems for early detection of
fatigue damage would be capable of detecting motion and pile-up of dislocations. Since
such pile-ups would lead to regions of severe residual stress (strain) prior to micro-
crack formation, all non-destructive techniques for residual stress (strain) measurements
are potential techniques for extremely early detection of fatigue damage. The methods
currently being used or under development for non-destructive residual stress (strain)
measurements may be broadly grouped into four categories: x-ray diffraction methods,
ultrasonic methods, electromagnetic methods, and solid state physics methods.

The x-ray diffraction method consists primarily of measuring the stress induced shift
in the peaks of the angular distribution of the intensity of x-rays diffracted from
various lattice planes of crystalline materials (line shifts). The peak shifts can be
directly related through Bragg's Law to changes in the spacing between the planes of the
crystal lattice. A secondary effect of residual stresses is to cause broadening
of the intensity angular distribution (line broadening). Although the x-ray diffraction
method is the non-destructive technique most often used in actual practice to measure
residual stress, it is not optimally suited for many applications partially because the
necessary equipment is heavy and bulky, and, more importantly, it suffers from the fact
that it only serves to determine the state of stress in a surface layer of a material,
while in many practical cases a knowledge of the bulk stresses is desired. A very
important advantage of the x-ray diffraction method, however, is that the lattice strain
in the stressed material can be measured without prior knowledge of the value in the
unstressed state by making two measurements at different angles of incidence of the x-ray
beam.

Ultrasonic methods depend on the fact that nonlinear elastic behavior is induced in
an otherwise linear elastic solid due to the presence of a residual stress. Most ultra-
sonic measurements of residual stress have been based on stress-induced acoustical
birefringence of an isotropic solid. When transverse waves are propagated through an
isotropic solid at right angles to the direction of applied stress, the transverse wave
with particle displacement parallel to the direction of applied stress propagates with
a faster velocity than the transverse wave with particle displacement perpendicular to
the direction of the applied stress. Other features of nonlinear elastic wave oropagation
such as harmonic generation, temperature dependence of ultrasonic velocity, or ultr~sonic
dispersion have been proposed for residual stress determinations. The major difficulty
associated with reliable ultrasonic residual stress measurement is that the change in
elastic wave velocities in solid materials due to residual stress is small and other
factors which can cause greater velocity changes may mask residual stress effects. The
fact that ultrasonic techniques offer the possibility of measuring bulk residual stresses
in thick sections of materials can also lead to problems, since the same section of a
material may contain both compressive and tensile stresses whose effects integrated over
the path of the ultrasonic wave will cancel.

Electromagnetic methods are based on stress-induced changes in electrical conducti-

vity, magnetic permeability, magnetostriction, coercive force, retentivity, and
szturation induction. The method which has drawn most attention to date is Barkhausen
noise analysis. The use of Barkhausen noise to measure residual stress is based on the

fact that the size, shape, and orientation of magnetic domains changes rapidly during
magnetization of ferromagnetic materials inducing noiselike voltage pulses in a coil
inductively coupled to the specimen. This noise is a function of the residual stress
state in the ferromagnetic material. Other methods include eddy current testing,
variable frequency permeability measurements, measurement of the amplitude of electro-magnetically generated ultrasonic waves, and direct alternating current-measurement of
coercive force, retentivity, saturation induction, and magnetostriction. The major

problem associated with electromagnetic measurement of residual stress is that the
various electrical and magnetic properties are sensitive to other material propertiet,
such as composition, homogeneity, and texture, as well as stress. Moreover, a number
of the proposed methods aze limited to ferromagnetic materials.

Most of the solid state physics methods proposed for measuring residual stress may
be grouped under the catpaory of nuclear hyperfine effects. These methods depend upon
the strain dependence r-f the coupling between nuclear magnetic moments and the surround-
ing atomic lattice. Some of these methods involve only the nuclear ground state, while
others involve the excited states. Of all these methods, the M6ssbauer effect has been
most extensively directed at residual stress measurement although limited to alloys
containing iron-57 nuclei. Other proposed methods include electromagnetic nuclear
magnetic and quadrupole resonance, acoustic nuclear magnetic and quadrupole resonance,
ferromagnetic nuclear magnetic resonance, perturbed angular correlation, nuclear magnetic
resonance diffraction (zeugmatography), lithium nuclear microprobe, and piezoelectricity.
Most of these techniques have been limited to research laboratories and require complex,
bulky equipment and highly skilled operators. Some techniques require a large homogeneous
magnetic field, while others require that the specimen fit inside an encircling coil.

* Several only work with ferromagnetic or radioactive materials, while in other cases
ferromagnetic impurities interfere with cesting of nonmagnetic materials. Two of the
techniques require a transducer mechanically coupled to the specimen, one requires the
presence of interstitial hydrogen, and another requires the presence of permanent
electric dipoles in the specimen.
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An excellent reference for obtaining more detailed information about all of the
above mentioned methods for nondestruction evaluation of residual stress is the pro-
ceedings of a workshop held on this subject in 1975.(159)

CONCLUSIONS

1. At the present time, the best non-destructive techniques for detection and possible
sizing of fatigue macrocracks are ultrasonics, eddy current. penetrant, and
radiography, in order of decreasing sensitivity.

2. The best non-destructive techniques for detection of microcrack formation and
possibly pre-microcrack fatigue damage are ultrasonic attenuation and acoustic
emission.

3. A large number of non-destructive techniques for residual stress (strainI
measurements are candidates for extremely early fatigue damage detection.

In order to transfer some of the techniques from the research laboratory to a field
testing situation, the research worker must be better informed as to specific aircraft
problems and the field inspector must be more willing to try new techniques. In the
opinion of the present author, this communication-cooperation gap is the biggest obstacle
to rapid progress in practical implementation of improved non-destructive methods for
the early detection of fatigue damage in aircraft components.
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CONTIOLK IN SITU PAR M4ISSION ACOUSTIQUE DE SOUDAGES PAR DOKRARD3(ENT ILXCTRONIq'1I

_______IN SITU INSPECTION OF ELECTROIN DEAN WELD BY ACOUSTIC MISSIONK

P.P. DUNOUSSEAI) - CDNTRR TECHNIQUE DES INDUSTRIES NECANIQUIS - (C.B.T.I.M.)
52, Avenue Filiz-Louat - 60304a - SENLIS (France)

ABSTRACT

The lecture is mainly devoted to discussion of Acoustic Emission (A.R.) applicability
to Non-Destructive Inspection particularly to welding control.

A general presentation of the technique emphasizes Instrumentation and signal processing
aspects. Interest in devoted to specific methods : localization, spatial and temporal discri-
mination...

Application of A.E. to welding control is reviewed. Advantages (sensitivity, real time
monitoring of crack formation, localization of emissive sites...) but also difficulties
(environmental coaditions, material irfluence, interpretation of signals...) are discussed.

Experimental work perform,?d to check feasibility of applying this control to 3.3.
Welding of Gas Turbine Compozents Is detailed. Emissive behaviour ef various materials is
considered referring to their crack susceptibility. It concerns oanealed steel (grade XC 80),

s tainless steel (grades ZlO CNT 18 and Z12 CND V12), titanium alloy (TA6V), Inconel 718
(grade NC 19 PeNb). Results of tests conducted on linear and circular welds of specimens and
real coaponents are presented end discussed. Finally, the practical problems involved In
industrial application aer considered.

I/PRESENTATION GENERALE DE L'HHISSION ACOUSTI OUE

L'6mission acoastique (E.A.) consiste en I. libiration d'&nergia a~canique sous forms
d'ondes diastiques transitoires. Bile accompagno en particulier tente varxation locals rapid*
do I'6tat do difornation d'un mat~riau soumis k cont..aintes.

Dans I& pratique, eIle englobe les ph~nomiens suivants

D04formation plastique : ouvement des dislocations, bandes do Lliders, *ffetI PFortevin-Le Chatelier

Rupture :Initiation et propagation do fissures, fatigue, corrosion, corrosi-,n sous tension

Transformation::artensiti:: a avttin

L'46mission acoustique suscite, pour do* raisons ividentes, 11intirlt des services industrials
* da contr8le. Par rapport aus antree m~thodes do contr~le non destructifp *lle prisento cependant

certains traits distinctifa s

II* Etoet d'une eztr~me sensibiliti puisque Is limits infirieure actuelle do ddtection des
capteurs ~ ~ n es elorr e112 J. On a ainsi constati Il'ptitude & d~celer des micro-

criques de Ilordre de 10 3 mma2 . En contrepartie re posont des problimes d~liCAto do sensi-
bilit4 I l'ambiance industriolle St do fiabilith

Contrairement aux autres mdthodes de C"D ce nlest pas unot m~thade dlinageris *&is uneoi
thede do ditection en temps reel des ivolutionp. La principale difficulti eat Iliuterpri-
tation correct4 de Ilinforuation perquo. A moyan torus on pente tootefois que l'Emission
Acoustique engendrera de nouvelles mithodes d'~valustion de Isacnciviti des difuuts et
do privision do rupture

IsL propagation des ondes nlimpose pas Ilinteraction direct* du capteur avec It ddfaut. Pour
des raisons d'accessibilit4, d'6tat de surface, do tempdrature, te pout Itre une comsodite
pour l'opiratear. Cola permet surtout Ia localization dui site 4missif par do* ndthodes de

*On rencontre tine extrlme diveruit4 dane lea comportements 4oissifs. L'4nergie ddtectde set
notamment !ifluenc~e par Ia microstructure et lee propri~tde m~caniques du matdriau, la
viteass do sollicitation, lea conditions physiquese do Ileassi, etc ... In simplifiant
Srossiiraaentles structures hdtdroginoa, lea ndcanismes de type fragile, les caractdria-
tiques mdcaniques ilevies sont tris favorables. A l'autre extr~me I* comportement trio
ductile de certain. aciers d~usag. courant peut parfals poser des problemes do ddtsction.
En rigls gdn~rale Ilutilisgateur devra toujours prendre cat aspect en consideration poor
I& faisabilit4 do I& m4thode.



H1/ ASPECTS E[PERINENTAUXr

11.1/ Giniralitis

Le synoptique d'uno chaine, d'~inision acouatiquo set acb~matis4 figure 1. Les fouctiona
auivantes sent repriaentieas

DNtection - Elli. eat cowwwmenmnt r~alis~e par un captour pii2o~loctrique r~sonnant dont Is
fr~quenco nominale eat do l'ordre de 105 - 106 liz

*Amplification - Ill. eat do 1'ordre de 60 k 100 dB pour amenor lea 1&V ou mV dilivr~s par
Is captour & en niveau exploitable. En sortie du capteur le priamplificateur jou. en r~lo suppl4-
montairo d'adaptation do* impedances

Fltrate - L'ilimination des bruits parasites lies k l'environnesent m~caniquo ou acoustique
met rialisie par un filtrago passe-hout dont I& fr~quonco de coupure eat au momns igale 1 40 kflz

*Traitewer'. - La m~thode Ia plus couramment adoptie dans lea chaines actuellement commercia-
iisie~s eat en comptage dui nombre d'arches du signal d~passant en scull r~gl6 au deasus du bruit
do fond. Le comptago pout Stro cumuli on relatif k ue. base do tamps (toux d'imission acousti-
quo). On discutera plus loin de. limites do cotto methodo ot do cellos qu'il oat igolement
possible do mettre en oeuvre.

La conception d'ueo tells chatn, eat ossontiollement Iiie six particularitim du signal
d'imission acoustique.

Les 4nergies micaniquos mises* on jou dana Ia d~formation plastique et la rupture slitendent
do 10 14 j (moevement accdl~r6 do dislocations) k 10-8 J (empilemont do dislocations - rupture
d'en grain) voire 10 J (rupture macroscopique). De plus, selon leas materiaux, des ph~nomines
somblables so caract4risent par do. 4nergies trio diff~rentes. Nous avon. ainsi mis on 4vidence
des 6corts do 40 dB ontro onion maraging at scion inox lore de la, progression stable d'une fis-
suro E1]. La m~thode a donc does exigences porticuliires on cc qui concern. 10 sensibiliti du
ditecteur et Is dynamique do l'4lectronique asaoci~e.

On a propoad divers 'eodiles physiques, aussi r~alistes qu~on voudrav des micaniamos g~n4-
rateurs d16missiou acoustique. Lour transfors~e do Fourier conduit toujoura k des spectres
large band. dont l'4tendus eat grosso-modo 4gale h l'invarse dui tampa do production de l'ivine-
sent initial. Ccci eat conforme I Ilexpirience qui d~tecto 1'4mission acouatiquo du domains
audible jusqu&l plusiours dizainca do MHz.

En d~finitivo, I& method. n'est dovenue r~elloment applicable on milieu Industrial quo par
Ic choix do copteura do fr~quencew 105O - 10O Hz et par adoption du filtraga passa-haut. Los
premiers prilivent seulomont uen fraction do 1& densit4 spectral. 4nerg~tique mais poruettent
d'on auivrs l'ivolution. Le second 41imine I. domain, des basses frequoncos oha I. bruit d'ori-
gino induatriollo predomina.

11.2/ DUtection

L'414mont cli do Is chain. instrumentale oat 10 capteur. Les c~raniquoa 4izo4lectriques
sont soules susceptiblep do d~tecter des diplacements do l'ordre do 10-2 1 £2J. En contropartie
leur silectiviti spectrale eat s~vire car lea coefficients de aurtension sont do l'ordre do
101 - 102. La friquence nominal. dui captain eat essentiellemont d~finie par so g~ouitrie. Pour
lea fabrications usuellos on utilise Ie P.Z.T. (Titano-zirconate de plomb) dont is Point do
Curie (370*CC) et lea conatantes piizoilectriques (g33ow 10-2 V/miNim

2 ; kow 0,7) sont parmi leas
plus 4leT48. A haute tcmp~rature on pout faire appel au niobiats do lithium dont le Point do
Curie eat & 1.2100C maie qui sat momns sensible et trio ongerux.

Lea capteurs r~sonnants ont une sensibilit4 do l'ordrs do - 75 dB no I V/iibar. On peut,
par adaptation mecanique ou 6lectronique, aboutir h des capteurs pi~zo~lectriques "large bande"
minis avec des pert.. do sensibilit6 voisinca do 15 dB. Ltutilisation de captoura capacitifa £3],
do l'effet 6lectret £4], do capteurs ilectromagn~tiques [5] conduit effectivement & des racop-
tours large bands mole momns sonuibles d'au minimum 30 dB.

L'16talonnage des capteura nicessite in rapide effort d'unification et de normalization.
Les m~thodes utilis~ea sont on offot do trois ordrea [6]

*Caract~risation intrinsique de 1'414ment sensible (m4thodes do 1'IRE - mithodes impul-
sionnellos)

M~thodes comparatives (r6ciprocitA - jot d'hdlium)

*Sources standard d'emisaion acoustique (laser - g~n~rateur pi4zo~lectrique d'impulaions-
6tincelles - cassure d'un capillairs de vonra on d'un stylet fragile).

11.3/ Traitoment du signal

Les mithodes de traitement num~rique sont 1'avenir main posent encoro, on raison des fri-
quonces consid~r~es, des problimes d'4chantillonnage et surtont do capacit6 de stockage.

Le comptage, h~rit4 des techniques nuclhairess souffre d'inconv~nients mojeurs qui I notre



&via justifiorsient son abandon. Il eat on effot tributaire do paramitres expirimentaux tole que
friquonco, scull du diucriminateur, amortissoment du captour. 11 introdult une pondiration difo-
vorablo &us signaux inorgitiques. 11 no read pas compto explicitemeat do is, ripartition des am-
plitudes. Par dessus toutle comptago no pout Stre associe it aucune grandeur do rif~rence.

Un. approche 4nergitiqu* *at phypiquement plus s~duisants. Ga pout proc~der par int~gration
analogique ou rnmdrique des mignaux impulsif. dilivris par I. capteur, par mosuro do Is. RIMS do.
signaux continue. Cem mesures definissent en rialit6 la, densit4 spectral@ inergitique an voisi-
nage do Ia risonance principals du capteur. Par italonnage on pout espirer romontor it Il'4ergie
mecanique riellement libirii.

L'approcho inergitique peruot d'obtenir cortaina remultats .asqu~s lore d'un. approche
par comptago ot peruot ean particulior Ia distinction ontre phinom~nes do plasticit4 ot rupture (7]-

. L'anaiyse spectral* feit 1'hypothiso quo lea duries de certain& processus soat diffireates
at/ou peuvent 4voluer. Ce traitement premento do grande. difficultis on raison du filtrage opir4
par l'ensmeble structure-cupteur et de I& non-stationnarit4 du signal. Dana Is littirature lea
risultate d'ordre pratiquo mont dor~c rarem. Pour certain. aciorm on a toutefois identifi4 des
caracttrimtiques apectrales de diforuation pleatique et do rupture diff~rentes Is] (9].

Llanalyuo statistique eat une des mithades lea plus promettoumem. L'anaiymm d'auplitude
permot par exomple do caract~riser les processus do rupture des matiriaux composites, d'iden-
tifior des phases diff~rentem dens l'mcheuinoment it rupture d'iprouvettes N4 ta llquos [10].
Pour notre part nons avon* mis au point uno mithode extrlmement puissanto do traitemeat at&-
tistique mais aussi chronologique on param~trique des information& conteausm dens chaque 4vine-
eant d'imismion acoumtique : amplitude saximale, inergie, dur~e, temps do montie, intervalle
ontro mignaux C 1i]. 11 constitue i aotre connaissance un de. Instruments lea plum avances
actuoliomont pour traitor lea problimes industriels d'~mimmion aconstique.

IIAt/ Localimation

La localimation eat mimple dens mon Principe. Des captourm r4partieosur Uismtructure"
permettent do mosuror lea diffirencem do temps d'arriv4e Atat dem signaux provenant do Is, mour-
co imimsive. Do. mithodem g~niralem do triangulation hyperbolique on does algorithmen plus

; Imples,particuliers & certainos maillos (par example triangle iquilatiral ceatri ou lasange),
pormottent de calculer los coordonn~es do Is source.

La localimation tons forms mimplifi~e eat un moyen d'analyse et do contr~le extrimement

fructuoux. Sm mime en oeuvre It Il'cheill des structures industriellos (capacit~s i pression

lore do 1'4prouve hydraulique par exemple) pose par coatre de nombroux problimes math~matiques
at physiques dont none waons fait is revue par alilleurs (12]. Cleat un. mithodo 'loardo" car
oll* nicessite un nombro ilv do voies do mesure, leur gestioa rar miniordinatour, un personnel
avorti.

Ru localisation, I'importance de. problimes poses par I& nature du mstiriau tient & la
naatriselencore imparfaito & Il'eure aci~uoliet do Is detection d'uno progression ductile stable
do fissure. Or ia plupart des acede industrials courants mont ductile* et prisentent dens
contains cam un comportement difavorablt it llusago do Is. mithode. De plum ii n'y a pas nicessaire-
sent do lien itroit entre 6missiviti et nocivit4i d'ua difaut.

La propagation s'effoctue g~n~ralement sous forme d'oades do LAMB. Los compomantos loagitu-
dinaios at tranavorsales du mouvement y mont coupl~os. Comme los ondes do LAMB sont diepersives,
cola as traduit par une pluralit4 des modes ot par Is, dipendance des vitossom do propagation ot
do@ amortissements du produit friquence Oiu capteur~ z 4paisseur (do I& structure).

Quolle quo molt is maillo adopt~e des considirations g4omi~triques (121 montrent quo Is
prdcision do localisation noest pan homogine. Nile d~pend fortement do Is position relative de
Is source come on 10 volt figure 2.

11.5/ M4thodes yartisuli~res

L'offet KAISER met on ividence 10 ceract~ro irr4yersible des ph~nom~nos g~nirateure d'~uia-
sion acoustique. Si Ilon charge, dicharge et rechargo do nouveau un. structuro, cello-Cl Dlimet

pas tant quo Ilan n'e pee ddpas94 I. niveau pric~dont. L'offot KAISER mlappliquo en Principe I Is

d4formation plastiquo staim on pout Ilutilisor pour virifier I& progression d'uno fissure eatne
deux mimes on charge statiquos. Il eat per suite possible dlutilisor ce phinomint pour diterui-
nor lee d~passmeents do contrainto ou Is croissanco d'un ondommagomont.

Pour suruontor l** probilm.o posis par Il'eviroanement micanique ou ~iectromagn4tique,
siparon lee sigusux util. .e signaux provonant do sources concurrontom, dos techniques particu.-
ii~res oant it4 diveloppies s discrimination en friquence, en amplitudo, tempoerlle, spatialo.

La discrimination do fr~quence @at syst~matiquement utilis~e pour 41ininor lea phinomines
vibratoirom ou micaniques. Elle pout ausmi distinguor loa procossus do rupture des composites.

La discrimination d'aspiitude ost opi4o~ dens tout. chatne d'inission acoustique pour ;list-
nor Is bruit do fond 6iectronique. Plus concritement I. tri des signaux par rapport k doux ni-
vosux d'amplitudo a it4 utilisi au contr~lo des mouduros par points. On siparo ainsi les signaux
provonant do I& formation du noyau do coux provenant do l'.xpuimion du matiniau on fusion.



1. dsr ntintmoel eat utilisie 1cr: d'essais cycliques pour exciure lea phases-
A Israportignl~brit at ~faorabe. e nme one n pocesusdo soudageo squentiel don

"fen~tres" pouvent iacier toll* phase utile. La dur~o du signal peut aussi sorvir & son identi-
fication.

La discrimination spatial. permet de no prendre on compte quo des signaux provenant d'une
air* donade. Les systisos I'mattre-eaclave" valident lea signaux solon l'ordre d'arrivde. Lea
mithodes par colncidesice, imposent auy signaux un d~calage dans Is temps pr~d~termin4. Your
iliminor lea signaux provenant de sources lointaines on pout utilizer une discrimination solon
Is temps do montie. Lea systimes de local isation multi-capteurs sont 4videmment iqulp~s do By$-
times d'ezcluaion *patial. soit pisr Ie mat~riel, soit par 10 logiciel. Des exsemples particulil-
resent spoctaculaires dlutilisation do corn techniques de discrimination mont donn6s en [13]
(soudago do tuyauteries nucliaires), [14] [15] (d~tection do fissures do fatigue dana un envi-
ronnement aironautique particuliirement sdviro). Soulignons enfin quo l'adoption do mdthodes
do traitemont numdrique accrolt conaidirablement lea posaibilitis d'identification et do dis-
crimination des signaux.

III/ APPLICATION DE L'EMISSION ACOUSTI OUE AU CONTROLE NON DESTRUCTIF

L'utilisateur potential easpire tiror profit do Ia mdihode principalemont pour lee raisons
suivantes

*Sensibiliti do ditection des difauts et anomalies

*Transmissibiliti des ondes et poasibiliti do localisnation

*Aptitude I diceler lea 4volutions I Paide de procddurea simples effet KAISER, inspection

par surcharge periodique...

*Accis & des Informations 4vontuellement significatives du caractire critique du ddfaut

*Possibilitta extrtmement importantes effort.. par Is traitement du signal.

go contropartie ii doit tenir compte de. sujdtions et limitations auivantes

*Nicessiti do solliciter Ia piice en rdalisant un champ de contraintes proche de Ia rdaliti

*Sensibiliti aun bruits et parasites

. Dipendance do l'dmiaoivit4 onvera 1. matdriau, 10 mode de fabrication, Ia nature du ddfaut,
etc ...

. Complexit4, dana certains cas, de Ilinterprdtation de l'information perque

. Colit ilev4 du materiel et recours & un personnel qualifi4.

Avant de noun attacher plus particuliirement au soudage nous allons passer briivement en

revue cortains types do contr8les pouvant concerner Iladronautique.

111.1/ Con-tr8le de fin do fabrication

Iirepose our un principe simple :toute pilce ddfectueuse 4mettra lorsqu'elle sera sollici-
tde tandis qu'une piice samne restera, silencieuse. 11 est alora possible de concevoir des proc4-
dures industrielles d'acceptation ou rejet. Le C.E.T.I.H. a appliqu4 avec succis un tel contr8le
basi our l'dmiasivit4 des piices d,~fectueuses ik Ia ddtection des tapures do trempe do barres de
divers (figure 3), 1 Is ditection do fissure. dana des chapes do frein...

11 eat possible quo lea methodes boases sur 1'dmissivit4 soient insuffisantes. On pout alors
faire appel a des procddurea de traitemont plus 41ahordes. Ainsi, par exemple, la rdpartition
statistique des amplitudes a permis do distinguer (figure 4) des assemblages soudda correctement
d'assemblages ddfectueux.

Souvent aussi, l'appoint de Is localisation eat ndceasaire pour authentifier la prdsence d'un
ddfaut.

111.2/ Contr8le des matdriaux spdciaux :Composites - Cdramioues

Les itudeo do faiaabilit4 concornant ce type do contr8le connaissent actuelloment un dive-
loppement impituoux.

Tons les composites renforcds par dispersion, particules ou fibressont concern~s. Los mdca-
niasoe de ddformation plastique ou rupture do Ia matrice, do ddformation ou rupture de 1'dl6ment
renforgateur, de ddlamination & Ilinterface de deux phases oont imetteurs. Toutefois lea 4missions
pr~ddminantes sont observdes it ls rupture des fibres de renforcement (whiskers, verre, mdtal,

polymire, cdrafique). La proportion de fibres rompues pout Otre 6tablie en fonction do Ia ddfor-I

On connatt Ia faible rdaistance I I& fatigue dos, matdriaux renforcds ; 1s contrflle do ceux-

ci par Ia technique des surcharges pdriodiques peruet do suivre lour endommagement.
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Pour lea c~ramiques on s'efforce d'obtenir den indications do bonne tenue mecanique en
service ik partir des uicrofissurations ditecties en reception.

111.3/ Cont~rSle des assemblages

Los ua lit~s d'adhfrence des assemblages coll~ws ont mises en ividence par emission arous-
tique Cib L17] (18]. L. C.E.T.I.M. a obtenu des rioultats similaires.

Le withode est aussi applicable aux assemblages nids d'abeilles. Le contr8le des assem-
blages soudes peut s'effectuer par mine sous contraint: mecanique ou thermique. Ainsi lans de
Il'preuve de boites dlengagement our arues automatiques [19J l'imission acoustique eat le seul
.oyen susceptible do qualifier on riception, Is tenue ult~rieure d'assemblages soudes par i
sistauce electrique.

111.4/ Contr8les de riception des r~clyients X. pression

La preti~re application connue rou'nnte k 1963 (4preuve des enveloppes moteur de Ia fusie
Polaris).

A titre d'illustration nous pr~sentons l'application & deux cas pratiques du dispositif
do localisation mis en place au C.E.T.I.M. Ce mont

. DWtoction et localisation d'un difaut ayant conduit At Is rupture d'une capacit; en AG3 .
La fissure a it ditectie trim longteaps avant de devenir d~boucbante (figure 5) et a pu
Stre localisie i momns de 5 cm dt Ia oosition rielle (figure 6)

. Ditection sur cuve en acier E24m de difauts rialisis artificiellement et devant conduire
rupture. Come Is montre Ia figure 7 Ia. pr~cision obtenue eat bonon puisque le barycentre
des positions calculiea eat ik quelques cm du difsut ou sur lui & Is pricision des reports
pris. La dispersion observie our lea localisations individuelles est in4vitable car elle
reflite l'influence de Ia ripartition d'amplitude des signaux. Par contre Ia cobirence et
Is pricision de localisation s'ans~liorent au fur et & mesure do In progression d's d~fauta.
Ceci constitue une preuve indirecte de leur caractire critique croissant.

Dana certains cas lea r~sultats sont plus in~gaux car tributaires do conditions d'applica-
tion d~favorables : structure mal d~tensionn~e ou oxydie, materiau ductile, di~fauts peu imissifs.

111.5/ Contr~le des circuits hydraulipues flu pneumatiques - Contrflle d'itancheiti

L'duission-acoustique peruet Ie contr8le d'ensembles hydrauliques :fonctionnement de poupes,
vaunts, servovalves, endommageaent par cavitation 20] 121 ]. Ce cont-8le d'itancbiiti a l'avan-
tags de pouvoir s'effectuer It distance. Compte tenu do la nature noi impulsive du signal Is 10-
calisation des fuites s'effectue par des mitbodes non conventionnelles :comparaison d'amplitude,
cerrilation. La limits infirieure de ditection en contr~le d'~tanch~it6 de syst~mes hydrauli-
quo* semble ae situer it environ 2 bars/l/h [22]. Pour les systimet pneumatiques elle eat d'en-
viron 0,2 cw

3
/atm/aec [21].

Signalons enfin que Is C.E.T.I.M., 1k Is demande cI'E.D.F., a mis an point l'appareillage
do contr8le dl4tancbhjti du circuit primaire des centrales nucl~aires lora des 6preuves hydrau-
liques riglementaires.

111.6/ Coutr8les de counosanta ilectroniques

On a signali ricemment [23] que 10 contr8le de fabrication it 100 % de certains composants
(PTiC) itait d~jit appliqu4 dans Ia grand. industrie. De m~me lea difectuositis de circuits ilec-
troniques sont ditecties h l'aide des microd~charges aux points chauds des resistors et transis-
tors, aux fuites des condensateurs on des circuit:s inetigr~ 2] nrcecei eetlspr
ticules perdue* dana lea assemblages 4lectronique C cea~.

111.7/ Contr~le du fonctionnement (diagnostic acoustique)

Avec Il'vantage d'une grande sensibilit4 aux frequences ilevies 1'emission acoustique pent
Stre intigrie a l'ensemble des mithodes de diagnostic acoustique des mecanisues. Elle eat employie
pour roulements i& billes, paliers [24] etc ... Souvent Ilendoinagement est suffisamment riviI4
par l'ilivation du niveau de bruit de fonctionneaent. Sinon on doit faire appel aux metbodes dites
de "signature acoustique".

IV/ APPLICATION DE L'ENISSION ACOUSTIQUE AU CONTROLE DU SOUDAGE

Lee forts gradients theruiques de I. znne fondue ou de Ia zone affectie thermiquement (ZAT)
crient ou sollicitent les difauts engendr~s par l'op,~ration de soudage :fissures, manques de
pinitrationg collageb, inclusions, porosit~s, etc ... Ceux-ci, i des degr~s divers, provoquent de
l'emisaion acoustique. L'inforuation pout atre acquise soit en cours de soudage ou iummdiatesent
apris (fissuration ik chaud) soit en diffir4 (fiasuration 1 froid). Cette derniire pout d'ailleurs
intervenir apris plusieurs dizaines d'heures dane certains aciers &k haute tinaciti et il n'exis-
te pratiquement pas d'autre moyen que l'inission acoustique pour connattre le dilai dc~ stabili-

sation de la soudure.



Los avantages escompt~s do I& n~ttiode &otit multiples asonsibilit4 (parfois surabondant*),
localisation amine sanso accis direct, temps r~ei done possibiiit4 do reparation imm4diat~t. L~a
principals difficulti d'application r~side dans l'diimination 4ventuelie des bruits propres h
Ilopiration de soudage (parasites 4lectromagn~tiquea, changements do phase du mat~riau, craque-
mont du laitier...). Une autre difficult4 r~side done Ia comportement dui capteur h tempiratu-
re ilevie. Llempioi do ciramiquos pi~zo~iectriques & haut Point do Curie ou I'uaag. de guides
d'ondes peruettent de Ia surmonter. De mime tempirature et coniductivit4 thermique peuvent in-
fleneffe ;:ecl:vt deup aturea tandIs queopagrtittddeaton cro. Par suites d elaloscaisatironet
fnuencer l'em I&sitemdii atureniau qut lau propagation desonde. Lar suite, de clo-cliaio dpcout

A notre connaissance lee premiers travaux our In contr8le du soudage par 4mission acous-
tique ont 4t manes au Battelle Northwest par JOLLY [251. Celui-ci a ainsi prouv4 Ia senaibi-
lit4 do Ia method. en d~tectant dans l'inox 304-L des defauts non d~cei~s par rayons X mais
confirm~a p~ar examen mitallographique. 11 a indiqu4 Ia corr~iation,dans ao coal, ntre longuour
do fissure et inergio lib~r~o par 4.ission acoustique.

Depuis, I'int~rit des mulieux Industrials slest principalement manifest6 pour 10 controls
des soudages multipasseZ ý26] (27] et des soudages par resistance (28]. Dans Is premier domains
Ilint~rit iconomique est evident en raison do Ia possibiliti de reparation inmmdiate. Dans 1.
second I. contr8le net possible k 100 % et Il'minsion acoustique oat Ia seule mdtbode qui appor-
to des informations sur Ia tenue m~canique ult~rieure. J.application tr~s apkcialo i des souda-
ges imperativement 4tanches merite win mention particuli~re : tubes do gainago do combustible
nucliaire (29], capuchons do conteneurs & dichets radioactifs (30].

La litt~rature portant sur Ilapplicabilit4 de Ia m~thode aux divers modes do soudago fait
ressortir la sp~cificiti de chaque cas notamment pour ce qui concerns Il'missivit4 des mat~riaux
ou des difauts at 1. traitement des signaux 1. plus ad4quat. Noue &lions en fairs succinctomont
Ia revue on no retenant qua les conclusions lea plus x4nerales. Le loctaur so reportera aix
r~firences indiqu~ea pour obtenir Ins d~tails concrete d'application.

IV.2/ Soudages avec flux gazeux (TIG-MIG-MAG) CR~f. 29 1 34]

Can modes de soudage sont favorables & Ilapplication induatrielle car 1. flux gazeux n'in-
troduit pan de bruit perturbateur. Lesaessais montrent qua non seulemant Ia formation et llex-
tension des fissures peuvent g~n~ralement 6tre rgv4l4es main aussi dane certaina cas lea manquas
de p~nitrationt soufflures et porosit~s. De plus Ilexamen pout so pourauivre longuement durant
Ia phase do refroidissement.

Les mat~rlaux tentis sont nombreux. Citons en particulier Ilinox (inox 316 ot inox 304-L
respectivement, pour lea gaines de combustible nucl~aire at lea conteneurs mentionn~s plus bent),
Ie titan., Ilinconnl, l'aluminuum et sea alliages... Pour lea aciars au carbone, ii faut tenir
compto do Ilintense bruit perturbateur engandr4 par lea transformations martensitiquos.

IV.3/ Soudages avec flux solid. (W~. 25 1 27 - 33 & 35]

Le soudage automatique sous flux solids (irc submerg4) concerna principalement ioe aciers
de construction parfois de forte 4paisseur. 1,14mjasion acoustique eat alors tr~s sensible A
l'influence perturbatrice dui laitier pendant son refroidissement. Lea d~fauts ditect~a avec In
plus do fiabilit4 soot lea fissures et leas inclusions de flux de soudage. Lea porosit~s ot man-
quas de p~n~tration sont d~cel~s s'ila slaccompagnent de fissurations secondaires. Enfin lea
conformations d~fectueuses (crat~ras, caniveaux... ) peuvent Stre distingu~en den conformations
soign4es.

Le contrile dui soudage 1 IParc sous 4lectrode enrob~e, qui stepparents au pr~c~dent, pr4-.
sante ies mimes difficultis d'application on raison dui craquemant dui isitier.

IV.i/ Soudages par r~smstance [R~f. 28 - 31 - 34 - 36 1 38]

Le contrile des soudages utilisant ce Principe, notanmant par point et par itincelage, a
donn4 des r~sultats tris promatteurs. Le soudage & la molette pose des probl~mes plus d~licate
car il s'agit de 94parer In bruit produit par i'accroiasaseent dui volume fondu des bruits do
positionnement des tales et dlusure do l'4lectrode.

On constate , Anralemant qu'il exista une bonne corr~lation entro volume fondu at intensit4
de 1'4mission acoistique. Comie Ia quaiit4 de I& soudure d~pend da Is tailin dui noyau l'impor-
tance de Il'mission acoustique traduit donc paradoxalement ume soudura do qualit4 et non in 4
faint. Deagmme on a confirm4 aussi bien avec dui zircalloY (36], dui monel ou du laiton (37]qu'il
exist. une nette corr~lation entre ampleur de 1'4miasion at '49istance micanique do Ia Soudure
au "d~boutonnagea'...

Le contrile industrial do masse par cette mithode a d~jh d~but4. Les appareillages utilisent
geniralement un double syst~ma de discrimination tamporelle at do discrimination d'amplitude
pour identifier at caract~rimer l& phase significative dui soudage.

IV.5/ Brasage at soudages ain~ciaux

L'application I Is recherche d-i Aanque d'ddh4rence des brasages entre 4lectrode m~tallique
ot culot c~ramique de tubas ilectroniques a it6 effectu~a avac succ&5 [39].



Pour I@ moudage par plasma doe essais concluants ant 4t4 offectuds our do* alliages aviation

at do Iljnox. Do aloe pour I. soudago laser (40]. Do plus noun allons consacrer un ddveloppement

particulier au contr8le du soudage par bombardemont 4lectronique.

V/ ZME PARTICULIERE s PAISABILITE DU CON1'IWLE IN SITU DE SOUDAGES PAR BOMBARDMIENT ELECTRONIQUE

Le enoutructeur mentioonod utilime I'Inconel 718 forgi pour certaines piices tel Ilarbro do
turbine do In photo 8. Co matiriau offre on offot do nombroux avantages micaniques & chaud (550C)

en particulier pour I& fatigue oligocyclique. Par contra son soudago par bombardeuant 4iectro-I nique eat particuli~rement dilicat.
Le couple de matdriau & scuder set ici llInconol 718 (NC 19 FeNb) at l'inoz Z12 CNDV12. Le

soudago pout introduire lea criquos longitudinales quo llon voit our Is photo 9a. Cellos-clI sont contr~lables par lea moyons classiques. 11 pout surtout izitroduire done Il'nconel une micro-
fissuration initidi done Ia zone affectio thermiquement at qui pout, dane certain. coaml pnitror
done I. cordon (Photos 9b 1 9d). Cos fissures mont tranaversales, no dibouchont pan on surface
ot soot de tail!. limitie & quolquoe 1/1OO0ao ou l/1in~e do ma. Coupti tinu do 1& giomdtris par-
tinuliire do I& pi~ce lea moyous conventionnels no permettent pas I ce jour do lea dicelor.

V.1/ Micauismoa z~ndrateurs Posmibles Dour Il'dission acouatique

La formation dos difauts lore du moudago dos virolos cylindriquea considiriea dipend do
Ilapport thermique dane I. cordon, do Ia Siniration des contraintes internee at des pbdnomines
mdtallurgiques associis. Un examen succinct va uontrer I& liaison do csa facteura avon la gdnli-
ration d'dmission acoustique.

Le bruit d'impact proprement dit du faisceau eat peo important. Par contra I* fusion du
mital s'accompagno dana 10 volume liqudfii de mouvements turbulents, d'dbullitions locales, do
vaporisations, d14jectionm. On salt quo coin mdcanismem sont gindrateurm d'une emission acous-
tiqu* assimilable & un "bruit blanc" (41]. Lea projections peuvent en outre crier des impacts
parasites.

La solidification entrain. des modifications locales rapid.. do volume ot irentuellemont
des transformationm do phaso aptem & engendrer une imisaion acoustique quo nous nomuerona
"do solidification". Ainal on a montri quo 10 retrait & la solidification des mitaux fondue
ontratne uno imission acoustique notablement influencie par Ilimportance do Ia contraction en
volume (42]. Do mime 1n riarrangement et I& contraction accompagnant Is transformation marten-

amitique produisont do l'dmiaaion acoostique [431. On a onfin montri expirimentalement (44] quo
I& ddformation plastique It haute teapdrature d'alliages h base nickel, tsle is waspalloy,

4 s'accompagno d'une emission do forte intensiti, car 10 mouvement des dislocations not alorm
faciitit.

La zone affectde therniquomont *ubit on ichauffement trbs localis4 faisant apparattre
plusiours phinou~nes. Do c~ti NC 19 FeNV4 so chauffage il y a rodissolution des pricipitim it
groosmisemont du grain. La rapiditi du rifroidiasement no piruet pas Ia reprdcipitation nomplite
maim met suffisanto pour proyoquer vera 9O0*C Ia pricipitation dWun film do carbure de Niobium
aux joints do grains do I'Inconel 718. Ciux-ci sont rondos incohirents done fragilos. Do clt;
Z 12 CNDV12,au chauffage i1 y a austinitimation avon grossimsement du joint do grain. Au rofroi-
dissonant i1 y a tranatorw'ation *artansitique (voir plus bout). Dann 10 cordon la solidifica-
tion s'.ffeotue porpendiculairemont aux iaothormes it ongendre une criatallisation allongie
done s isoans du gradient de tempdrature. Lea limitos do croissance dos dendrites constituent
an cheminoment priviligii pour toute propagation d'une fissuration.

La formation de fissures k chaud ou I froid d~pend de Il'tat do contrainte local sos points
foibles do Ia structure molidifiie. La fimmuration )ongitudinali apparait, sous Ilinfluonco dos
contraintes do retrait, dana 10 plan mdiain du cordon 4 Il'ndroit o*4 lea grains de solidifica-
tion criont one discontinuiti de structure. La formation de fismures dane Is EAT oat Ilide aux
gradients thermiquem et aux concentrations de contraintes duos & Is forms du bain. L'apparition,
aux joints do grains lea plus faibles et/no lea plus sollicitim, des doux typem do fissoration
qui vionnent d'Stre ddcrits engendre do l'imission acoustiqoo. Contrairement a Il'dission acous-
tique do "solidification", cette 6mission acoomtiquo do "fisauration" pout so prolonger pendant
Is rofroidissoment de Is soudure.

Four Stre complets sur Il'mission acoustique accompagnant I& formation do$ ddfauts do sou-
dage nous indiquerons quo Il'iassion acoustique diji signalde qui accompagne lam mouvomonts do
bain liquid. pout indirectement riviler Is formation de soufflures, porositds ... Do plus los
contraintos s'oxergant sur I& navit6 at% 10 gax eat emprisonni peuvont produire I chaud des di-
formations plastiquem du type do colls mentionnies plus haut et & froid nondoire & des fissura-
tions diffdries.

V.2/ Essais do faisabilit4

Co qui vion t d'itre expos4 montre Is multipliciti des micanismes ginirateurs possiblos pour
I'imission acoustique sccompagnant I. soudage par bombardemont 4iectronique. i Il'on veut offec-
tuer Is contrdle lorm do snudage propremont dit, il eat impirstif quo lea signaux significatifs
d'une imismion acoustique do "fissuration" me distinguent du bruit de fond ninvitablemont Iii aol

¶ ~phinomines annexes de solidification, transformation do phase, etc..- Comeo co bruit eels* &k I&
fndo soudago i1 somble commode d'emssayer de ditocterp at .110 sxiste, Il'mission acoustiqua on-

gendrde par I. diveloppement des fissures pendant 10 refroidionsmont. Do mlme pour Is Cos do isj ~~Etude aopportdo financiirement Par Ia Socfitid TURBOMECA.1.



Four disontrer Ia rdalitA do Il'iaision acoustiqu. seaociie Isl formation des Wdants on a

procidd k un., premi~ro a4rie dl..mais comparatifs. On a offoctull don tiralindaires our plaquettes
d'un matiriau facilement criquable (acior XC 80 rocuit) at d'un alliag. pan fiamurant (TA 6 V).
L'dmlmmsion acoustique a iti surveillio pendant I. refroidissement.

Pour XC 80 recuit Il'inision acoustique a tr~s clairement dicelld lee fiasurationa longitudinalea
du cordon. L'activiti pour ce type de difaut pout a. prolonger juequ'& 6 un &prim I. soudago.
On a aussi ddceli des fissures & froid do taillo infdrieure 2/10in. was prenant naissance au
nivoau do soufflures internes (photo 10). Do manfire connoxe lea eamais opit nontr4 Ia possibiliti
de lo~caliaer lea dSfauta avec u~n. prdcimion acceptable et auggir4 uno relation croissanto ontre

diaasivit4 ot taillo does dfauts (figure 11)

Dona un. deuxilme sirie d'essaai on a considiri 1'dmissivitli des matdriaux concernlis done
I* problime industrial pool! Inconel 718 et inox (ici Z 10 CNT 18). On a proc~ddd par tire lini-
air... On conetateosur I& planche photo 12 uno preii~ro diffdrenco entro lea niveaux du "bruit
do fond" pendant Is soudago et une seconds diffirence dens llactivitl! lore du refroidissement.
Un. concordance qualitative a 4t4 mis. on 4videne. entra cetto dernilro at Ia prdcence do fia-
aure*..

Lea deux matgriaux considdrdm sont auatdnitiquee I (c.f.c). Leur comportement de fusion-
solidification eat done & priori voisin. La diffdrence principal. se situ. au refroidiacoment oil
don prdcipitia apparaiasent dane Ia solution solids d'noe 718. Parmi ceux-ci, cosme l'atteato
l'oxamen adtallographique,1e carbure do niobium m. fix. aux point. do grain$ at cause 1& fissu-
ration. 11 no memble pas illogique do rapprocher cett. explication des diffirencee observdee dane
Il'diaasion acoumtiquo dee deux matdriaux an refroidiseement. De w8.. I. passage par un maximum
dldmiaeiviti de l'Inconel 718 lore du refroidiseement paraft lii I l'dvolution do Ia ten 4raturo.
Un phlinoweno aemblable a d'ailleure Ati observe lore do la finsuration do l'acier 301 L 125!1.
Woun point do vue pratique on conatate quo Ia phase d'd~mission aconetique poet-sondage eat rola-
tivomont brivo. Sur pillce rdelle il paraft done impdratif dlexercer Io controls pendant 1. eon-
dage, proproenet dit.

Dane 1U troigilme partie do Il'dtude on a soudli des virolee cylindriquos d'Inconiel 718 ot
dtinox nartonaitiquo Z 12 CNDV 12 pour aimujor I& fabrication de Ilarbro do turbine r4el. On
a'ost attachl! I l'dtudo de l'dinemion acoustique produite pendant Is eoudago. (Voir 1. montage
photo 13).

*Lee indication. dounnee plum hant our lea origin.. poemiblem do l'dimision aconetique ont
it4 confirsiee. La prseonce d'un "bruit do molidification" a iti nottenent rgvdldle. On voit
photo 14, qu'il as compose de signaux impulmifo extrimement rapprochde. On a do plum codmtat4
qu'ill ot relidl Isl puissance introduito par unitli de volume at qu'il crott avec elle. Lore-
qu'il y a fissuration lee signaux impuleifa vorrespondants sont engendrde. On le voit cur la
plancho photo 15 qui compare, tout.. chooeo Agalec d'ailleurs, deux can dont Is contr~l. metal-
lographique *lest rdvdlA pour Il'un pomitif (fimauration du type C - Cf. photo 9d), pour Venutre
ndgatif. La diffirence d'eimissivitl! apparaft nettemont.

L'oxistence do signaux lida & Ia fiemuration lore de I& phase do soudage 4tant litabliep on
pout s'orionter verm 1. recherche do solutions pratiques pour 1. soudaga considlir4. Il eat ndcec-
wairo quo los signaux do fismuration imergent du "bruit do solidification". C'eat donc Ilampleur
do colui-ci, on dernier reemort lee paranltros do soudago at Is matdriau, qui fixent 1. rapport
signal/bruit ot I& faimabilit4 du moudago. Accomsoirement 1. niveau do "bruit" pout sorvir
vdrifier Is continuiti! des conditions do soudage.

Compta tenu do Is senmibilit4 naturelle do l'dmission acouetiqua & does hdtrogdnditde
locales du matirian on A de ldglrain variations des paramitree do tir on no pout uniquement op4-
ror, come 11 ect classique, par des ndthodem de .euil. On doit adopter des ndthodes complenen-
tairo. do traitement statietique apt.. h dietinguer l'existence do deux populations de mignaux.
Pour certain. cam apdcifiquem o6i I. Bondage eat bref, l'apparoillage pout stre mimplifii puia-
qu'il y a Aniseivit6 lorm du refroidimmoment.

L'oxpirienco sontre qu'on ne pout 4viter Ia microfimeuration do la ZAT doune I'Inconol 718,
quell.. quo soient lee condition. do soudagea t 1'6tat mdtallurgiquo du uatdriau. Ceci eat six
en ividence on poussant lee grosmiseemente do l'cxauen aditallographiquo. Le contr8le doit donc

me fxer una taille limit. des ddfantm accoptablem, no coupromettant pam I& tonue do Ia plico
encrvice. L'dinicion acoustique engendrde par Ia fimeuration & chaud dfun tel d~faut do rdf4-

rence doit curpaseer 10 "bruit de solidification". Come. ce dernior oat oessntiellement co~mand4
par Ia puissance thormiquo ot I. mat~riau considdri on voit qua la withode no pout m'appliquer
qu'& des eat a pcifiquee. Lee problize. do reproductibilit6 ot fiabilitd! doivent dgalament stre
axaminoe aTec coin.

VI/ CONCLUSION

L'dmimmilon acoustique est une technique encore au stadls do Is recherche at du ddvoloppouont.
Co nla pa. uno technique d'imagerie maim une technique de ddtoction. See performances d~pen-
dent de. phdnow~nem physique. me produieent dan. lo matdriau ot do Isa valour du traitoment do
l'information perque. ElI. est. coula par contre I pouvoir acc~ddr I Il'volution et & 1'dventuello
estimation do I& nocivit4 des difaute. 11 n'y a donc pas concurrence maie complimentaritli do
l'dmicmion acoumtiquo et des autres techniques (A. X, Ultrasons, ... )

L'd4miseion acoustique so diveloppe done un contexts eciontifique at technologique favorable
divoloppesont do matdriaux i hautom caractdriatiques mdcaniqno., performances accrues dee inatd-



riols dieotroniques, progsrs dos techniques do traltement du signal, ddvoloppouent des systbues
informatiques.

Un travail important rest@ & accomplir pour amener l'utilisation industrielle au niveau des
posuibilitie virtuellos. I1 taut on offet considdrer, & c8ti do. avantages intrins4ques, lea
facteurs qui limitent actuellement la diffusion i ddlicstesse do also en oeuvre, interpritation
des rdsultata nicessitant un personnel avorti, colt...

Le contexts industriol eat cependant favorable & terms car loe performances demandiee et
lea exigences d'dconomie st sdcuritd s'accroissent. Ainsi, pour so limiter au domain* adronauti-
quo, IJSU Air Force souhaite ddvelopper pour la flotte des avions cargos C5 lee dispositlis ddij
utilisis pour ddtecter loe fissures dens leo sales ot riservoirs du C 135. Elle ospire ainsi une
4conomie do maintenance do l'ordre do $ 35 millions. Do ague l'1mission acoustique a ddjk rempla -

c4 rayons X, ultrasons ot techniques dlectromagnitiques pour la ddtection des corrosions do i'em-
ponnase do l'avion F 111.

Leo itudes prospectives [45] etinment qu'elle ser& une des mithodes de Contrale Non Destruc-
tif dent le taux do diveloppenent sera 1. plus rapids et qu'I long teoe ells atteindra nn niveau
d'utilisation comparable & celut des noyons actuels.
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Figure I-Ditection do tapuree do
trmoup par 4mieolon acoustique. Leos -iur Contr~ls £'asseablagoo moud~a on
pi~c~o avec tapur::i(C-D) se distin- moyen d'une analyse d'amplitude - Amsoeblago.
guent does pico usie. (A-B) par une corrects A, B, C, G - Aaaosblagoo d~fec-
4missivit4 nettement plus prononcio tueni D, E, P
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TiLUmr 5 flyolution do I& valour efficace (RKS) du signal d'~1boieion aconutique
lore do l'essai d'dclatemont dCnn. capaciti preshjon on AG3
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Plaurg 6 -Lacalioctian lors do Figue7-Z Localisation, 4vbnenent par 4vbne-
leossal d'dclatement d'une cape- Iset do difauts r~alimis done une, capacitd
citi & prsseloa en AG3 &presslon en acior 224



Figure 8 -Photographie da l'arbre de turbine 1 contr8ler (soudage Inconel 718 -Z 12 CNDV 12)

Photo 9a G x25 Photo9b G x 14

177
Pboo~-GxOOPhoto 9d G x500

Figure 9 -Pbotographle 9a :Fissuration longitudinale du cordon - Photographies 9b IL 9 d
Fissuration transversale du cordon h divers grossissementsf
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ZiMure 10 - Fissuration initi~e FIIIre 11 Kid oL.n 4vtdenc* do Is. rela-per an* soufflure interne tion qualitative entre imisuivitj at

taille des difauto

Tizure I2 - Comparaison du comportoment d'4mission acoustique pendant et imidiateuent apr~s moudog.
A gauche :iriox A droite : Inconel 718

Motor I. niveati plus 41evi de ce dernter pendant soudage ot l'activit4 imuediateaent post~rieure

Zigure. 11 Photographie du montage Fig~ure 14 Mise en 6'uidence des signatai*xp~riuezntal pour Is contr8le lore d'4mission acoustique Iiieu I& solidifi-du soudage (syst~tae 1 2 capteurs) cation du baiti



Firure 15 Mise en ividence de I& diffirence d'~.issivit4 do 2 soudages

A gauche :non fissurant A droite afissurant



TRANSOUCTIEURS ULTRASONOREs A LARGE BANOE
POUR ILE coNTR6LE NON DESTRUCTIF DE PitCES AIRO#AUTIOUIE8

pei Jesn-Frangols do BELLE VAL

Offie Nationl dEtudes et de Recherches Airospatloi (ONER.4)
92320 Chiftillon (France)

at inlwrsiltd de Technologic de Comp4,egr

Le contr~le non destnjctif do pices ailronautiques par ultrasom n~ceseit do d6tecter des
difouts do plus en plus petits at do plus on plus pris do Is surface do coo pilceL VL'valuation
quantitative do ceo difauts, permottant une prilvision plus priciso do teurs consilquences m~cani-
ques. dolt osemi itre amilllordo. Coci exige l'utilisation do transducteurs ultrasonores plus seiswibles

atW prilsentont un. plus large bendat passante.
Lis principal.t m~thode utilis~o i prilsent pour augmenter Is bondo peasanit. do tronsducteurs

pluzofllectrlquos; entrains une reduction importante do lour sensibilitiella;of an fondie sur rismr-
tiassiment do Ia lame pidzodlectrlque par sa face arriire. On propose d'uuiliso au contraira un
bsarnWitiso etdper r faceeetAp luiuscuhs u emtsmla do

sous lifilont.Cas programme permot d'optimiser les caractiristiques (impidence et. 6poaisseur)
des divers. couches constituant to transducteur. Des comparaisone ame des tarastkacteurs rule
anit permis do valider ca modlel thilorique.

BROAD-BAND ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS FOR NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION

SummaryOF AERONAUTICAL COMPONENTS

Fo utasni ondetuciv nsecin o eoauia omponents It Is mndatory to a

Thequiff~tiv evlutio ofthee dfecsallowing a definition of their meclunicel conbequen-

The main method used at present to increase the bandwidth of piezoelectric transducers
entailsaen important decrease of their sensitivity :it is based on the daumping of the piezoelectric
wafer on its rear face. WN suggest to use instead damping by a multilayer front face, which allowsv
a simultaneous Incree of both sensitivity and bandwidth. In order to study the feasibility of this
process a computing programme has been developed to calculate the propagation of a wae" through
several layers of different thicknesses.This pro-grammie makes it possiblue to optimize the characte-
r~itcs (impedance and thickness) of the various layers making up the transducer. Comparisons

j with actual transducers allowed the validation of this theoretical model.

1. NTRDUCION(a) augmenter Is rhsolution p"u do Ia surfacie des pikces
L'6volution des techniques do fabrication at des qualit6s h contr6:er,

mkcaniques eixighs pour las pikces adronautiques requiert (b) d~tecter des dilfauts; plus petits,.
un contr6le non destructif do plus en plus sOvire. Los techni- Wc amilliorer I'Muvaution quantitative des difauts d~tect~s,
ques do contr~le doivent donc s'affiner darts les prochaines (d) rendre Io contr6le plus surtomnatique 6 Is fois pour
anni~es. En ce qui concerne aes pikes mattresses d'un turbo- augmenter Ia productivitil at pour s'affranchir do r'erneur
rilacteur quo sont lee disques de turbines et do compresseurs, humaine.
Ia principals mifthode utilisde esit Is contr6le par ultrasons Actuellement do man**r industrielleoen ondes longitudi.
en immnersion (Ahogrephiel. Les principales amdllorstions notes, on no detecto pas lis difauts dens une zone do 3 6
susceptibles d'~tre apport6es Ji cette technique sont Ins sui- 4 mm l'ilpsisseur i partir do Is face d'entrie des ultrasons.

vantes: Cadi est dO A I'6cho trbs important 14 A Is face d'entre L
3-4
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qui masque pendant un certain tempt (environ 1 ps) les 6&hos Pour avoir une bonne rt~solution en profondeur (dans
lies aux d6fauts susceptibles de se trouver dans cette zone. la direction dle propagation des ultrasons) il faut pouvoir
Pour les pikces imporsantes des turbortacteurs (disques de distinguer les diff~rents trains d'ondle correspondlant aux
turbines et dle compresseurs par exemple), cette zone ess diff~rents 6chos (6chos d'interface et 6chos de d~fauts), il
enlev&e av nurs de i'usinage ce qui garantit que la pikce faut donc que ces trains d'onde sojent les; plus brefs possible.
finale esst 5, J~faut. Les nouvelles techniques de fabrication En particulier tant que le niveau du signal correspondant 6
faisant appel 6 la m~tallurgie des poudres (hot isostatic pres- l'kho sur l'interface nWest pas inf~trieur ý celu' du signal
sing (HIP),and isothermal forging) peuvent produirs des dis- correspondant cu plus petit d~faut que l'on veut pouvoir
ques; de dimensions plus proches des dimensions finales ce d~tecter, ce type de d~faut est masqu6. On a ainsi une zone
qui pourra r~cduire cons id~rabl ement les coOts d'usinage et au voisinage de Ia surface des pikes o6~ 'on ne peut d~tecter
les quantit~s dle matikrss utilis~es. 11 sera alors n~cessaire de les d6fauts, 1'6paisseur dle cette zone depend de la bri~vet6
d~tecter des da~fauts beaucoup plus prks des surfaces des du signal d~tect6, laquelle est elle-m~me Hie h cells du train
pikces. d'onde.

Parall~lement tine am~tioration du rapport de Ia pousshe La figure 2 (llustre ce pht~nomine. Elie repr~sente let
au poids d'un turbor~acteiur depend de I'augmentation possi- signaux d'6chographie d~tect~s pour deux transducteurs:
ble des efforts demand~s aux pikess, laquelle est 6videmment ultrasonores dle caract6ristiques diff~rentes en fonction du
li~d A I'am~lioration dle Ia connaissance de Ia repartition des temps ou, ce qui revient au m~me, en fonction de Ia pro-
contraintes mais aussi A la possibilit6 dle d~tection de d~fauts fondeur dle p~n~tration des ultrasons dlans Ia pikce. Le pre-
plus petits et A leur meilleure 6valuation quantitative. mier pic(d~tpassant Ie cadre de Ia figure) dle chaque courbe

correspond 6 l'6cho d'interface, Ie deuxi~me A l'6cho H6~ b
un trou de 0,5 mm de dissm~tre vis6 perpendliculairement b

2. LES CAUSES DES LIMITATIONS ACTUELLES sa g~n~ratrice. Pour Ia figure 2 a ce trou ess 6 5 mm dle

2.1. R`6solution pris de la surface profondeur par rapport 5 Ia surface d'entr~e des ultrasons

Lc principe de I'6chographie ultrasonore est sch~matisk alors que pour Ia figure 2 b ii est 6 10 mm. Nous obser-
sur :a figure 1. Les ultrasons 6mis par un transducteur excit6 vons que I'6cho d'interface dans Is cas (a) masque les d~fauts
par une impulsion 6lectrique sont transmit par de 1'eati jut- dlans une zone d'snviron 3 mm de profondeur alors qus dans
qu'ý Ia surfacL dle Ia pikce ob, lit scnt partiellement r~fl~chis le cat (b) ii masque une zone dle l'ordre de 6 mm, c'est ce
et partiellement transmit 6 travers ['interface. Les lois r~gis- qui explique qu'il n'a pat Wt possible dlans ce cat dle d6tec-
sant [a r~flexion et Ia transmission sont parfaitement connues. telero iu65mmdpofnu.

Le fait important est que, pour I'angle du faisceau ultr-.so-
nors le plus favorable (incidence normals), momns &. 15% de
1'6nergie est transmits b travert l'interface. Apr&t la traver-
s~e de l'interface Ie faiscsau ultrasonors peut interagir avec (a) Transducseur n, 1
un d~faut. L'6nergie ultrasonore rdfl~chie par Is W~aut va de
nouveau dsvoir traverser l'interface et seulement 15% sera
encore transmits pour 6tre finalement d~tect~e par Ie trans-
ducteur. Globalement il exists un rapport de I'ordre dle 10-1
entre Is signal correspondant au plus petit d~faut que l'on
veut pouvoir d~tecter et Ie signal correspondant 6 Ia r6flexion
suJr l'interface dle la pikce.

Echos dinterface Echos de d~fauts

Transducteur Eau

D~autbW Transducteur n* 2

Prof ondeur en mm

0 5 10 15

Fig. I -Schi~ma representant tin sysrseme d'dchographie Fig. 2 -- Signoux d'dchographie pour deux tronsducteurs de

tilt rasonore. carc'ctoiristiques diffiJrontes.



A(fig. 3 b) qui 6tait moins perforrnant sur C' t)lan de la r~so-

H lution au voisinage dle la surface (fig. 2 b). Sur cette figure
eat ýgalement tracke lenveloppe du signal (sigral d~tect6l,
laquelle eat seule repr~sent~e sur les appareils utilis~s en con-

I ~trble industrial :Caest cette enveloppe qui eat reprl~sent(±e sur

(a) ransuctur n I a figure 2.
I (a) ranidcteur~ 111 eat bien connu qua la dur6e de la rfponse impuilsion-

nelle d'un systbme quelcunque eat inversement proportion-

nelle ý sa bande passante: cast ce que nous obsorvons sur
la figure 4 o6 eat pr~sent~e la rdponse spectrale de chacun

Temps des deux transducteurs utilis~s. Notons cependlant qua la

v ~condition dla large bande passante ne suffit pas. la forme
de la r~ponse spectrala eat importante ;suivant cette forma
des rebondissaments de la r6ponse impulsionnelle peuvent
se prodluire. Un example trks th~orique est donn6 sur la

i 0,5PSfigure 5 correapondlant 6 une forme dle r~ponse spectrale
0,5 A S n cr~neau. Nous observans dea rabondlissoments dle la r~pon-

so impulsionnelle. Remarquons que ce cas particulier ne pout
absolument pas repr~senter (a r~ponse r~elle d'un tranaduc-
tetir car un systeme ayant cea caract~ristiquea riobdirait pas
au principa de causalit6. Cat exemple eat une simple illus-
tration du phanom~ne d~crit. La forma Wdale (minimisant
lea rebondissemants) doe la r6ponse spectrale pour une bande
passante donn6e eat une courbe de Gauss avac une caract6-

ristique de phase lin~aire [1].

W b Transducteur n* 2 (a Indcern b) Transducsetjr n* 2

/ 
I b)T

I I Fr~quence (MHz)

Temps 5 0 5Fr~quence (MHz)

Fig. 4 - Rdponses spectrales de ces mngnes transducteurs
(dchelle linda/re).

Wa

Fig. 3 - Rponses impulsionnelles mesur6 es des deux trans-
ducteurs (ichographie sur un plan reflecteur).

Nous avons remarqu6 pr6c~demment qua 1'6paisseur dle Prr~uence
la zone o6i las d~fauts sont masqu6s d~pend do la dlur~e du
train d'onde ultrasonore 6mis. L'excitation 6lectrique crdant/
catte onde dtant una impulsion, cette dur~e eat (ide h laI \

rdponsa impulsionnelle du transdlucteur utilis6. Nous carac-
tdriserons expdrimenaalemant cette rdponse impuls ionnalle
en excitant le transductaur par une impulsion 6iectrique trds (b v VTemps
brdva puis en ddtectant au maycn de ce mdýme aransdlucteur IbI ps/

l'onde rdfldchie par une surface plane perpandiculaire au
train d'onda 6mis. Sur la figure 3 sont reprdsentdes las r6-
ponses impulsionnalles des deux transductaurs utilisds pour

tracer las 6chogrammas raprdsantes sur la figure 2. Nous Fig. 5 -Exemple purement thiorique dune forme de rdpon-
remnarquons qua la rdponsa du premier transducteur (fig. 3 a) se spectrale non optimo/a (a) reponse spectrale
eat beaucoup plus brdva qua calle du dauxidme transducteur (b) reponse impulsionnelle.



2.2. Evaluation des d6fauts 11 nous suffit cependant de comprendre que la caract~risation

Le cntr~e nn detrutif pou bu de ~teter os d'un d~au: n~cessite une tr(,s grande quantitl6 donforrnitions

les dl~fauts dans une pik'e, qui entraineront une perte deausndel hoidutiem tdssgax.Ct mpr

performances m~caniques la rcndant inapte A l'utilisation tante quantisli d'informations fournie par les signaux dltecti~s

pr~vue. Suivant la zone de Ia pie~ce ou suivant la pikce elle- b atrdlaifuon'neslrsnrsdn n upu

rn~m, ls efort sernt lus u mins rans, o porra sieurs diractions devra subir un traitement complaxa (analyse
mmnc tlase deffrs seronts plus ou moins gprtands, on pourr spectrala, reconnaissance de formes, ..., qui permattra de classer

doncn~cssare '6vluerle ~fat o dele crac~rier our las d~fauts dans le but de las caract&riser. Rappelons qu'un

en d6dluire les conskquences m~caniques sur la pikce. Actuet- sinlctet equtt6dnfraospootonle

lament cetet &valuation se fait par cornparaison dle ['ampli. la largeur de son spectre, on peut an d~duire qua l'6valuation

tude de ['6cho ultrasonore 1i6 au d~faut avec celia da l'6cho d'un d~faut au moyan das techniques ultrasonoras na sara possi-

li6 h un dl~faut-type (fond plat d'un trou ou trou cylindri- ble qu'au moyen da transducteurs A large bande. Rappelons

que visk perpendiculairament b sa g~n~ratrice) cdans un 6chan- aussi cependant qu'una autre am~lioration des techniques

tillon de composition idantique. La choix d'un 6chantillon demand~e est la d6tection da d~fauts plus petiss,ce qul entraline

de composition idensique a pour but de s'affranchir de tou- qu'il est n6cessaire sirnultan~ment 6 I'augmentation dle la bande

tes les variations d'nergie qul d~pendlent dle la transmission passante des transductaurs d'augmanter leur sensibilit6.

de l'onde ultrasonore au niveau dle l'interface eau-mat~riau. Nous pouvons conclure qua l'3m~lioration des techniques

Cette transmission est fonction des propri6t~s acoustiques faisant appel aux ultrasons nkessite I'augmentation de la bande

du mat~riau (impkdance). Remarquons qu'il est th~oriquement passante des transducteurs sans perta de sensibilit6, aussi bien

possible de tenir compte dle ces variations dle transmissi Ion poraget lrsluinrsdeasrfcdspksqe

d'un matsriau h l'autre at donc de faire l'dtalonnage sur des pour obtenir une 6valuation quantitative des d~fauts.

d~fut-tyý lan u atrema~riu.Fialeen lasele3. CONCEPTION DE TRANSIDUCTEURS A LARGE BANDE
grandeur mesur~e dlans ce contr~le est ]'amplitude de l'onde
ultrasonora r~trodiffus~e par le d~faut. On conqoit ais6ment En kchographie (fig. 1) le m~me transducteur est utilis6
qua cette amplitude d~pend d'un tr~s grand nombre de pour g~n~rer I'onde ultrasonore at pour d~tecter las ondes rWfl&
param~tres du d~faut (orientation, forme, 6tat de surface, chies par les dMauts, on utilise donc pour cela des transducteurs

.. qui pour certains n'ont aucune relation avec lea cons6- r~versibles. Pour simplifier l'expos6 on S'int~ressera principala-
quences m~caniques de la presence de ce d~faut. De nou- mans 6 leur fonctionnement en 6metteur sachant qua le fonc-
valles m~thodes sont b 1'ýtudae qui permattront de beaucoup tionnameng en r~cepteur est analogue.
miaux caract~risar les d~fauts. Elles; font appal ý I'analyse Las transductaurs ultrasonores utilis~s en contrble non
spectrale d'une onde ultrasonore diffuske (dana una ou plu- daestructif utilisent une lame pi~zo~lectrique comma 6li6ment de
sieurs directions) par le d~faut. Pr~sentons comma axemple couplage 6lectrom~caniqiie (c'est 1'616ment qui transforma
(fig. 6) un r~sultat extrait de [2]. Les courbes de catte l'dnergie 6lectrique en 6nergie vib~atoira at inversamentl. 115
figure sant les spectres des ondles r~trodiffus6es par une sont constitu~s principalement de (fig. 71
cible circulaira de 3,2 mm de diam~tre, fa cible 6tant plac~e - la lame pi~zo~lectrique (souvent una c6ramiquel m~tallis,6e
sout diff~rents angles par rapport h l'onde incidenta. Nous air ses deux faces pour la connexion 6lectrique,
notons une tr~s grandle variation de la forme du spectre en - un mat~riau sur la face arri~re de Ia lame pi6.zoi~lectrique
fonction dle I'angle. cette variation de forme s'accompagne (son r6le est d'amortir la vibration de la lame at d'absorbeý
6videmment d'une variation de niveau qui nWest pas repr- l'onda acoustique 6mise vera 1'arri~ire),
sent~e sur la figure. Une variation dle niveau pourrais 6tre - une face avant Ises deux r6les possibles sont assurer la
interpr~t6e comma une variation de l'importance du d~faut protection m~canique de la lame pi~zo6lectrique at am~liorer
alora qua le spectra nous donna des renseignemer'ts suppl4 le transfert acoustique antre cette lame at le milieu de couplage),
mentaires qui parmettent dlans ca cas de determiner langle - un boitiar anfermant le tout.
d'incidance. L'interpr~tation de telles; mesures est 6videm-
ment tr~s complexe at loin d'6tre r~solue actuellament. Face arriire

Face avant
0.0.

0-5 .

- 0 MIisallsion~~~ aslepz~etiu

1.0 5-5*Fig. 7 -Constitution dun transducteur piezoelectrique.

Consid~rons pour commencer un tranaducteur compos6

J ~uniquemant d'un 616ment pi6zo~lectrique d'imp~dance ZC at
0 1 3 40 1 3 4d'une face arri~re d'imp~dance Z. (fig. 8). Supposons ce

r~a~e~'c (Miizltranadlucteur immerg6 dana un milieu (lie milieu de propa-
Figq. 6 - Densite spectrale pour un refflecteur de 3,2 mm de gation des ultrasona ou milieu de couplaga) d'impodance

diarn~tre rYdifferentes valeurs dec lang/a d'incidence. Z_, Si l'on excite 1'616ment pikzo~lectrique par une impul-



sion 6Iectrique, I'/tnergie fournie par le g*n~rateur va 6tre par la face avant i1 '6nergie acoustiqUe transmrr,! pair la

transfo~rm~e en 6nergie acoustique lou vibratoire) sous face arri6re,
certaines; hvpothkses, il sera crk~ aux niveaux des inter- 00l a bande passante detpend du rapport dib 1'ýnernie

faces quatre impulsions de pression repr~sent~es sur la rayonn~e 6i I'6nergie m~canique (ou vibritoire) emmaga-

figure 8 [3, 41 :sinke dans la lame pifto~Iectrique au moment ou est pro-
- impulsion 10) prooortionnelle A Z0/)20 + Z.) se pro- duite l'impulsion 6Iectrique

pageant vers l'arri~re, ccute impulsion devra 6tre absorb~e Ces consid~rations permettent d'envissger daugmenter

par la face arri~re. la bande passante des transducteurs en cr~ant un arnortisse-

* impulsion (1) propor-sionnlie A ZcZ + 1c se pro- ment de 1'6l6ment pik6zolenýtrique au niveau de sa face arri~re
pageant vers ['avant, ou/et de sa face avant.

*impulsion 12) proportionnelle b Zc/14 + Z_) se pro-
pageant vers l'arri~re, 3.1. Amortissement par [a face arri~re

- impulsion (3) proportionnelle b ZI(,/l + Z_), se
propageant vers ['avant. A~E

1220

(a) Excitation Ib U /~

Face EIdment MilieU dle
arri~re pi~zo~lectrique propagation 14P

d

Fig. 8 - G~niration d'impulsions micaniques par effetn
piezoeiectrique. t

Apr&s r6flexion et transmission au niveau des deux
interfaces dle i'6l6ment pifto6lectrique, les impulsions (1), (c) 2oIZ.aOa 6 (d) 20 /Zý=. I's

(2) et (3) dlonnent au niveao dle Ia face avant du trans-
ducteur, en fonction du temps, une pression acoustique Fig. 10 - Reponses de transducte'ars (arnortissernent par It.,
repr~sent~e sur la figure 9. On constate que la variation face arri~re).
de pression est quasi-p4riodique (cde pdriodicit6 6gale au
double du temps dle propagation dlans 1'616ment pi~zo~lec- La m~thode la plus classique consiste b augmenter le
trique et constituant ]a p~riode nominale :TN =

11
fN

1
* rayonnement d'dnergie par la face arri~re. 11 suffit pour cela

La dlur6e dle cette variation depend des coefficients dle d'augmenter le rapport Z0/Z,, le rapport optimal pour l'61ar-
r~flexion aux interfaces. gissement de la bande passante diant 1. Cette m~thode a

ApT = 2dV cependlant l'inconv~nient de diminuer l'6nergie rayonn~e vers;
/C 'avant donc l'efficacit6 du transducteur, compte-:enu du

fait que les impedances de l'6l6ment pi~zo~lectrique et du
II milieu de propagation sont g6n~ralement fix~es. Pour illustrer

I ce ph6nom~ne, nous pr~sentons sur la figure 10 la r~ponse
-3 2 2 2 23 t en pression dle transdlucteurs excites par une impulsion 6lec-

trique de dur~e 6gale au temps dle propagation d'une onde
acoustique dans l'~paisseur de l'6l6ment pi~za~lectrique
(fig. 10 a). Le choix de cette excitation 6lectrique a Wt
effectu6 pour minimiser dlans le calcul 1'effet des tr~s hautes

Fig. 9 -Pression acoustique en fonctian du temps. Nrquences, qui dlans la rdalitM sont beaucoup plus vite att&-
nu~et que let basses fr~quences. Nous observons que pour

On peut considerer que ['616ment pi~zo~lectrique se des imp~dances dle la face arri~re 6lev~es le signal est plus
comporte comme un r6sonateur m~canique excit6 par bref ldonc la bande passante plus grandel malt son ampli-
l'impulsion 6lectrique. La dissipation d'6nergie dle ce r~so- tude est plus faible. Ce phenom~ne est encore accentut en
nateur est principalement due au rayonnement acoustique 6chographie quand le transdlucteur est utilis6 en 6metteur
par la face arri~e (6nergie perdue parce que dissip~e dlans puis r~cepteur apr~s r6flexion de l'ordre ultrasonore sur un
le mat~ria-i constituatit cette face) et par la face avant obstacle (interface dle la pikce ou d6fautl. Le signal d~tect6
(6nergia utile). On peut en conclure que It'll y a eu r~flexion parfaite de l'oncde ultrasonore, par

W II'efficacit du transdlucteur depend do coefficient exemple sur un plan perpendliculaire au faisceaul est alors
pi~zo~ectrique lou do facteur de couplage 6lectrom~ca- proportionnel au prodluit de convolution de la fonction pr-6
niquel et do rapport entre 1'6nergie acouttique transmise c~demrnent calcul~e (fig. 101 par elle-m~me. La figure 11
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pr~sente la simulation d'un tel cas pour les m~mes imp~dan- 3.2. Amortissement par la face avant
ces que celles utilis~es dans Ia figure 10. La figure 12 repr6-
sente la r~ponse spectrale des m~rmes transdlucteurs que pr6- On peut 69alement augmenter le rayonnement d'6nerg;e
c6demment 6galement dlans les conditions d'utilisation dle vers I'avant par lu-tilisation dle couches adlaptatricas d'imp6-
1'6chographie. Ces r~ponses sent chacune normalis6es en dance entre l'6l6ment pi~zo~lectrique et le milieu dle propa-

amplitude pour permettre une comparaison plus ais~e des gation. On salt que pour une onde monochromatique, on

bandes passantas. Nous observons 6videmment one bande paut augmenter la transmission entre deux milieux en inter-

passante beaucoup plus aitroite pour les transdlucteors dont calant one lame entre ces deux milieux. La transmission sera
le imp~dances; des facet arri~res sont faibles. maximale pour one lame d'imp~dance 6gale 6 Ia moyanne

Notons que Ia r~ponse spectrale d'ujn transdlucteur au gOom~trique des imp~dances des deux milieux et d'4paisseur.

sens rigoureux du terms est en felt prooortionnelle A Ia 6gale au quart de Ia longueur d'onde. Cest on priricipe bienA

racine ca~rre dle sells reprkt entke sor !a figure 12. Nous avons conno et largement utilis~e en optique par exemple o6i le

choisi cette rcpr~sentation cer elle correspond aux conditions traitement des lentilles par dle telles couches permet one bien

expkrimentales utslisees (par exemple poor le r~sultat de la meillaure transmission. La probl~me est cependlant plus com-
figure 4), done facilite la comparaison entre Ia th6orie at plexe pour let transducteurs oltrasonores poor deox raisons :
1'exp~rience. (il parce qua las rapports des imp~dances des milieux

entre lesquels on veot am~liorer Ia transmission est beaucoup
plus grand (deans Ie cat que ['on 6tudie il est dle l'ordre dle

20, alors qua en optique il ast de l'ordre de 1,5),
(ii) parce qua l'on veot am~liorer Ia transmission deans

un domeine dle fr~quence des ultrasons 6tendu (transdlucteur

n n ri R t large bands).

U U U UDens ca cat Ie principe expos6 pr~c~demment nWest plus
velable; pour optimiser de telles; couches adeaptesricas d'imp6-
dance, on est oblig6 dle calculer la r~ponse impulsionnelle
d'un transdlucteor en comportant. Plusisors eliteors [5, 6, 71

Z0 /Z oa=2 ont abord6 ce problmemaeu moyan dle lanelogie 6lectrom~ca-

nique des transdlucteurs ultrasonores; noos avons pr~f~r6 [8]
6tudier Ia propagation dae cheque impulsion de prassion g~n6-

n nn r t t rne aux interfaces dle Ia lame pikzo~lactrique cdens on milieu
stratifi6 pouvans comportar jusqu'b cirnq couches lie milieu 1
constituent Ia face errihre d'imp~dance Z0, Ia lame pi~zo-

Zo/Zwo6 ZO/Z ,.=1 8 6lectrique d'imphdanca Zc, deox couches constituent Ia faceJ1

avant d'imp~dance Z, at a t le milieu dle propagation
Fig. 17 - Re~ponses des transducteurs en (chographie (amor- d'imp~dance Z_,,). Ca sent cat impulsions qui epr~s propaga-

ssement par la face arri~re} Zc/Z_ 7 8. tion deant cat; diff~rentes couches crdent Is champ ultrasonore

do transducteur. Nous poorrons ainsi optimiser th~oriquement
Ia conception d'on trensdlucteur b face avant multicouche.

a:Zo/,.=24. CALCUL DE LA RýPONSE D'UN TRANSIDUCTEUR

4.1. Principe du calcul 1

C: zo/,,.=18Comma nous I'evons axpos6 pr~c~damment one excita-
tion 6lectrique impulsionnelle cr~e eux interfaces dle Ia lame

p:6zodlectrique quetre impulsions dae prassion repr~sen!6es sur

Ia figure 13 sch~metisant Ie transdlucteur. Nous supposarons
toujoors; qua Ia face arri~re est tr~s absorbents et donc qua
l'impulsion (0) qui ,, est cr~e ý-t complktemant ebsorb~e et

ne peut ravanir ears ['avant. Par contra las impulsions (1), (2)

et (3) vont 6tra transmises at r~fl~chies 6 chacune des inter-

faces antre las; diff~rantes couches at prodouiront one variation
C de pression deans Is milieu dle propagation. A on instant donn6

b la pression prodouits par Ie trensdluctaur sara donc 6agle b Iaa
somme des impulsions qol euront mis Ie misma tempt pour

se propeger depois leur lieu dle cr~ation iusqu'eu point con- .
fN f sic~r6. 11 est donc n~cessaire dae d~nombrer toos les trejets

possibles dle propagation de cheque impulsion b travers let;
Fig. 12 -Rdponses spectra/es des transducteurs en echogra- diff~rentes couches, de calculer poor chacon d'eux Ie coeffi-

phie (amorrfssement par la face arrietre) - clans de transmission at Ie tempt dle propagation. Par one
ZI_ 18 - les courbes ont eted normalisedes par sommation 6 cheque instant dle cat diff~rentes impulsions

rapport o leurs maximums, on obtient la r~ponse impulsionnelle du transdlucteur. La



diftall cl is modlisatIon do ca calcul ast exposi en pones, at retfkacti dui tranedcucteur d'un rapport mu moins
(81. La principuls difficultil dui programme de calcul provient igal A 2. Una fac avant A doux couches (Z1'Z. - 0.
du w Aomb tris Important de trusets possibles, leqluel s'accrolt Z21Z. - 2) anmllore encore Is rtsultit tant on tamps Ao
do mns re exponentiolle an fonction Ao Is longuour des riponse qu'snwisenibilithl (fig. 14 d). Nous pouvone #iglle
trajetil pris en compto (ou ce qul revient au nmimi en fton ment observer sur Is figure 15 reoffet Ao Cos couches sur to
tion dui temps Ao propagation). Pour donner un ordre Ao riponse spectrule dos transdiactours daons loo mimfes conditions
Faridaour Ao ce nombre, 11 suffit Ao priciwa que pour cal- quo calls Ao Is figure 112. Comm.w noam I* verrora par Is
culer Is tempa do riponse drun tel trenscducteur sur aim In- suite IlImpidaence Z, - 2,7 X Z. pour une face avant i una
tarvelle Ao tamps igal 6 dix fois Is piriode nominal. du maule couch. at rimpidance optimale. La formsa Ao Is ri-
trenmdicasur, nows avora pris on compte plus Ao 10' t-ajets ponse spectrals Ao Is figure 15 c pout nous faire suppowe

clue lei voleurs des Impidances Z, at Z2 nosont pasWes
"Ifelurs optimaum.

Zo zc z, z z004,2
d a, a

Face Elilew Cuch*Couch*e2 Milieu da

a njva 9,6 OlEote trique propeptiofi

Flo 13 - Schbmo dun tironsducteur 4) foce owont t6 deuxIcoucheL L
&Z2 Pridsntot!on Ao qusiqua risulttstsf

Ua figure 14 permet to comparalson des riponses Ad.Snofc vn

tranadiicteurs Al mIs me excitation quo ArnsIe, cam AlaI
figure 10. Las transcducteurs simuMs par ce calcul oft urn

lactrique drimpidance Z.2ý - 18. Nows constatons qua Ie

nutirlau constituant Is lame pour Is frqWonce nominal@ du
tranoductour) permet dramiliorr b Is tale Is Aepsd ri-

Ej I

b.Un. couchet Zi /Z..-- 2,7

Wi E~xci~taitqio

* p pA1

in LA

(c r dpwj () Doxcoce C.Oeux coujches Z 1/Z.A., Z2/Zoaa2

Z /. 2Z-17 ZI/Z,. I B -

F4~ 15- Rdparae spwberl des trvsductwrr on idchprý

F4~ 14 - Rdwlwto do ciafcu (ZIj', 18, Z./Z.. 2). phi# (ZIZ.. - 18, Z*/4, - 2).



4.&. Optimnisation dotaodcor figures 17 at 18 In riponses timporelies it spectral.s dans

Is cs crune couch. crimpidance 2,7 X Z. didpoiner XI14
Ceprogramme do calcul permet d'optimiser los imp6- at 3 XA Nc-'s constatons un ritricissement Important do

revitu un transductuur, en fonction do l'utilisation qui on bon it di. rebondlob,nonts do Ia ripomie timporille dons
we falft. La figure 16 nous permit doi determiner l'impi-

dance optimal* d'une couch. unique dradaptation au niviau
do Ia face avant du transductuur dans Is cas o4i i'on s'int6-
resise II uni rdponse impulsionnelle Ia plus courts possible.
On pout rimarquer qluo cette impidcance optimale dlans IW
cs itudid V0Zý.- 2, ZcZ - 18) eat Wgee A2,7 X Z..
Wei impidances plus faibles entrainant uni riponse impulsion- n.
neile insuffisamment amortie at lea impidances plus fortes
wntralnant uni riponse impulsionnulle syant des ribondisse- '
miom qui peuvint itre tris nWastes, par example pour d6-
tectir des difauts pris doe Ia surface drune puce. L'dpaisser
do Is couch. eat 6gale dens ci cas II X.< /4, o4~ A, eat Ia Ion-
guaur d'onde darts Ie matdriau conatituant Ia couche pour Ia
friquince nominale dui transdlucteur. Nous pouvons remar-
quer quo l'optimisation ainai obtenui ni correspond pas *
cell* do Is transmission pour une ondle monoctiromatique:
citte optimisation seait in offit obtenui pour Zj1 Z. 4.fl RP - t

p pL U

b. ol=3.%1/4

tr- t Fig. 17 - Riporne dun transducteur dont /a face avant
U jcomportc tine couche d',mpt'dance Z1 /Z_ 2,7

U ~ ~(Z./Z. - 2 ; Z,/Z0. = 18) ;(a) e, =)4
(b) el - 3 X/4 (mime condition d'excitation que
figure 10).

zi/ -~2 Z1/zes2,7

1p p

U a

LaZl/Z.2 3,3 U zl/ze..4

F7#. 16 - Optimisation de i'impddance d'une couche unique.
(Z*/Z. - 2 Z~,/Z. - 18).

Do Is mime manu~re, 11peisseur do Is couch. d'adap-
Uatior a une importance primordial@ sur Is riponse dui trans- ~Nf
diactsur. On sait qua pour une ontis monochromatiqlue Is b. eI=3Ai/4
inanamisuion ast optimale pour une 6painseur cle cette couch.

do A,/4 3 X~IA, 5 A, , .. ;ce West plus wrai pour mne Fig. 18 - Rdponse spectral. dons It mifme cas que ha figure
onds, impulsionnelle. Nous pouvons en iffit observer sur lea 17 (mimes conditions que figure 12).



I*am *4 rIdpesesur eat igale A 3 X,4 5A COWPARAISO# AVEC DES TRANSOUCTEURS REELS
Un saure example droptlmistin qu'll eat possible d'ef-

hictuer em prdsenti sur Is figure 19. Pour une face avant Des veductsurs ayant dea face avant colnposhes dune
knpook per des contraintes do fabrication (dans e'xampe ou daux couchas ant 6th fabirkiqus. Laur riponse a 6th mosurhe
choisi cett faew avent eat conetitude crune Iame da verve et on 6dxwoaphio (commew pour Ia figure 3). La figure 20 per-
crun lame do r&ame 6poxy), il pout Itre inthrassnt cropti- mot de comparer tos rdsultats tidoniquim aux miesures corns-
miser rimpkione do Is faew arrikre pour obtenir une forme pondantaa. Nows obeervora un accord satisfaisent compte tenu
da Ia r~ponae spectral@ adaptie * lutllisation qul am fait* dos pbenomdinea nigligis (effet pidzoilactrique inverse par
du tranoducteur. Pour certaines applications aoi il eat nicee vw'rpk).
mire cravair una this bonne senaibiliti, ta riponse de Is fi-
gure 19 a wm Ia plus intirasante. Si laon vout une ripons
l: mctI@l plus rigulidre, an sar par contra obligd cauwmen-

ter rimpidence de Ia faew arrih. On obtiont alors Is rdpons lhfA
spectrala prisentile sur ta figure 19 c. Ald4444444AA i.-4 wt

V v

Urm Cuch. Z1IZ.ý. 2

fNf

t

IC) Muwa Id)Cau

Damn cuch.. Z1/L,,. Z2 /Z.' 2

Fig 20 - Compiawlson entre /ti risulrats du cdcul et de /a

b. Z 0 IZ a 6 Catt mdlhade do calcul pout do pkus donner des indi-
I cationa sur lea dhfauts do fabrication des transducteurs. Nows

priesnieons un soul examiple do ca cas :apris fabrication
drun transducteur A face avant A deux couche quart-d'onde

(Z.12'. - G. Z,,7.. - 10, Z2i1in - 2 at Z4,,2. - 18, #1
1AI' at #2 - X2/4) nows evans mesurd ae ripanisa spectrale
en 6c*hograplhle,qui eat prisantie sur is figure 21. Nows ob-
urvona daux pics d'iniglals hautaurs alors que Is calcul
prilwit deux pics d'igoles hautours (fig 22.a). Un deuxikme
calcul affectud avec lam mdmnes peramdtre except* 1'6parseur
da Ia couch. (1) gui a &tA prse 20% plus faible donna une
rionse spectrale prisentie sur Is figure 22 b. Nous obsar-
vans une diminution importante du dauxiime pic comma
our Is rdponse expdrimentle. Nows pouvons sinsi attribuer

'N catt. irmhgularitil da Is riponsa spectralet du transducteur
C. Z 0 / Z,10 nialWs b une impricision do I'ipaisseur dune dos couches

Fig 9 -Npoe secide e trsduteu a dcoawrt d Is faew went.

F7~ 9- ipom Sp~mTT/E i tf7Sdi~tttJ ) t'CE O~f Rwssuque - Signalons pour donner une jdie da Ia diffiojlth
C) doux couches en fonctlon de li'mpiddnce de /a do fabrication do tala transiductours qua is cmcuche (1) dona

Av~, Ia Cms "Mdi eat une couche do verve do 300 jam cdipalseur



a Is couch. (2) une couch@ do rusin. 6poxy do 130 pm 6. CONCLUSIONS

d'puainsur, d c.s qouhes.lu 'mpialnobi u Let nisultats obtanus tent per I* calcul quo par toi
piprom*= "i ations do tansciuctsurs ul~,asonores A face

~vet multicoucho parmettmnt do concluri que do tile trans-

Lator miot odi oi clceul prisantie semt dn milluidrsI
br~ollosatln quo ten tranaducteurs quo ontcadption caux ipli-
Csit4 invasagas do d'une pa crtaen fournbsant parounetues
per as trique is caratiristiquon desfarucatin parutan dWiut-
peran pretn 'neptation do larslto pi oI urfac dpnes m~esre,
anfonction dos difauts plu fariction

(11saio doK STTIG - Hnspeed oulras uwontc detay line appi-n
catin revstateme(rne o pore bai osdrton s Pounic.n peIu e 6eE

sonmiticu frqun cyanalyrstis.RshTehiues in Noncain td'ur

an tnctinw Testingt vol 3,abrcadeicores,197

13) E.G. SIOOI - Transiented sltrasncdyesate resinse ofig
Auletrasemntc ofsometrsic transducers.tiEons.wntion.IE

R5c-7d p11956120 (1rt9,.6189.
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ulrsignal preolesigbicouric bulnsdwcves. Ul onetiaonis

Mayor 1974, p.r9 p.00 1-65 .
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1. IVTZURS WAVIOt4S

C-74-Y1Vl328 CA-TI.SE
LA FIABILITE VECUE DANS LA PRATIQUE A AIR FRANCE.
Ravier (NO), FR(Fo), CYPICIN (Pc).
Air Prance
Airoiaut. et Aintronaut. t (Fr.), N' 42 (1971-4), pp. 17-37, 1S fig. 3 tabi.

Prdaentation d'une adrie de trois exposds our Ia fiabilitd t tJhdorie et pratique d. la fiabilitd des
dquipementa : importance des moyena de surveillance d'Eitat dos moteura fiabilita avion at systames
(ACA-DA).
Fiabilit# avian. Fiabilitd. Equipement do bard. Entratien maintenance aifronef. Nlotaur adronef. Hfithedea
statistiquea. Operation compagnie a~rienne. Ddtaction dE fauts. Surveillance.
Air Pranca. Tempa mayen entre pannes. Contrdle non destructif. Intervention Etat. 01 02. 14 04.

C-78-006341I
CRITICAL INSPECTION OF BEARINGS FOR LIFE EXTENSION
(Inspection critique de paliers en vue do la prolongation de leur durde de vie).
Sarton(J.R.) , Kusenkierger (F.N.), Smith (R.T.).
Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development
AGARD Conference Proceedings, vol CP-234, N*12 (3/78), pp. 1-29, 26 rdf. bibi. 1 fig. I tabi.,
22 phot. Voss (27-29/9/77), ISBN 92-835-0213-2. me.372-15

Macherches effectudes pour le ddiveloppement de m~thodes de oontrdle non destructif plus sdres
(en particulier contr6le magndtique)
Palier. FiabilitE. Contrdle qualitd. Durde vie matdriel. Esasi non destructif. Noteur adronef.
Propridtd sagndtique. Domaine magndtique. Ddtection d~faut. Contrainte rdsiduelle. Installation easai.
Signature magndtique. Roulement bills..
Contr8le non destructif. Programs fiabilitd. Pratt MEdtney J57 moteur.

C-77-03395 ND
ACCEPTABLE )UTBODS TECNNIQUES AND PRACTICES.* AIRCRAFT INSPECTION AND REPAIR
(Inspection at rdparation dimn avion. Nithodes, techniques at pratiques acceptables) .
Federal Aviation Administration (US),
FAA-AC-43-13-IA
Advisory Circular (1972), 333 p. , noubr. fig., tabi. at Phot. (Comiprend l'Amendemnt dui 5/12/75).

Cat ouvrage comporte 16 chapitres traitant do l'inspection de I& r~paration des adronefs. Rdparation
des structures, des revftensents, du ciblage, des dquipements, des systftws dlectriques, radio at
ilectroniqves 66 rotors, hdlicesaet moteura. Protection contra la corrosion (CARN/GN4).
gntretien maintenance adronef. Rdparation. Norms. Etata Unis. Inspection. Accessoire adronef. Celhule
adronef. Equipement flectrique adronef. Structure adronef. Noteur agronef. Protection corrosion. Essai
non destructif.

C-78-006674 ND
X-RAY DIFFRACTION -FROM STRUCTURAL X-RAY DIFFRACTOGRAPHY TO X-RAY OSCILLOGRAPNIC DIFFRACTOSCOPY
(Ma diffraction des rayons X : 6. ha diffractographie A la diffractoscopie oscillographique des
structures).
TIONA (A.) .
Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development.
AGARD Conference Proceedings, vol. CP-234, NBC(3/78), pp. 1-12, 3 rdf. bibl., 3 tabi. , 12 phot.
Voss (27-29/9/77), ISBN 92-835-0213-2.
Ne. 372-15

Risultats obtenus par trois mithodes d'inspection rapids d'aubes do compresseurs de moteura A reaction:
diffractographie classique de rayons X 1inspection oncillographique rapids.
Rayon X. Diffraction. Esaai non destnuctif. Film radiographique. Oscillographe. Dftection difaut.
Aube cOmpreaseur. Noteur rfaction. Alliage aluminium. Acier. Courant Foucault. Analyse diffraction
rayon I. Contrdle non destructif.



C-78-006411 MD
SURFACE CORROSION EVALUATION BY PELATIVE MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY MEASUREMENTS
(Analyse de la corrosion de surface par des mesures de susceptibilitd magn6tique relative).
Walther (H.).
Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development.
AGARD Conference Proceedings, vol. CP-234,N

0
6(3/78), pp. 1-11, 1 r6f, bibl., 11 fig. Voss (27-29/9/77),

ISBN 92-835-021 3-2.
Me. 372-15

Etudes d'aubes de turbines d'avions en In-tOO, d'aubes de turbines de centrales et d'4chantillons de
fluage en INCONEL X-750 : principe de la m~thode,
Susceptibilitd magndtique. Rdsistance corrosion. Propridtd surface. Essai non destructif.
Superalliage. Alliage nickel. Acier inoxydable. Mesure expdrimentale. Transformation phase.
Oxydation. Carbonisation. Aube turbine. Ddtection ddfaut.
Contr6le non destructif. Oxydation alliage. Inconel alliage.

A-77-O11606 MD
MAGNETIC PARTICLE INSPECTION OF AVIATION ENGINS VAN4ES
Aleksandrov (A.G.), Shelikhov (S.G.)
Soviet Journal of Nondestructive Testing, vol. 12, N

0
1, Nov. 1976, p. 62-65

Translation. Magnetic Measurement. Jet Vanes. Nondestructive Tests. Powder Particles. Aircraft
Engines. Cracking Fracturing.

A-77-011603 MD
SIGNAL-TREATMENT METHODS DURING AIRCRAFT-ENGINE INSPECTION BASED ON VIBROACOUSTIC NOISES.
Izokh (V.V.), Mikulovich (V.I.)
Soviet Journal of Nondestructive Testing, vol.12, N°), Nov 1976, p. 29-34. 15 refs.

Engine Design. Acoustic Measurements. Aircraft Engines. Spectrum Analysis. Signal to noise ratios.
Nondestructive Tests. Translation.

AD-AO36 00/8SL MD
EVALUATION OF CALIFORNIUM-252-BASED NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY AND PHOTON SCATTERING TECHNIQUES FOR THE
INSPECTION OF HOT ISO-STABICALLY PRESSED COMPONENTS OF T-700 . AIRCRAFT ENGINE. FINAL REPT.
Harper H. , Young (J.C.), Baltgalvis (J.), Weber (H.), John (J.).
Irt Corp San Diego Calif.
Contract DAAJO1-75-O-0895.
Aug. 76, .84p. Rept n*. IRT-6102-003

The Evaluation of two non destructive gas turbines. Turboshaft engines. Neutron radiography.
Nondestructive testing. Isostatic pressing. Hot pressing. Gages. Compton scattering. Photons.
Scattering. Three dimensional. High resolution. Helicopter engines. Californium. Radioactive
Isotopes. 14 02. 21 05.81 04.
T-700 engines. NTISDODXA

AD-A035 181/7SL MD
FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION OF USING PULSE LASER HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES TO INSPECT NAVAL AIRCRAFT
ENGINE COMPONENTS. FINAL TECHNICAL REPT...
Jacoby (J.L.), Wright (J.E.).
TRW Systems Group Redondo Beach Calif Space Vehicles Div,
Contract N* 0156-74-C-1580. Proj. F414C1. Task WF414614OO.
27 Jun 75, 34p. Rept N* TRW-AT-SVD-TR-75-9

The feasibility of employing pulsed laser holographic int.
Non destructive testing. Turbine blades. Pulsed lasers. Holography. Interferometry. Aircraft
entines. Airfoils. Cracks. Inspection. Transients. Vibration. Feasibility studies. Dynamic
loads. Turbine wheels. 14 02.21 05.01 03.81 04.82 01.
T-56 engines. TF-41 engines. NTISDODXA

AD-904 725/9SL MD
AIRBORNE ENGINE CONDITION ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTATION (AECAI). FINAL REPT.,.
Harris W.J., Minnear (J.). Chang (J.D.), Ziebarth (H.K.).
Airesearch Mfg CB Los Angeles Calif,
Contract N* 0019-71-C-0304. Distribution limitation now removed.
Jul 72, 

2 6 2
p. Rept N

0 
72-8518.

Aircraft engines. Monitors. Turbofan engines. Monitors. Jet bombers. Attack bombers. Performance
Engineering. Aircraft equipment. Detectors. Instrumentation. Airborne. Degradation. Fuel systems. Oils.
Lubricants. Sampling. Control systems. Data processing. Recording systems. Display systems. Non
destructive testing. Real time. Acoustic detectors. Vibration. Analysis. 21 05.01 03.



AD/A-OO0 660/ISL MD
SOME QUESTIONS ON THE CREATION OF AN OPEN STAND FOR ACOUSTIC INVESTIGATIONS OF DTRIJ'S.
Balmakov (A.I.), Enenkov (V.G.).
Foreign Technology Div Wright-Patterson AFB Ohio,
18. Edited machine trans. of Rizhskii Institut Inzhenervov Gradzhanskoi Aviatsii. Trudy (USSR)
n* 174 p. 135-152 1971 by James R. Moore.
22 Oct 74, 

2
5p. Rept n* FrD-MT-24-863-74.

Contemporary methods of experimental research on the acoustic characteristics of DTRD's are
examined in the article. Primary attention is given to the full scale experiment on an open stand.
The purposes of acoustic investi. Turbofan engines. Test stands. Acoustic emissions. Acoustic fields.
Acoustic equipment. Test facilities. USSR. Translations. 21 05.20 01.
NTISDODAF.

AE77-00427 CA-TLSE
PRODUCTION INSPECTION OF NEAR NET SHAPE TURBINE DISKS.
(Mdthode de contrdle de Fabrication de disques de turbine forgds pratiquement aux "cotes finies").
Doherty (J.), Lagrotta (J.M.), Wheeler (E.).
AIAA Paper ; N' 77-882 (7/77), 5p. 4rdf. bibl. 6 fig. (IAA-A77-38572).
Me 300-1

Contr6le qualit4. Moteur a~ronef. Turbordacteur. Turbine gaz. Rotor turbine. Disques. M~tallurgie
poudre.
Contr6le fabrication. Contr8le non destructif. Essai ultrasonique. Cotation fabrication.

AD-AOO7 850/ISL MD
NONDESTRUCTIVE HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES FOR STRUCTURES INSPECTION. FINAL TECHNICAL REPT.
I Jul 71- 30 Apr 74.
Erf (R.K.), Gagosz R.M., Waters 'J.P.), Stetson (K.A.), Aas (H.G.)
United Aircraft Research Labs East Hartford Conn Air Force Materials Lab.
Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio.
Contract F33615-71-C-1874. Proj. AF-7351. Task 735109.
Oct 74, 181p. Rept n* UARL- N991208-36

The theoretical and experimental work, performed during a three year study concerned
Holography. Nondestructive testing. Airframes. Structures. Surface roughness. Compressor blades.
Adhesive bonding. Cracks. Detection. Strain Mechanics. 14 02.14 O5.01 03.73 04.82 01.51 03.
NTISDODAF

Radiography. Fluorescent screens. Nondestructive testings X ray photography. Photographic materials.
Photographic contrast. Photographic images. Aluminium alloys. Titanium alloys. Honeycomb cores.
Fractography. Turbine blade.

N78-22101/7SL. CA-TLSE
IN-PLACE RECALIBRATION TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO A CAPACITANCE-TYPE SYSTEM FOR MEASURING ROTOR BLADE
TIP CLEARANCE
Earranger (J.P.).
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
Apr 78, 35p. NASA-TP-1110, E-9395.

The rotor blade tip clearance measurement system consists of a capacitance sensing probe with self con-
tained tuning elements, a connecting coaxial cable, and remotely located electronics. Tests show that
the accuracy of the system suffers from a strong dependence on probe tip temperature
Blade tips. Clearances. Rotor blades Turbomachinery. Capacitance. Calibrating. Coaxial cables.
Jet engines. Nondestructive tests. Sensors. Transducers. 21 05.81 04
NTISNASA

N78-1 1991/4SL CA-TLSE
LA RECHERCHE AEROSPATIALE Bi-Monthly Bulletin N' 1977-2.
European Space Agency, Paris (France)
Tran-Transl. into English of Ic Rech. Aerospatiale, Bull. bimestriel (Paris).
N* 1977-2, Mar. Apr 1977 p. 67-132. Misc-original French Report Available from ONERA, Paris, FF 30.
SeF 77. 181 p. ESA-TT-408
No abstract

Acoustic emission. Boundary layer transition. Holographic interferometry. Thermosetting resins.
Trajectory optimization. Cascade flow. Compressibility effects. Fluid mechanics. Incor.cessible
boundary layer. Structural analysis. Switching theory. Turbine blades. Turbulent jets. 01 01.22
03.11 09.05 01.51 01.84 04.71 15.
Translations. France. NTISNASAT.



U74-121 67/2
FiGirr MONITOR FOR JET ENGINE DISK CRACKS AND THE USE OF CRITICAL LENGTH CRITERION Or FRACTURE
MECHANICS
&arranger (J.P.).
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
Nov 73. 21 p. NASA-TH-D- 7483, B-7570.

A disk crack detector is discussed which is intended to operate under flight conditions. It monitors
the disk rim for surface cracks emanating from the blade root interface. An eddy current type sensor,
with a remotely located capacitance/conductance bridge and sigr.al analyzer, can reliably detect a
simulated crack 3mm long.
Crack propagation. Eddy currents. Non destructive tests. Rotating disks. Fracture mechanics. Jet
engines. Surface cracks. TurDocompressors.
NASA.

*-76-221487
MAGNETIC POWDER MONITORING OF AIRCRAFT ENGINE BLADES
Aleksandrov (A.G.) , Shellikhov (G.S.)
Defektoekopiya, Jan. Feb. 1976 (1) , 81-85 (Russian)

Turbine blades. Nondestructive testing. Magnetic particle testing.

I



11. IDTZURS NON EXPLICITEMENT DIAVIONS

A-77-046815 CA-TLSE
DOLOGRAPHIC TESTING IN THE INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONNT.
Nicholls (D.W.)
Society for Experimntal Stress Analysis,

Spring Meeting, Dallas, Tex. May 15-28 1977, Paper. 18 p.

Non destructive tests. Engine parts. Structural Members. Turbines. Holography.

A-77-037645
ADVANCED NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION TECHNIQUES AS APPLIED TO FRACTURE MECHANICS DESIGN FOR TURBINE
ENGINC COMPONENTS.
Packman (P.F.)
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York.
Fatigue life technology, Proceedings of the Symposium, Philadelphia, Pa. March 27-31 1977, p. 95-116,
19 ref. Contract N* F44626-76-0-0042.

Nondestructive tests. Gas Turbine Engines. Fracture Strength. Engine Tests. Engine parts.

A-77-030173 CA-TLSE
JET ENGINE ISOTOPE INSPECTION
Guillen (J.A.)
World Conference on Nondestructive Testing, 8th , Cannes, France, September 6-11 1976, Proceedings.
Paris, Institut de Soudure, 1976, Section 58, Paper 58-6. 8 p.

Nondestructive tests. Radiography. Radioactive isotopes. Engine tests. Jet engines. Iridium isotopes.

A-76-032141 MN
DEVELOPMENT OF STRESS ENHANCED ULTRASONIC COMPRESSOR BLADE INSPECTION EQUIPMENT
Lake (W.W.), Thorp (J.), Barton (J.R.), Perry (W.D.)
Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio, Tex,
Symposium on Nondestructive Evaluation, 10th, San Antonio, Tex. April 23-25, 1975, Proceedings
p. 181-193, 8refs. Grant N* DAAJO1-73-C-0881.

Gas turbine engines. Ultrasonic tests. Compressor blades. Engine tests.

A-75-046564
PHOTON RADIOGRAPHIC DETECTION OF MICROPOROSITY IN AERO-ENGINE TURBINE CASTINGS.
Stafford (P.), Sherwood (A.C.), West (D.)
Non destructive Testing
Vol 8 Oct 1975, p. 235-240

Beat resistant alloys. Turbine blades. Cast alloys. Nondestructive tests. Microporosity. Proton
Irradiation.

A-74-043166
TURBINE BLADE INSPECTION
Erf (R.K.)
New York , Academic Press, Inc.
1974, p. 343-354, 7 ref. (A74-431S1 22-14). Contract N* NO0019-69-C-O271.

Turbine blade inspection via holographic interferceetry.
Turbine blades. Nondestructive tests. Vibration measurement. Holographic interferometry.

A-74-027452
PARAEATER SELECTION FOR MULTIPLE FAULT DIAGNOSTICS OF GAS TURBINE ENGINES.
Urban (L.A.)
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Gas Turbine Conference and Products Show, Zurich, Switzerland,
Mar 30 Apr 4, 1974, Paper 74-GT-62, 6p.
Parameter selection for multiple fault diagnostics of gas turbine engines. SASNE paper 74-GT-620

Gas turbine engines. Thermodynamic cycles. Engine monitoring instruments. Nondestructive tests.
Engine analyzers.
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A-74-027444 NO
RESIDUAL STRESSES IN GAS TURBINE ENGINE COMPONENTS FROM BOR(MAUSEN NOISE ANALYSIS.
Barton (J.R.), Kusenberger (F.N.)
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Gas Turbine Conference and Products Show, Zurich, Switzerland
Mar 30, Apr 4, 1974, Paper 74-GT-51, 9 p. 22 ref.
Residual stresses in gas tuzbine engine components from Borkhausen noise analysis. 5ASME Paper 74-CT-510

Gas Turbine Enqines. Stress Measurement. Nondestructive tests. Residual stress. Engine parts. Engine noise.

A-74-027417 NO
DIAGNOSTIC SONICS FOR GAS TURBINE ENGINES
Zabriskie (C.J.)
Amrican Society of Mechanical Engineers. Gas Turbine Conference and Products Show, Zurich,
.witzerland
Mar 30 Apr 4, 1974, Paper 74-MT-18, 10 p.
Diagnostic sonics for gas turbine engines 5ASME Paper 74-GT-180.

Sonograms. Gas turbine engines. Engine monitoring instruments. Nondestructive tests. Acoustic measurements.

A-74-O16480 TLSE
NON DESTRCTIVE INSPECTION OF TITANIUM JET ENGINE DISKS
Vicki (P.J.)
Proceedings of the Second International Conference, Cambridge, Mass.
May 2-5 1972, Volume I (A74-16444-05-17) New York, Planum Press, p. 733-741
Non destructive inspection of titanium jet engine disks./
Jet engines. Non-destructive tests. Titanium alloys. Engine parts.

AD-AO43 959/6SL CA-TLSE
ULTRASOIC INSPECTION OF CERAM4ICS CONTAINING SMALL FLOWS. Final Technical Rapt.
19 Feb 76 18 Feb 77
Derkacs (T.). Natay (I.M.), Brentnall (W.D.)
TRW Inc Cleveland Ohio, Contract N* 622269-76-C-0148
Mar 77, 77 p. Rapt n0 TRW-ER-7867-F

A 45 M•s ultrasonic shear wave technique was developed and evaluated for detection of small defects.
Ceramic materials. Defects Materials. Ultrasonic tests. Nondestructive testing. High Frequency. Gas
turbines. Silicon carbides. Silicon nitrides. Boron. Doping. Hot pressing. Sintering. Fracture Mechanics.
Flexural strength. Shear stresses. Surface finishing. Fractography. 11 02.21 05.14 02.71 04.94 10.81
Ceralloy 147A. NTISDODXA

AD-AO40 333/7SL CA-TLSE
A C•MPA"ISON OF VARIOUS NON-DESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION PR4CESSES USING HOT ISOSTATICALLY PRESSED POWDER
TUfIjJfl PARTS.
Final rapt. Jun 75 - Jun 76
Hulk (D.E.)
General Electric Co Lynn Mass Aircraft Engine Group
Contract D3AJOI-75-C 0894
Dec 76. 173 p.
Four emerging NDE (non destructive evaluation) processes.

Non destructive testing. Turbine parts. Powder metallurgy. Hot pressing. Isostatic pressing. Gas
turbines. Turboshaft engines. Cracks. Defects materials. Surface analysis. Parasity. Ultrasonic Inspection.
Fluorescence. Holography. Acoustic detection. Neutron radiography. Campton scattering. 14 02.21 05.54
10.81 04.
T-700 engines. Nicket alloy Rene 95 . NTISDCDXA

AD-AO28 246/7SL MD
MELDED ROTOR INSPECTION DEVELOPMENT PROJECT T55-J-827
Final rapt. 1 Jun 75 15 Mr 76
Jain Sushiel, Strautman Victor, Jodon Paul
Avcc Lycoming Div Stratford Conn
Contract DA W01-75 -C-0339
15 Mar 76. 64 p . Rapt n* LYC-76-16

The results of this project show that the pulse-echo techniques used in ultrasonic testing offers the
beat resolution and flow detectability on a welded rotor shaft. Based on these results, detailed procedures
have been established defining acceptance criteria and equipment used. This project also covered
Ultrasonic tests. Nondestructive testing. Gas turbine rotors. Welds. Acoustic emissions. Welded joints.
Gas turbines. Electron beam welding. Inertla 21 05.14 02.81 04.73 01
WI'SDODXA



AD-A327 357/39LND
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION OF CERAMICS
Final technical rapt. 20 Jan 75 19 Apr 76
Derkacs (T.). Matay (I.M.) , Brentnall (W.D.)
TRW Inc Cleveland Ohio , Contract N1 0019-75-C- 0230
19 May 76, 124 p. Rapt n0 TRW-ER-7798-F

An ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (UNDE) techniques was developed to successfully detect small
defects in gas turbine quality ceramic materials. A high frequency (25-45 M)z), longitudinal wave mode,
pulse-reflection.
Gas turbines. Ultrasonic tests. Silicon carbides. Silicon nitrides. Nondestructive testing. High
frequency. Ultrasonics. Flexural strength. Hot pressing. Defects materials. Fracture mechanics.
Bonding. Sintering. 11 02.71 04.73 O1
Refractory materials . NTISDODXA

AD-A0O8 273/5SL ND
DEVELOPMENT OF NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION EQUIPMENT F')R JET Er4GINE COMPRESSOR BLADES
Final Rapt. 21 Aug 73 - 31 Jan 75.
Perry (W.D.) , Silvus (H.S.), Barton (J.R.)
Southwest Research Inst San Antonio Tax Army Aviation Systems Command, St. Louis, No
Contract DAAJO1-73-C 0881.Feb. 75, 60 p. Rapt N* SWRI-15-3707

The report presents the results of a program to develop a prototype sytem to semi-automatically
inspect compressor blades using the *stress enhanced ultrasonic method"
Non destructive testing. Compressor blades. Ultrasonic tests. Ultrasonic inspection. Jet engines.
Cracks. Fatigue mechanics. Test equipment. 13 08.21 05.14 02.73 01.94 02.81 04.
T-53 engines. NTISDODA

AD-769 317/9
PROBLEMS OF DYN•AMICS AND DURABILITY.
Number 229, 1972 (selected articles)

Pallei (Z.S.)i Pivovarov (V.A.)
Foreign Technology Div Wright-Patterson 12!, Ohio,
18. Edited machine trans. of Voprosy Dinamiki i Prochnosti (USSR) n* 229 p. 1-74 1972, by Robert
Allen Potts.
27 Sep 73, 74 p. Rapt n* FTD-MT-24-660-73.

Predicting the service life of the rotor blades of turbines on the basis of equivalent bench tests, Pre-
die ing the service life of turbine rotor blades, Analysis of the failures of turbine rotor blade.
Gas turbine blades. Performance Engineering. Life Durability. Rotor blades Turbomachinery. Gas turbines.
Failure. Thermal properties. Oscillation. Nondestructive testing. USSR. Translations.

77-32471/3SL CA-TLSE
HOLOGRAPHY AND APPLICATIONS(GENERALITES SUR L*HOLOGRAPHIE ET SES APPLICATIONS)
Smigielski (P.)
Institut Franco-allemand do recherches, St Louis (France).
Conf-presented at the conf. On inform. sur les Appi. de l'Holographie au controls non destructif,
Paris 22 Jun 1976. Language in French

30 Aug 76, 44 p. ISL-CO-209/76

A review of the history and ph31ical principles of holography is presented.
Applications using interferometric holography are discussed with regard to nondestructive tests,
dimensional control, dynamic measurement of deformation.
Holographic interfera try. Non destructive tests. Holography. Deformation.
Hydrodynamics. Turvine blades. 14 05.21 05.14 02.82 01.94 10
France. NTISNASA.E

N76-33526/4SL MD
INSPECTION OF COMPOSITES USING A COMPUTER-BASED REAL TIME RADIOGRAPHIC FACILITY
Roberts (E.J), Vary (A.)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
Conf-Presentdd at the 2D Conf. on Automated Inspection and Product Control, •hicago, 19-21 Oct 1976
1976 12p. NASA-TW-X-73504

A radiographic inspection facility was developed at the NASA Lewis
Composite materials. Gas turbine engines. Radiography. Research facilities. Digital ccmputers. Epoxy
resins. Imaging techniques. Real time operation. Ring structures. Ultrasonic rests. X ray analysis. 21
05.11 04.14 02.81 04.71 06.84 10
Non destructive testing. Diagnostic equipment. NTISNASA
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AIIL-ND-78-5CA-'rLSE
WN DZHTRUCTIVE EVLUATION TECHNIQUES FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE CERAMIC COMPONENTIS
Quarterly Report, January'- March 1978
Argonne National Lab. III Department of Energy.
Contract U-31-109-ENG-38.
mar 71, l9p.

1"ab use of holographic interferometry techniques for the nondestructive evaluation of ceramic heat
exchanger tubes and ceramic rotors for high temperature (avove 1200 exp 0 C).
beaui-fuel powr plants. Beat exchangers. Tubes. Ceramics. Gat turbines. Holography. Zntarferc try-
Nondestructive testing. Research programs. Very high temperature. 10 02.14 02.11 02.10 01.21 05.13
11.94 10.97 09.94 09.97 12.81 04. ZRDA/200104. ZFRDA/420500. Electric power plants. Gas turbine
rotors. W'ISDE.

UCRL-7629o ARC
FLAWH RADIOGRAPHIC TECHIQgUE APPLIED TO FUEL INJECTOR SPRAYS
bahl(X.L.), Vantine (B.C.)
California Univ. Livermore, Lawrence Livermore lab. Energy Research and Developmnt Administration.
Contract. U.7405-eng-48. American Society for Nondestructive Tasting Flash X-Ray Symposium, Houston,
Texas, United States of America (USA), 27 Sep 1976. Jun 76 17 p. COI4F-760914-4

A flash radiographic technique, using 50 ns exposure times, was used to study the pattern and density dis
Fuel injection systems. Furnaces. Gas turbines. Internal combustion engines. Density. Distribution.
Droplets. Sprays. X-ray raciography. 21 05.21 07.87 0.4.81 10
XRWA330100. ENWA420500. ERDA/421000. NTISERDA

m-78-220792
USE Or A SENT-AUTONMED EDDY CURRENT INSPECTION SYSTEM ON AN r1ZOLOY 901 MATERIAL
Lewis (R.R.)
ASNT 37th National Fall Conference. ASHN1, Columbus, Ohio. 1977, 410-421. (English).

Nickel base alloys. Nondestructive tasting. Superalloys. Eddy current testing. Jet engines. Turbines.
Cracks, Incoloy 901 NI. SP

15-78-220764
ACDWTC EMISSION FLOW DETECTION IN TURBINE COMPRESSOR BIADES
Green (A.Td), Pricker (R.), Weir (D.B.)
AMl 37th National Fall Conference. ASNT, Columbus, Ohio 1977, 19-21 .(English).

Turbine Bladem. Nondestructive tasting. Acoustic emission.

15-78-220761
CRUME DVTECTION BY HOLOGRAM INTE"RFEOMETRY
Zarut~skii (N.A.)
Sow. Phys. Tech. Phys. May 1977, 47, (5) , 641-642 (English).

Holography. Crack pr-3pagation. Turbine blades. Flow detection.

m-76-220588
COMPOSITE FAN BLADES CAN BE INSPECTED BOLOGRAP1IICALLY
Delgrosso (E.J.); Carlson (C.E.)
Autoinot. Eng. Dec. 1977, 85 (12) , 62-65 (English).

Turbine blades. Nondestructive testing. Titanium base alloys. Composite materials. Baron. Aluminium
solography. Ti-6A1-4V. T1.

N-78-22240
POSSIBILITIES OF LOW TEMPERAT`URE RADIOGRAPHY
Xsor (P.)
Or. J. Non-destr. Test. Sep 1977, 19 (5) , 239-241. (English).

Turbine blades . Nondestructive tasting. Radiography. Low temperature.

*5-77-221371
INSPECTION OF JET ENGINES WITH ISOTOPES
Martinex (J.A.G.)
Nondestructive Testing. Asoc Espanolo Paro el. Control de la Calidad, Bilb~ao.1976- 121-125 (Spanish).

Jet engines. Nondestructive testing. Inspection. Radiography. Radioisotopes.



14-77-221375
INSPECTION O JET ENGINES WITH TIM BORSCOPE
Rubio (J.)
Nondestructive testing. Asoc Esp•nola Paro el Control de la Calidad, Bilbao 1976,
157-163 (Spanish).

Jet engines. Nondestructive testing. Inspection. Maintenance

1(-77-220985
INSPECTIO OF WELDS BY AN ACOUSTIC-EMISSION METHOD DURING -LECTNG-BZAN WL•DING.
bolotin (Y.I.) , selov (V.N.)
Scar. Proizvod. Apr 1976 (4), 29-31 (Russian).

Chromium steels. Welding. Electron beam welding. Welded Joints. Nondestructive testing. Turbine
blades. Acoustic eMission.

N-77-220033
PROVOCATIVE TECHNIQUES IN THERMAL NUT IMAGING.
Trszek (G.J.), Balk (S.)
Xarer. Eval. , Auf. 1976, 34, (8), 173-176 (English).

Turbine blades. Nondestructive testing. Thermal radiation. Flow detection.

M-76-220981
TESTING COMPLEX-SHAPED PARTS BY THE ULTRASONIC ECHO METODS
Shraiber (f.S.)
Defektoalopiga. Nov.- Dec 1975 (6) 17-25 (Russian)

Turbine blades. Nondestructive testing. Ultrasonic testing.

1,-76-220292
APPARATUS FOR MEASURING BLADE DISPLACEMENTS IN PULL-SCALZ T¶RBODYNAMO DISCS.
Ostopchuk (II)
Probl. Prachn. Sep 1975 (9) 100-101 (Russian)

Stainless steels. Dimensional analysis. Nickel base alloys. Testing equipment . Design. Nondestructive
testing. Turbine blades.

3--76-220269
""•R DSTM=M-V TESTING ON INCONEL TURBINE BLADES USING SMALL ANGLE NEUTRON SCATTERING.
Cherubini G. , Olivi A. , Pizzi F. , Walther H.
Metall. Ital. June 1975, 67 (6) , 315-319 (Italian).

Superalloys. Nondestructive testing. Nickel base alloys. Turbine blades. Neutron radiography.
Inconel X750. SP. NI. Inconel 700

m-76-220o64f ULTRASONIC TESTING OF METAL-METAL SOND IN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE CYLINDERS
Deputat (J.) Pawlowski (M) , Rulka (R.)
Paper N* C-49, 7th International Conference on Nondestructive testing, Warsaw, Poland. 1973, 9p.
(Pamphlet) . (English).

Engine cylinders. Nondestructive testing. Cast iron. Aluminium. Ultrasonic testing. Adhesive bonding.

3M-75-220377
s.RP FOCUS IMPR0'rS X-RAY AIWLYSIS
Spaulding (W.E.)
Not. Prog. Dec 1974, 106 (7) , 86-88 (English)

Jet Engines, Nondestructive testing. Welded Joints. Titanitum bame alloys. Radiography.

3-75-220012
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO IN THE INSPECTION PENETRANT PRCESS
"Alburget (J.R.)
Hater. Eval. Sep 1974 22, (9), 193-200 (English).

Fluid penetrant testing. Penetrants. Acoustic measurement. Turbine blades. Nondestructive testing.



N-T4-5 IO50

INCREASING THE SO•NDNESS O? TURDBIN KAM CASTS4GS BY TIM wST WRX PROCESS.
Shpindler (S.S.), Portnoy (YP) Kalashnikove (K.N.) , Grigorash (I.?.)
Litaino. Proizv, feb 1974 (2) , 2-3 (Russian).
Turbine blades. Casting. Beat resistant alloys. Invest~mt casting. Casting defects. Ila destructiv

testing.

N-74-220333

HIG ENRGY MOIOGRAPHY - A INW TWCmQXl 1IN THE MtIPMMT OF EFFICIECY AND DITERGTY IN AZAD
C.d TURBINE ENG1ES.
Pillen D.A.W.
Rater. Ival. Feb. 1974, 32 (2) 25-30 , 37. (English).

Jet HagLnes. Nondestructive tasting. Radiography. Linear accelerators.
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The safety in use of mechanical systems is dependent on the identification of possible
defects in their component parts. This particularly applies to turbine engines, certain
components of which, especially turbine and compressor discs and blades, are subjected to
particularly severe stresses; creep, low cycle fatigue, thermal fatigue.
These potential defects must be detected, on the one hand when the parts are at the
manufacturing stage and, on the other, during periodic inspections in service.

It is, therefore, essential to have available non-destructive inspection methods which, while
they are accurate and sensitive, can be used in the workshop for the detection of even minor
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